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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 
DIVISION OF VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY, 

Washington, D. C., December 7, 1893. 

Srr: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report on experiments 
made during the past two years in the pollination of pear flowers. 

This work, which has been carried on under my direction by Mr. 
M. B. Waite, was the outgrowth of some investigations of fire or twig 

blight of the pear. In the study of this disease and the life his- 
tory of the microérganism causing it, an attempt was made to obtain 

some information in regard to the relation of insects to the malady in 

question. It was found that the blight bacteria were carried from 

flower to flower by insects, the disease being rapidly disseminated in 

this way. The question then arose as to the possibility of preventing 

blossom blight by excluding insects, and of course along with this it 

became necessary to consider the effect on fruitfulness of stopping all 

insect visits. The preliminary experiments along these lines gave 

results which were somewhat startling, as they seemed to clearly indi- 

eate a fact hitherto not recognized by scientific-and practical horticul- 

turists, viz, that many of our well-known varieties of peafs are wholly 
unable to fertilize themselves. In other words, whenever insects are 

excluded and cross-fertilization prevented most of the common varieties 

of pears, although they may blossom profusely, fail to set fruit. To 

obtain further facts on this important matter extensive experiments 

were made during the spring of 1892 in Virginia and New York, the 

results in each case fully confirming those of the previous year. From 

a practical standpoint the work is of great importance, as it enables us 

to throw light on many questions connected with the unfruitfulness of 

orchards not hitherto understood. These points, together with full 
details of the experiments, are discussed in the accompanying report. 

Respectfully, 

B, T. GALLOWAY, 
Chief of Division 

Hon. J. STERLING MoRToN, 

Secretary of Agriculture. 





LEYTE OF SUBMITTAL. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 
DIVISION OF VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY, 

Washington, D. C., August 21, 1893. 

Str: I submit herewith a report on experiments made during the 

seasons of 1891 and 1892 in the pollination of pear flowers. The work, 

though not strictly pathological, had its origin in investigations of this 

nature. 

Respectfully, 

M. B. WAITE, 

Special Agent. 
B. T. GALLOWAY, 

Chief of the Division of Vegetable Pathology. 
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THE POLLINATION OF PEAR FLOWERS,’ 

CHAPTER I. 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON CROSS-POLLINATION. 

The question of cross-pollination of flowers dates back to the pub- 

lication of Darwin’s Origin of Species in 1859, in which the value of a 

cross, or at least of the advantage of an occasional cross, was first 
pointed out. However, no general interest in the subject was aroused 

until 1862, when this great investigator published his work on Various 

Contrivances by which British and Foreign Orchids are Fertilized by 
Insects. The most important conclusion in this book is found in the 

following sentence: ‘‘ Nature thus tells us in the most emphatic manner 

that she abhors perpetual self-fertilization.” 
Long before Darwin’s time Sprengel published a remarkable book, t 

in which he showed by a great number of observations the essential 

part insects play in pollinating flowers. He even went so far as to 

actually observe in certain species of plants that cross-pollination neces- 

sarily took place, but not comprehending the advantage of this to the 

plants he did not fully appreciate the importance of his discoveries. 

Andrew Knight t saw the truth much more clearly, and remarked that 

nature intended that sexual intercourse should take place between 

neighboring plants of the same species. In 1811 Kolreuter and later on 

Herbert also hinted at the same law, but Sprengel’s important observa- 

tions remained unappreciated until Darwin’s great discoveries of the 

value of crossing to plants showed the real meaning ond utility of all 

the contrivances which brought it about. In his remarkable work on 

Cross and Self-Fertilization in the Vegetable Kingdom, Darwin has 

brought forward his own exhaustive experiments showing the value of 

* Throughout this report an endeavor has been made to avoid the use of the word 

fertilization and to substitute pollination when the application of the pollen to the 

pistil is meant, and fecundation to mean the action of the pollen tube on the ovules. 
The word fertilization, however, is used in addition by various authors in a general 

sense to cover both pollination and fecundation, and when so used it is not so easy 
to substitute either of the other words. Moreover, in quotations and citations of 

book titles the word fertilization must be used, so altogether it occurs in a number of 

places. 

tSprengel, Ch. K. Das entdeckte Geheimniss der Natur im Bau und in der 

Befruchtung der Blumen, Berlin, 1793. 

{ Darwin’s Cross and Self-Fertilization in the Vegetable Kingdom, p. 7. 



10 THE POLLINATION OF PEAR FLOWERS. 

crossing to plants, and has collected in support of his views many ob- | 

servations of others. The principles stated in the above book were the 

main incentives and guides to the experiments recorded in this bulletin. 

In his Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication, Darwin 

brought out new and additional evidence bearing on this subject. The 

important laws which his investigations have so clearly demonstrated 
are now universally accepted by naturalists. They may be briefly 

stated as follows: (1) Nature abhors perpetual self-fertilization; (2) con- 
tinued self-fertilization is injurious, resulting in inferior and less fertile 
offspring; (3) cross-fertilization is necessary for the production of 

healthy seedlings; (4) plants are endlessly modified to secure this end. 
The whole matter is interwoven with another great Jaw of Darwin’s, 

the Jaw of natural selection, in which he shows how cross-fertilized 

individuals, being naturally strong and vigorous, crowd out and survive 

the competition of both their own and other species and propagate their 

kind. 

Hermann Miiller, in his important work on the Fertilization of Flow- 
ers, in which he includes a vast number of observations on the methods 

by which plants are pollinated, points out not only the modifications 

which flowers undergo for the purpose of cross-pollination, but also 

the corresponding changes in insects, which enable them to secure 

nectar and pollen from the flowers and at the same time cross-pollinate | 

them. This correlation of flowers and insects is admirably discussed 

in a little volume by Sir John Lubbock, entitled British Wild Flowers 

in their Relation to Insects. Since the publication of Darwin’s Origin 

of Species many investigators have studied this attractive subject, and 

the result is a vast store of literature. A nearly complete list of the 

works on the subject up to 1886 is to be found in Miiller’s book above 

mentioned. 

While many plants have contrivances for securing cross-pollination 

by insects, there are many others that are pollinated by the wind, nota- 
bly, for example, the pines, the cereals and other grasses, and the sedges. 

Such plants always have inconspicuous flowers without showy coro}- 

las. They produce large quantities of dry and dust-like pollen, which is 

easily carried long distances by the wind, and their pistils are generally 

long and feathery, so as to catch the flying pollen. It will be shown 

later on that the pear flower from its very structure does not fall in 

this category. 

Botanists look upon most flowers which are modified so as to have 

showy corollas and attractions in the way of nectar and perfume as 

developed for insects and by them through the agency of natural selee- 

tion. The real purpose of the numerous modifications Darwin has dem- 

onstrated is to secure cross-fertilization.* Thus the reader will readily 

*Those who wish to read further on this important subject are referred to the 

above-mentioned works of Darwin, Miiller, and Lubbock. An excellent work in 

German, Pflanzenleben, by Kerner von Mirlaun, should also be mentioned, since it 

contains much interesting information in this line. 



SELF-STERILE PLANTS. 11 

see why the pear flower, with its showy petals, its attractive nectar 

and pollen, and its success in securing insect visits might easily be sus- 

pected of requiring cross-fertilization. 

The various means by which cross-fertilization is insured and self- 

fertilization avoided may be stated as follows: (1) By the separation ot 

the sexes, in which the stamens are borne on one plant and the pistils 
on another, as in hemp and most species of willows; (2) by special 
mechanical contrivances which prevent the pollen of a flower from get- 

ting on its own stigma or which favor the carrying of pollen by insects, 
as in many orchids, Leguminose, mints, etc.; (3) by the plants pro- 

ducing on distinct individuals two and in some species even three forms 
of flowers, with different lengths of stamens and pistils and different 
kinds of pollen, as in Primula and Pulmonaria; (4) by a difference in 

the time of maturity of the pollen and stigma in the same flower, as in 

Scrophularia nodosa and Gentiana; (5) by more or less complete sterility 

of the flowers to their own pollen, and a corresponding prepotency of 

the pollen from another individual, as in the Lobelia, Reseda, Verbascum, 
ete. | 

Of these five means only the fourth and fifth are resorted to by the 
pear; the fourth, however, is of minor importance, the main depend- 
ence, aS we shall see later, being placed on the fifth. This special 

phase of cross-fertilization was first fully brought out in Darwin’s Vari- 

ation of Animals and Plants under Domestication, and was further 

considered in his Cross and Self-Fertilization in the Vegetable King- 
dom. But a number of observers had previously noted that some 

plants were self-sterile. Ko6lreuter at the close of the last century 
found that Verbascum pheniceum was sterile to its own pollen, but 
fruited well when pollinated with four other species. In his two works 

above mentioned Darwin cites a considerable number of cases in which 
plants had been found to be more or less completely self-sterile and 

adds a number of species observed by himself. Ina recently published 

paper,* Focke has collected from Darwin, Miller, and others all the self- 
sterile species, and has made a number of additions, so that the num- 
ber of such plants is increased to fifty-seven species, which are given in 

the following list. It should be noted, however, that some in the list 

are included on circumstantial evidence and not as the result of care- 
ful experiments. 

* Abhandlungen herausgegeben vom naturwissenschaftlichen Vereine zu Bremen, 

XII, Heft 3, pp. 409-416. Ueber Unfruchtbarkeit bei Bestéubung wit eigenem Pollen. 
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LIST OF SELF-STERILE PLANTS AS GIVEN BY FOCKE. Sc — | 

[AUTHORITIES FOR SELF-STERILITY ARE GIVEN IN SMALL CAPITALS. } 

Ranunculus acris L. FOCKE. 
R. bulbosus L. FOCKE. RK. auricomus L. and &. arvensis L. are fertile to 
- their own pollen. 
Papaver alpinum L. H. HOFFMANN. 
P. nudicaule L. FOCKE. 
Eschscholtzia californica Cham. Fr. MULLER, DARWIN. 
Hypecoum grandifiorum Cham. HILDEBRAND. re 
Corydalis cava Schw. HILDEBRAND. Z. 
Brassica rapa L. FOCKE. if 
Cistus hybria forms. BORNET. 
Reseda odorata Asso. DARWIN. 
Rk. lutea L. DARWIN. 
Abutilon darwinti Hook. FR. MULLER, DARWIN, 
Erodium macradenum V Herit. Fr. LuDWIG. 
Rubus odoratus L., rarely fruits. FockE. &. nutkanus fruits with its own pollen. 
Rk. spectabilis Pursh, fully fruitfulonly under certain favorable conditions. FOCKE. 
Kerria japonica DC. FOCKE. 
Neviusia alabamensis Gray. FOCKE. 
Prunus lusitanica L. FOCKE. 
Sanguisorba canadensis L. FOCKE. 
Ulmaria, species bear no fruit when isolated. FOCKE. 
Rosa setigera Mich., fruits sparingly. FOCKE. 
R. rugosa Thbg., fruits sparingly. FOCKE. 
R. beggeriana Schenk, fruits sparingly; most species of Rosa are self-fertile. 

FOCKE. 
Pirus salicifolia L. Seeds from fruits grown on a tree in a garden gave only hybrid 

seedlings with P. commuaris. SCHUBLER, FOCKE. 
Mespilus nigra Willd., under same circumstances as Pirus salicifolia gave only 

hybrid seedlings with M. nionogyna. 
Passiflora alata Ait. Mowpsray, SCOTT. 
P. ramosa. MowBrkay, SCOTT. 
Senecio, garden varieties of the subgenus Pericallis. DARWIN. 
Lobelia fulgens W. GARTNER. bs 
LD. cardinalis L. FOCKE. 
Tabernemontana echinata. FR. MULLER. 
Verbascum nigrum L. GARTNER. 
V. pheniceum L. KOLREUTER, FOCKE. 
V. phlomoides L. FOCKE. 
Bignonia sp. FR. MULLER. 
Lycium rhombifolium ? both self-sterile, but each is fertile with the other’s pollen. 
L. halimifolium Mill. FOCKE. 
Daphne mezereum L. Fr. LUDWIG, FOCKE. 
Maszxillaria atro-rubens. ScorTt. 
Epidendrium cinnabarinum. FR. MULLER. 
Oncidium sphacelatum Lindl. ScoTttT, MUNRO. 
O. divaricatum Lindl. MUNRO. 
O. microchilum Batem. ScortT. 
O. cavendishianum Batem. RIVIERE. 
O. crispum. Fr. MULLER. 
O. flecuosum, and other species. Fr. MULLER. 
Notylia sp. FR. MULLER. 
Burlingtonia sp. Fr. MULLER. 
Rodriguezia sp. FR. MULLER. 
Lilium candidum L. TINZMAN. 
L. bulbiferum L. FOCKE. 
Hemerocallis flava L. FOCKE. 
H: dumortieri. Morr. 
HI, serotina. FOCKE. 
Hippeastrum aulicum and also a hybrid form. HERBERT, 
Gladiolus, hybrié form. RAWSON. 
Secale cereale. RIMPAU. ae 



CHAPTER Il. 

GENERAL ACCOUNT OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 

THE PEAR FLOWER. 

The flower of the pear is regular, perfect, and complete, with its 

parts in fives. It has five brownish green sepals; five white, or in the 

bud usually pinkish petals; twenty stamens; and a five-celled ovary, 

with five styles and stigmas. The ovary is inferior. In other words, 

the calyx has its insertion on the top or upper part of the ovary. 

Perhaps the proper way to view the structure is to consider that the 

ovary is sunken into the expanded end of the stem, and that the latter, 

with the ovary, develops into the fruit. The so-called fruit is there- 

fore, as in other members of the pome family, a false fruit. The true 
fruit—the ripened ovary and its contents—occupies only the central 

portion of this fruit, as commonly understood, and constitutes perhaps 

one-fifth of its bulk. This young fruit exists in the flowers with all its 

parts formed in miniature, except the seeds, which are represented by 

ovules. Looking at the flower from below, the young, undeveloped pear 

is plainly discernible; indeed it is easily seen as soon as the buds 

appear. When viewed from above, the middle of the flower is seen 

to be occupied by a greenish yellow, saucer-shaped disk, from the 

center of which protrude the five styles. The stamens, petals, and 

sepals are arranged in circles around the outside of this central disk 

(fig. 1). The styles lead directly down to the ovules, each style ter- 
ininating in a slightly expanded and modified portion, the stigma. 

This extends a short distance down the inner side of the style and is 

the organ that receives the pollen. A microscopic examination of the 

stigma Shows its surface to be covered with small, blunt papille, which 

form a sort of brush to catch and retain the pollen. During at least 

a part of the life of the flower the stigma secretes a slightly sticky 
liquid, which moistens its surface. The greenish disk in the center of 
the flower is the nectary or nectar gland, and here the nectar, or, as it 

is often erroneously called, the honey of the flower, is secreted. Each 

cell of the ovary contains two ovules, making ten in all; these when 

properly fecundated may all develop into seeds, 
. 13 
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The pear flowers are borne in corymbose clusters, which generally 

consist of seven or eight flowers, although the number may vary. 

During winter this cluster is contained in one small, scaly bud, which 
may be called the cluster bud, but is commonly spoken of by orchard- 

ists as the fruit bud. When spring arrives the cluster begins to 

TVG. 1.—Enarged section of a Bartlett pear flower. Ststyle, sp sepal, f filament, @ anther, s stigma, ri 

p petal, d disk, ov ovule. 

develop and expand. The bud scales are separated and fall away, and 

the seven or eight individual flower buds appear. These rapidly 

enlarge until all the floral parts, except the petals, are full size. The 
stamens are all curved inward and the white or pink color of the 

petals is barely visible between the sepals. When the flowers arrive 

at this stage the weather conditions determine two more or less 

distinct courses of development. If dry and sunny weather prevail 

the buds will open and expose the stigmas before the petals are full 

grown. By this means the pistils are often exposed a full day ea 

before the stamens on the same flower shed their pollen. So far as 
the stamens are concerned this is a premature opening of the flower, 

but no matter how early the petals open the stigina is always expanded 

and ready to receive pollen, 

> 

’ 
* 

% 
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Very often the styles protrude from between the petals before the 

latter open out; thus the early opening of the petals favors cross- 

pollination, for the stigma is exposed to receive pollen froin insects — 

some time before the pollen in its flower is set free. Further, the life 
of the flower as an open blossom is longer. At Rochester in the spring 

of 1892 many flowers opened by the time the petals were one-half their 

full size. Three or four dry, sunny, and windy days occurring at 

that time, favored the opening of the petals, but not their growth. 

In wet weather the reverse of the above occurs. The stigma, instead 
of being exposed by the opening of the petals long before the ripening 

of the stamens, remains inclosed until the stamens have reached 
maturity, or in some cases have actually discharged their pollen. 

Such a case occurred in the spring of 1892 in Virginia, where cloudy 

and rainy weather prevailed during the blossoming time. 

These two cases, however, may be regarded as extreme. The normal 

method is for the petals. to expand when about two-thirds grown and 

expose the stigma fully matured. It remains in this condition about 

four or fivedays. In the course of from one to four hours after the petals 

open the first stamen sheds its pollen, and the others follow in suc- 

cession, so that from three to six will have opened by night. Each 

stamen is curved inward toward the center of the flower in the bud, 
and only straightens out when its anther discharges its pollen. The 

anther does not burst suddenly and scatter the pollen, but a tiny rent 

appears, which takes several minutes to open fully. Generally, but 

not always, the two anther cells open at the same time. The walls of 

the anther cells curl back after they have ruptured, and by drying 

become comparatively inconspicuous. The rupture of the anthers 

occurs along a previously determined line and the opening is cpio 

about by a special kind of tissue composing the walls. 

Three distinct kinds of anthers are to be seen on the flowers, 
(1) those which have not opened, (2): ruptured anthers which retain 

their mass of yellow pollen, and (3) ruptured anthers’ which 
have been stripped of pollen by insects. Where bees are scarce or 

when cold or cloudy weather keeps them from workin g, ruptured anthers 

with pollen attached are abundant throughout the day. Even when 

bees are numerous and warm weather favors their working there is 

always an abundance of loose pollen up to about 10 a. m., by which 

time the bees will have stripped it from most of the flowers. During 

the second day that a flower is open the greater part of the anthers 

discharge their pollen. If any are left they open out the third day. 

Cold or wet weather will prolong this time. The pollen is not dry and 

dust-like at first, but is inclined to hold together, and if not removed 

by bees remains attached to the anther for a day or more. The large 
numbers of ruptured anthers with pollen to be found in the morning 

may possibly be due to the fact that they have opened during the night, 

when there are no bees at work. It is more probable, however, that 
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relatively few anthers open in the night, as coolness and moisture tend 

to retard their opening. The warmth and dryness which follow sun- 

rise doubtless open large numbers which have become ready during 
the night. - 

If not gathered by insects the pollen gradually becomes dry and falls 

off. When flowers are inclosed in bags there is ‘always an abundance 

of pollen on the anthers until the petals fall. Generaily the flower does 
not drop its petals until three or four days after all the anthers are 

burst. The blooming period for each flower is from five to seven days. 

The whole time of blooming, from the day the first flowers open until 

the larger part of the petals are on the ground, is generally from eight 

to nine days. There is considerable difference in the date of blooming 
of different varieties, a matter that will be discussed later. The flowers 
of any one variety generally bloom well together. On the first day 

a few flowers will come out; the next day finds the tree white with 

bloom; four more days of fine weather and the pollen will be about all 

shed and the work of pollinating by insects practically finished. Where 

bees and other insects are numerous the flowers are abundantly visited, 
and each flower during its life is undoubtedly visited several times. 

Judging from the pollen on the anthers and from the number of insects 

continually at work on the trees in the orchard at Rochester, the flowers 

were visited at least six times daily. In 1891 trees at Washington 

were observed that were visited even more frequently. Darwin esti- 
mated that some flowers in his garden were visited twenty times daily. 

There is no doubt, as Miiller states, that the pollen readily falls on the 

stigmas if insect visits do not occur. Even if insects do visit the flower 

some of its own pollen will probably reach its stigmas. The flower is 

normally turned sideways, and the stigmas are about the same length 

and surrounded closely by the numerous stamens, which often nearly 

touch the stigmas, so that they could hardly miss being self-pollinated. 
When an insect first visits a pear tree, after coming from another 

variety, it has adhering to its body the pollen of that variety, but 

after having alighted on one or two flowers, it becomes dusted with 

the new variety of pollen in addition. Each stigma, therefore, is 

probably dusted with more or less of a mixture of pollen. The only 

way for the pear flowers to derive the benefits of cross-pollination 

and avoid the evils of self-pollination is to refuse to accept the pollen 

of their own kind and to respond to the cross-pollen. We shall see 

later that this is precisely what occurs. 

Even before the petals fall it may be observed that the young fruits 

of some of the flowers are beginning to swell. Whether this is due to 

their natural vigor or to the fact that they show at that early date the 

effect of fecundation, [am not prepared to say, but the latter seems 

the more probable. Some of the flowers never begin to develop their 
fruits, but after remaining on the tree four to six days fall to the - 
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ground, the healthy pears at this time being about one-fourth of an 

inch in diameter. By the end of another week, when the thrifty fruits 

have attained a size of one-half to three-fourths of an inch in diameter, 
it will be observed that a second set has fallen behind. These, after 

attaining the size of a pea, stop growing, while the rest continue. 

These two periods of falling are fairly distinet, and after the second, 

which occurs about fifteen days after pollination, but little dropping of 

the fruit ordinarily occurs. A few pears may fall off later than this, 
but the general average of fruitfulness of a tree may be determined 

by that time. At Rochester in the spring of 1892 a good many pears 
fell off after they had passed the second period of falling and had 

reached half an inch in diameter, but Mr. Ellwanger, of the firm of 

Ellwanger & Barry, stated that this was unusual. From this time till 

autumn the codling moth causes many fruits to fall, and the seab 

fungus (Fusicladium pyrimum) also destroys young fruits. But these 

are outside agents and must be considered apart from the subject we 
are here investigating. | 

Each of the four series of experiments will now be taken up, and the 
conditions under which the work was done and the methods employed 

will be described in some detail. As to the results, only such general 
statements will be given here as will show the connection between the 

different series. Following the details a synopsis of all the work is 

presented, in which the data and numerical results are given. All the 
experiments on each variety are there brought together. 

SERIES I.—EXPERIMENTS AT BROCKPORT, N. Y. 

Plan of the experiments.—The attention I had given to insect visitors 

of pear flowers previous to the Brockport experiments was limited to a 

few casual observations at Thomasville, Ga., in 1890, and to more care- 

ful and extended observations at Washington, D. C., in the spring of 

1891. The latter investigations were carried to a point where it seemed 

necessary to ascertain the value to the pear flowers of insect visitors, 
consequently in connection with other investigations at Brockport an 

attempt was made to obtain an answer to this question. For this pur- 

pose 15 trees were selected, representing eight different varieties. 

Seven of these trees, consisting of Bartlett, Anjou, Winter Nelis, Clapps 

Favorite, Angouléme, and two the names of which were not known, were 
situated in the town of Brockport, in two gardens, which were separated 

by anarrow street. The 7 trees were all in sod, but 4 were situated 

on the border near cultivated ground. All were apparently well fed and 

in good vegetative condition. ‘The remaining 8 trees, 2 Angoulémes 

and 6 Seckels, were located in an orchard of dwarf trees, consisting 
solely of these two varieties, planted in alternate rows, and situated 2 

miles from the trees in the village. The Angoulémes and Seckels were in 

11876—No, 5 2 
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sod and had been for several years, consequently had made but little = — 
growth. Though not positively unhealthy, they appeared stunted. The 

trees in the gardens in good vegetative condition gave a very satisfactory 

set of fruit, while those in the grassy orchard set a light crop. 

- The experiments consisted in covering the buds with bags a day or 

two before the flowers opened and noting the effects. The bags were 
of three sorts, mosquito netting, cheese cloth, and paper. The mosquito- 

net bags were selected because they would exclude all but the most 

minute insects and at the same time necessitate but little change from 

normal conditions. The wind could readily blow through the meshes 

of the net, which were about ten to the inch, and if the pears were 
adapted for the purpose pollen could doubtless be blown by the wind 

on the stigmas. Paper bags were used because they afforded the 

most perfect exclusion of pollen and insects, while cheese-cloth bags 

were regarded as a mean between the other two. In two instances the 

three kinds of bags were placed on the same tree for comparison, 

The bags, which were from 10 to 18 inches long, were of sufficient size 

to inclose a large fruit spur, or a branch with from two to six or eight 

small spurs on it, so that each bag contained from two to ten or more 

clusters. The bags after being drawn carefully over the buds, were 

gathered closely to the branch and firmly wired. It was found con- 

venient to use shipping tags for labels, and to.fasten the wire into the 

tag before going tothe field. Mach label received a number correspond- 

ing to a serial number in a notebook, where the facts about the experi- 

ment were recorded. : 

The bags were put on the trees on May 7,8, and 9. By evening of 

the last day a few flowers opened, on May 10 the flowers came out 

rapidly, and on May 11 the trees were white with bloom. On May 14 

the petals began to fall, and by May 17 the greater part of them were 

on the ground. By the 24th a large number of the little pears had 

fallen off, this being the normal shedding of the weak or unfecundated 

flowers. 

Weather record.—Rochester, 18 miles from Brockport, is the nearest 
point at which detailed weather observations are taken. Brockport is 

about the same distance from Lake Ontario as Rochester and at very 

nearly the same altitude, in a very level country, so that the following 

record for Rochester must be nearly correct for Brockport: 
2 
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TaBLE 1.—Weather record at Rochester, N. Y., May, 1891. 

Day of |. Temperature. 3 12 eee 

month. : ee talnfall. 
Maximum.) Minimum. | Mean. 

Degrees F. | Degrees F. | Degrees I’. Inches. 

L 65 45 5D 
a 66 40) 13 0.03 
3 58 42 50 0. 44 
4 49 39 44 1. 00 
5 39 30 34 0.01 
6 47 31 39 1.00 
vt 53 . 89 46 

8 67 44 56 
9 76 54. 65 

10 82 56 69 

12 61 37 49 

13 G4. 39 52 
14 57 47 52 
15 TG 40 58 
16 48 44 46 0.01 
17 o4 33 44. 
18 60 46 53 
19 69 41 5D 

20 82 54 68 
21 78 64 71. 0. 02 
22 56 50 53 0. 01 
28 54 40) 47 
24 68 40 54 
25 75 47 61 

Warm weather during the last few days of April brought out the 

buds, so that when a cold wave came on May 5 and 6 the white petals 

could be seen. This cold wave was accompanied by a strong north- 

west wind and driving snow, and made the outlook for the blossoms 

rather discouraging. The thermometer fell below freezing, and water 

standing in pails over night had a thin skim of ice in the morning. 

When milder weather came, on May 7 and thereatter, the flowers were 

examined, but no visible injury could be found. It may be, however, 

that the cold weather did injure the flowers to some extent by chilling 

them. The warm weather on May 10 caused the petals to open. The 

week following was cool, dry, and sunny. When the sun shone brightly 

it was pleasant to be out, but it was too cool to bring out many insects. 

During the warmer parts of the days, however, insects were fairly 

abundant. 

Results of the experiments.—The count was taken on May 30 and 31, 

and the fruits were examined June 3 to ascertain if any had fallen off. 

This was rather earlier than desirable, but still late enough to show 

the general result. In making the count the number of clusters inside 

each bag was first determined. This was indicated by the peduncles 

from which flowers had fallen, or by the young fruits. The number of 

healthy fruits resulting from these clusters was also noted. In order 

to determine the general fruitfulness of the clusters outside of the bags, 
ror comparison, a count was made of a number of clusters and result- 

ing fruits on branches selected at random over the tree and of about 

the same character as the covered branches. Not appreciating the 

importance of the experiments at the time, in a number of cases I only 

guessed at the fruitfulness of the trees at large, without making a careful 
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count. In the synopsis of results these cases are marked by the word 

‘‘estimated.” Only the sum of the clusters and of the fruits under 

each kind of bag for each tree were noted in this series. In the three 

later series of experiments the number of clusters and of fruits in each 

bag were noted. Specimen tables from my notebooks will be given in 
the account of the Rochester series. 

The results of these Brockport experiments showed the trees to be 
divided sharply into two classes, those which could fertilize themselves 

and those which could not. On the trees of the latter class there was 

only a single fruit under cover. This one developed under a mosquito- 

net bag and was thought at the time to have been pollinated by a bee 

through the meshes of the net, Later experiments have shown that 

such a fruit may have been self-fertilized. 

On the varieties which fruited at all inside the bags, the percentages 
of fruits were so nearly like those outside the bags that I was inclined 

at the time to consider them nearly perfect self-fertilizers. The expe- 

rience of the following year, however, caused this view to be changed 

somewhat. The Angouléme, Seckel, and two unnamed varieties set 

about as well inside the bags as outside. Sometimes the highest per 
cent occurred in the bags and sometimes outside, but these dif- 

erences were thought to be accidental. The Bartlett, Anjou, Clapps 

Favorite, and Winter Nelis failed to set inside the bags, with the 
exception of the single fruit above mentioned. 

These experiments demonstrate that some of the varieties are not 

capable of fertilization when insects are excluded, but the reason for 

this was not ascertained. Just what the insects could do for the flowers 

was not shown. The question as to the real difficulty with these flowers 

and their difference from those capable of setting fruit when insects 

were excluded came up for an answer. Some decided structural or 

physiological difference, such as the death of the stigma before the 

anthers of the same flower have shed their pollen, or the impoteney of 

pollen to stigmas of the same flower were thought of as possible 

explanations. In case cross-fertilization were necessary, the question 

arose whether a very near kind of pollen was sufficient, such as from a 

different flower on the same branch, or whether that of a more remote 

character was required, such as from another tree. 

The results of the work on the trees at Brockport will be found in 

the synopsis, together with the other work on the same varieties. 

SERIES II.—EXPERIMENTS AT CHESTNUT FARM, VA. 

Account of the Old Dominion orchard.—In February, 1892, the writer 

visited the large pear orchard of the Old Dominion Fruit Company at 

Chestnut Farm, which is located near Scotland, on the James River. 
The orchard consisted originally of about 22,000 standard Bartlett 

pear trees. It was planted seventeen or eighteen years ago, the 
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trees being | year old from the bud. Phe nursery stock was grown at 

Geneva, N. Y., by S. D. Willard. The stocks used were the imported 

French variety. The trees have never borne a full crop, although when 

from 6 to 12 years old, they gave fair returns. One season the orchard 

yielded 4,000 boxes, of 3 pecks each, the maximum crop, or at the rate 

of three-fifths of a peck per tree, but standard Bartlett trees 12 years 

old easily yield four or five times that amount if conditions are favor- 

able. During the past six years, when the trees should have been pro- 

ducing abundantly, they have not given satisfaction. In 1891 the 

crop was only 1,200, and in 1892 less than 100 boxes. 
Pear blight, pear leaf blight, and other fungous diseases had done a 

great deal of damage in the orchard, but on looking the trees over, the 

widespread failure could not be attributed to these. Pear blight had 

killed a good many trees and deformed and injured still more. An 

obscure root rot had killed about 1 per cent, so that in all about one- 
sixth or one-seventh of the original number of trees had been 
removed. Until recently the custom has been to replant where the 

old trees were removed, so that a considerable number of younger trees 

are growing in the orchard. In only a few places were there vacant 

patches of any considerable area. Most of the missing trees oceur in 

patches of from three to six. In many parts of the orchard there were 

large areas of reasonably healthy and in some cases quite vigorous 

trees. ‘These were just as sterile as the others, thus plainly indicating 

that something was wrong. 

In showing me over the place the manager pointed out two Clapps 

Favorite trees, at a considerable distance from each other, that had 

been planted by mistake among the Bartletts, and remarked that 

whenever there was any fruit at allin that region the Bartlett trees 

surrounding the Clapps Favorite fruited. In further evidence of this, 

the limbs of about a dozen trees around each Clapps Favorite were 

found to be drooping and bent downwards, evidently caused by heavy 

loads of fruit in previous years. Precisely the same thing occurred at 

another point in the orchard around a Buffum tree. It was further 

learned that a small variety orchard, planted Jong before the large 

orchard, had been very productive; portions of this still remain. On 

the strength of the success of the Bartletts in this old variety orchard 

the large orchard was planted. The young Bartletts near the old 

orchard had generally borne well. In the neighborhood whenever a 

few pear trees of mixed varieties are planted around the houses and 

gardens they have always fruited well. Here was a clue that was 

altogether too plain to pass by. The result of the Brockport experi- 

ments, in which the Bartlett proved sterile when insect visitors were 

excluded, was recalled. Was it not pollen from another variety which 

these insects must bring to render themselves so useful to the flowers? 

It should be noted that the trees in this orchard always bloomed 

very heavily, in fact too heavily. They are abundantly covered with 
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fruit spurs and ave snowy white with flowers every year, but the flow- 

ers or the young fruits when the size of a pea nearly always drop off. 
The method of propagation of horticultural varieties of pears came 

to mind. They are, as is well known, reproduced by budding or graft- 

ing from some original seedling tree which has especially desirable 

fruit or other good qualities. In some cases, as the Kieffer and Le 

Conte, they are propagated by cuttings. In all cases then, the trees of 

one horticultural variety are parts of one individual tree, which have 

been separated by division, and which still retain all or nearly all the 
characteristics of the original tree. 

The crossing of one flower of a plant with another on the same 

plant is called individual crossing, and the resulting seedling an indi- 

vidual cross, to distinguish it from a true cross between distinct plants; 

but when dealing with budded or grafted fruit trees the separate trees 

of one variety as they stand in the orchard have no individuality, and 

a cross from one tree to another would simply be an individual cross. 

In order, then, to have a true cross, such as occurs between two plants 

grown from seeds, it would be necessary to cross two distinct varieties, 

Crossing two Bartlett trees would be little more than crossing two 

flowers on the same plant, but crossing a Bartlett and an Anjou would 

be making a true cross between different seedlings. 

Darwin has shown with his experiments on Pelargonium that the 

benefits of crossing are not secured when crosses are made between 

two plants propagated by cuttings from the same stock. This con- 

clusion relates to the growth of the resulting seedlings. Could it not 

be that in the pear inferiority of individual crossing might be mani- 

fested on another line which Darwin has opened up for us, 1. e., in the 

matter of fruit production? It seemed quite possible, then, that what 

these trees needed tomake them fruit was the pollen of other varieties. 

Accordingly experiments were planned to test the truth of this hypoth- 

esis. | 

On April 8 the orchard was again visited, for the purpose of carry- 

ing out these experiments, together with several others on pear diseases. 

The Le Conte pears were in full bloom. The Kieffers in a neighboring 

orchard were just coming into flower. Ordinary varieties were in bud 

and showed the white or pink petals shghtly. A single Anjou tree 

came into flower April14. Two or three large standard Angouléme trees 

in the old orchard bloomed April 15 and several Seckels near them 

bloomed April 16. The Bartletts began toopen on April17 and before 

night were well covered with flowers. They continued in bloom through 

the week, beginning to shed their petals by the 22d, and on the 24th were 

nearly out of flower. The Clapps Favorite was just with the Bartletts, 

but.only a few flowers came on these trees. A number of White 

Doyenne trees also bloomed with the Bartletts. 

Weather record.—The season of 1892 was not very favorable to the 
setting of pears in the James Riverregion. The nearest point at which 
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weather observations are taken is Norfolk, Va., about 40 miles distant. 
The following table gives the weather record at that point. This will 

serve only as a general index to the weather at Chestnut Farm, 

TABLE 2.— Weather record at Norfolk, Vas; April, 1892, 

ie Temperature. | 
es | - —————} Rainfall. 
mont. | Maximum: Minimum.! Mean. 

Is Ai, Tasos wea ee So ane eae 

Degrees P, Degrees F. | Degrees I’.| Inches. 
1 64 | 47 56 
2 5) 53 64 

3 80 59 70 
4 78 63 i0 

5 3 62 He 
6 77 O67 es 

fi 66 49 58 
8 70 49 60 

9 56 | 45 50) 0. 05 
10 50 | 33 42 1.81 
ay D4 | 33 | 44 1. 00 

12 Bt Alsat ede | 46 | 
ite 59 Ai) | D0 

4 63 45 D4 10 

15 49 43 46 0. 28 

16 60 ATi 48 

17 66 AM; 56 

18 69 47 58 0.71 
19 D4 45 50 1. 00 

20 52 46 49 0. 49 

PAL a2 48 Dd 4 

22 76 59 G8 0.88 

23 | 6+ 55 | 60 1.58 

4 | 68 50 it) HO 
25 | 52 46 49 0.09 

The orchard is situated on the south bank of the James River, from 

00 to G0 feet above tide. Its altitude, therefore, is nearly the same as 

that of Norfolk. The proximity to the ocean and other waters would 

undoubtedly render Norfolk several degrees warmer than Chestnut 

Farm, at least when it comes to the minunum temperature. Probably 

the minimums were at least 3° to 5° lower there than at Norfolk. At 

any rate it certainly reached the freezing point in the orchard April 

10 and 11, on which dates the Norfolk minimum was only 33°. 

The warm weather hastened the opening of the cluster buds, so that 

when the frost came, on the night of April 9, the individual flower buds 

were exposed and showed the white petals. A second, though .less 

severe freeze, occurred on the night of April 10. This was a pretty 

severe test on the young buds. The frost in many instances killed the 

young ovules, and in severe cases killed the pistils, but even these 

flowers opened and had their petals, stamens, and other parts unin- 

jured. None of the flowers were frozen to death. The trees most 

injured were those around the edges and on. low places in the orchard, 

and also those with little vegetative vigor, There were many trees on 

which no injury was apparent. 

That the majority of the Bartlett flowers were not chilled badly 

enough to be necessarily rendered fruitless may be confidently asserted 

from the following facts: (1) The few trees of other varieties that 

occurred on the farm (Anjou, Sheldon, Lawrence, Kieffer, and White 
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Doyenne) were not hurt, and seta high per cent of fruit. (2) Less than 

2 miles distant and on the same level was a Kieffer orchard, simi- 

larly situated along the river, and although this orchard was in flower 

when the frost came, it was not injured in the least. The trees bore 

an enormous crop, which brought the limbs down so that they rested 

on the ground and in many cases broke off. (3) A Bartlett tree at the 

same place as the Kieffers, with several other kinds near it, bore well. 
(4) On the same farm peach trees in flower when the frost came, were 

not injured so as to prevent their fruiting. Further, the common expe- 

rience of fruit growers is that a light frost when pears are in bud does 

not necessarily prevent their fruiting. This was evident from the pre- 

vious year’s observations at Brockport. 

The day the Bartletts began to open (Sunday, April 17) was fine, 

warm, and sunny. Probably one tenth of the flowers were out by even- 

ing. Insect visitors were active and abundant all day. April 19 was 

sunny until 11 o’clock, and bees and insects were very active, but by 

that hour it became cloudy and rained during the afternoon. Friday 

afternoon (April 22) was pleasant, as were also two or three hours 

Saturday morning. Aside from the time noted, the weather during 

the flowering time of the Bartletts was cold and cloudy or rainy, so 

much so that insects did not venture out. The cool, cloudy, and rainy 

weather during the week of flowering was probably a much more potent 

factor than the frost in the prevention of: fruiting. 

Method of experimentation.—On April 13-15, before the flowers 

opened, a considerable number of paper bags were placed over the 

swelling buds. These were fastened on in the same manner as those 

used at Brockport. In addition to this, as soon as the flowers began 

to open hand-pollination of flowers was tried. The flowers were first 

prepared for the purpose by removing their anthers. Such flowers are 

said to be emasculated. For this purpose unopened buds were selected. 

After trying several methods of emasculating the flowers, such as 

hooking the stamens out with a crochet needle, pulling them out with 

forceps, or cutting them out with a scalpel, the following plan, in which 

the only instrument used was a very fine, sharp pair of scissors, was 

adopted: With the scissors in the right hand and grasping the flower 

between the thumb and forefinger of the left hand, the point is thrust 

through the corolla considerably to one side of the center, so as to miss 

the styles. A downward cut will then open up the flower, removing 

about one-third of the corolla and one or two calyx tips, and taking part 

of the stamens along. Two or three more cuts will remove the corolla, 

the calyx tips, and all the stamens. The flower is then left with its 

disk complete or nearly so, and its five pistils and fruit unharmed. Tig. 

2 shows an open flower, natural size, with all its organs intact. Fig. 

3 shows a bud with its petals removed. Tig. 4 shows the appearance 

of an emasculated flower. 
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In order to determine the effect of any particular kind of pollen it is 
necessary to select a flower whose pistil has not yet been exposed, and 

emasculate it. After emasculation the flower is covered with a bag to 

keep out all other pollen. Whatever kind of pollen is then applied to 

the tlower has an opportunity to show its effect alone. In the present 

work generally two to four flowers in each cluster, which looked as if 

they were just ready to open, but whose stigmas were still closely cov- 

ered, were selected. All the other flowers of the cluster were first 

removed. In these pollinations pollen from the following sources was 

used: (1) From the same flower, (2) from a different cluster on the same 

branch, (3) from another tree of the same horticultural variety, (4) from 

another tree of a different variety. 

For pollinating the flowers it was found most convenient to remove 

a freshly opened anther with its pollen still adhering by pulling the 

whole stamen out with a pair of fine forceps. The anther, with its mass 

Fic. 2.—Flewer of the Bartlett Fie. 3.—Bud of the Bartlett Fic. 4.—An emasculated bud 
pear (natural size). pear with its petals removed, of the Bartlett pear. show- 

showing the incurved sta- ing only the five pistils 
mens (natural size). (natural size). 

of pollen, was touched directly to the stigma. The roughened surface of 

this readily retains a quantity of pollen, so that it is perceptibly 

yellow, and even if it is not completely covered with pollen an exam- 

ination with a lens will show many pollen grains among the papillie. 

In some of the early work the flower was emasculated one day and 

pollinated the next, but afterward, as the pollen seemed to adhere — 

periectly to the pistil of a freshly emasculated flower, it was appled 

at once and the flower then covered with a paper bag. Subse- 

quent results showed that there was no disadvantage in the latter 

method. Generally several flowers were under each bag. When not 

in use the instruments were kept in a wide-mouthed bottle of alcohol, 

in order to kill any pollen adhering to them. They were removed and 

wiped off before applying the pollen to the flowers in each bag. In 

this way all possibility of accidental transfer of pollen by means of the 

instruments was avoided. The only.chance for infection of the stigma 

was during the short time (rarely more than ten minutes) that it took 

to prepare the flowers to be covered by one bag. Occasionally an 
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unopened flower was found to contaim an insect which had crawled in, 

but such cases were rare and for experimental purposes were always 

rejected. 

There is a possible chance for error in the experiments, owing to 
the method of obtaining the pollen. The supply of pollen was taken 

from freshly opened anthers from open flowers on the trees. It is 

possible that a few grains of pollen from some other source had been 

left on the anthers by a bee or other insect, either before or after they 

had opened. The amount, however, which could have gotten on an 

anther, even in the most extreme case, must have been very small in 

comparison with the amount of its own pollen. Before bursting, the 

anther is always smooth, and besides the stamens are incurved so that 

they are not readily touched by the larger bees, which are the chief 

pollen bearers, while after the stamen is erect and the anther has opened, 

if visited by a bee it would lose most of its pollen by having it knocked 

or pulled off, and would not be selected for use. It should be noted 

that any mixture of pollen brought about in this way would have had a 

tendency to lessen the clearness of the results secured and thus be 

agaist rather than in favor of the main conclusion. 

The crossed and hand-pollinated flowers were all covered with paper 

bags, which were not removed till the flowers had fallen. The bags 

were fastened and labeled in the same manner as at Brockport. For 

convenience in carrying and safe keeping, the flowers to be used for 

pollen were generally picked off and placed in paper bags till used. 

I had some fear lest the operation of emasculation, by which so much 

of the flower was cut and removed, might injure the flower so that it 

would not set fruit, but the high percentage of fruits which resulted 

when such flowers were properly pollinated shows that there was no 

foundation for the fear. : 

Results of the experiments.—The results of these hand-pollinations 

were very striking. Within a week after the petals fell the young 

pears all over the orchard dropped off, in the great majority of cases 

never having started to swell. Most of the trees were absolutely bar- 

ren. In a few cases two or three pears per tree could be found. It 

was soon seen that wherever the flowers had been fertilized with pollen 

other than Bartlett the fruits were developing. When on May 3 the 

count was made it was found that a large proportion of the crosses 

with other varieties had set, but not one single Bartlett flower had set 

fruit when pollinated with Bartlett pollen, no matter what the source. — 

An Anjou tree whose flowers came out several days before and whose 

pollen was nearly all shed before the Bartlett trees surrounding it were 

out, fruited remarkably well. A Sheldon which bloomed in the same 

way also fruited heavily. The results of the work on the Bartletts are 

given in Chapter ITI on p. 39, and on the other varieties on pp. 37. 44, 

and 52. Itshould be noted that although the weather was very unfavor- 

able there was a considerable period of time for insect visits, and the 
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number of crosses from tree to tree must have been in the aggregate very 

large. In all these cases, however, the insects brought only Bartlett 

pollen and did not perform true crosses. There is scarcely any doubt 

that had there been other varieties which bloom at the same time, such 
as White Doyenne or Clapps Favorite, scattered through the orchard, 

a fair amount of fruit would have set. As it was, insects carried from 

tree to tree and from flower to flower only Bartlett pollen, which was 

not capable of inducing the fruits to form. The relatively few flowers 

which were hand-pollinated with Bartlett pollen and which failed to set 

were an index to what actually occurred over the whole orchard. On 

the other hand, the cross-pollinations, resulting in a high percentage of 

fruits, show what might have been had other varieties been at hand so 

that insects could have performed true crosses. 

Examinations of the stigmas were made during flowering time and 

they were invariably found to be covered with germinated pollen grains. 

Microscopic examination showed that the pollen tube penetrated the 

tissues. Bartlett pollen was exainined and tested, and was found to 

be sound and capable of germination in water or in a sugar solution. 

The question arose whether it was simply the crossing that was needed 

or whether Bartlett pollen was of itself inferior on its own as well as 

on other stigmas. The fruitfulness of the single Anjou tree surrounded 

by Bartletts suggests that Bartlett pollen is effective on the Anjou, since 

this variety had been shown to be self-sterile in the Brockport series. 

The Rochester experiments settled this point, as will be observed later 

on. 

SERIES IT.—EXPERIMENTS AT ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

General statement.—These experiments were carried on in the large 

variety orchard of Kliwanger & Barry, within the limits of the city of 

Rochester. Every facility for making them was kindly afforded by the 

proprietors. Without this fine collection, many trees of which were 

planted years ago, and the generosity of the owners in placing it at 

our disposal, the number of results possible would have been very 

much smaller. 7 3 
This pear collection, which was the pride of the late Patrick Barry, 

probably contains more varieties than any other in America. On a 

few acres of ground there are here to be found about all the pears com- 

monly cultivated in the United States and many of the rarer ones. 

It is scarcely necessary to say that the trees have received intelligent 

and excellent cultural treatment, and were, with very few exceptions, 

in fine condition. 

The orchard was reached May 7, before the flowering began. The 

blossoms commenced to open May 14; on May 15, the earlier-blooming 

varieties were about one-fourth out and the others beginning to open, 

and on May 16 all but a few exceptionally late-blooming sorts were well 

in flower. Paper bags were put on a large number of varieties on Mav 
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13-16 just before the flowering. On the latter date it was necessary to 

remove an occasional opened flower in order to include in the bags only 

unopened buds. 

Weather record.—The weather conditions during the week of flower- 
“ing were favorable to the setting of fruit. The buds had no frosts or 

very severe weather to encounter from the time the clusters opened 

until they came into bloom. The critical period was from May 15 to 

20, inclusive. These six days were uniformly warm, bright, and 

sunny. Lightrains occurred on May 15, 16,19, and 20, but these came 
during the night, leaving the day bright and clear. It rained almost 

continuously from May 21 to 25, during which time the petals were 

shed, but even during this period the sun shone part of the time. The 

wind was strong on the 16th, 17th, and 18th. This, with the sunshine, 

made the air seem dry, though doubtless the soil and air were well pro- 

vided with moisture. 

The following table shows the temperature and rainfall for May, 1892: 

TABLE 3.—JVeather record at Rochester, N. Y., May, 1892. 

* p Temperature. 

ey th : = a Rainfall. 
* |Maximum. |} Minimum. Mean. 

Degrees F.| Degrees ¥.| Degrees IF. | Inches. 
it: 59 40 5 0. 30 

2 58 47 : 52 0. 34 
33 T7 46 62 0. G4 

4 67 50 58 0. 06 
D 50 39 44 - 0.18 

6 44 40 42 0. 20 

i 52 40 46 0. 01 

8 59 37 48 

+) 59 38 48 

10 66 3 54 0. 01 

11 65 5g 59 0. 21 
12 51 49 50 0. 02 
alte} 68 43 56 0. 01 

14 67 52 60 
15 74. 54 64 0. 29 

16 66 50 58 0.18 

aly 71 47 59 | 

18 74 46 60 

19 68 54 61 0. OL 

20 62 49 56 0. 04 
21 50 40 45 0. 92 

22 46 38 42 0. 43 

23 52 40 46 Q. 27 
24 65 45 55 0. 02 

25 66 53 60 0. 22 

Details of the work.—Cross-pollinating was begun on the 15th of May 

and continued until the 18th, inclusive, when the flowers were prac- 

tically all open. The Winter Nelis was pollinated on the19th. On the 

22d the petals were falling rapidly and the young fruits were beginning 

to increase in size. Most of the common varieties dropped their petals 
on that and the following day. A week later the unfecundated flowers 

were falling off. On June 8, after many young pears (about one-fourth 

inch in diameter) had dropped off, the count was commenced, but 

before proceeding far it was found that a third set of young fruits 
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were falling behind in growth and becoming paler in color. Accord- 

ingly the count was delayed till these fell. The record was taken June 

13 and 14 and was verified June 21. 
The emasculations and pollinations were performed in exactly the 

same manner as at Chestnut Farm. In all cases it was planned to carry 

on enough experiments of one kind on each tree to cover the chances 

of accident. Wherever the tree was of sufficient size to allow it, twenty- 

five or more bags were placed on it to cover the possible variations of 

different branches and secure a reasonably correct general average. 

In computing the per cents in the following tables the number of 

clusters is first multiplied by 7.5, the average number of flowers per 

cluster. The per cents are then computed on the basis of the num- 

ber of flowers, not of the number of clusters. 

TABLE 4.—Anjou (dwarf) tree, with paper bags. 

Covered. Tucowered: | 

Record 
No. 

| 
| 
fs 

ee 
| 2806 

2897. 
| 2898 

| 2900 

Clusters. Fruits. Glasters: Fruits. 

2899 

"2901 
2902 
2903 
2904 
2905 

So 

Wer tery PRP eo | 

no mom Ww 

2906 
2907 
2908 
2909 
2910 
2911 
2912 
2918 
2914 
2915 
2916 
2917 
2918 
2919 
2920 

Qe RS et OTD OI WH 

cococe 

NWNOWHAON RNC bbe 

41 Co ee | go -~l es -] Total. 
aoe 3 aa 

Result: Covered, 0.01 per cent; uncovered, 13.3 per cent. 

The above table shows the work on a dwarf Anjoutree. The twenty- 

five bags on this tree contained from one to seven clusters each and 

from all these only one fruit was produced. A number of branches 

outside the bags were selected and their clusters and fruits counted to 

determine the natural fruitage of the flowers when exposed to insect 

visits. The total number of clusters inclosed in bags was seventy-three, 

from which one fruit set. Outside the bags thirty-seven clusters set 

thirty-seven fruits. The data obtained from this table will be found on 

p. 37, tree 15. All similar data in the synopsis represent the totals of 
tables like this and the following: 
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TABLE 5.—Angouléme (dwarf) tree No. 4, with paper bags. 

Covered. Uncovered. ; 
Record : 

No: Clusters. | Fruits. | Clusters. | Fruits. if 

3076 4 4 8 j 8 a 
3077 5) 2 : ‘ 

3078 2 2 i 6 at 
3079 5 5 “09 
3080 2 2 4 2 7 
3081 6 5 14 8 ie 
3082 3 i i 
3083 3 1 8 6 £ ‘ss 
3084 7 1 :: 

| 3085 2 0) 18 13.4 ‘. 
3086 6 0 b>, 
3087 4 g : : 
3088 4 3 : 
3089 5 2 15 7 : 
3090 | Ar) Aah geet . 
3091 4 4 ‘ 
3092 2 2 a 
3093 6 0 ; 
3094 6 3 = 
3095 5 2 S 
3096 Ay ial 
3097 Ay ly | US 

Total | © 93]. nes 74 50 . 
A | 

Result: Covered, 7.8 per cent; uncovered, 9 per cent. 

Table 5 shows the work on a dwarf Angouléine tree. It is a good 
illustration of the way a tree behaves which is capable of self-fertiliza- 

tion. The summary of this table will be found on p. 36, tree 4. | 
As an exainple of a completely sterile tree we present the following oy 

table, which represents the work on one of the Clairgeaux trees. The ‘ 

results from this table are given in the synopsis on p. 44, tree No. 70. 

TABLE 6.—Clairgeau tree No. 70, with paper bags. 

| ( omen Uncovered. | 
| Record ee ec EI 

| ING: Clusters. Tenis Clusters. Fruits. 3 
\ — aoe Se aes | 

‘ 3128 3 0 4 A cel : 
3129 3 0 3. yo ‘ 
3130 3 0 7 3 
3131 3 0 3 3 Sek 

| 3132 8 0 8 4 : 
| 3133 5 0) 4 3 2 
| 3134 4 0 5 3 Le 

3135 2 0 \ 
3136 3 0 r, 
3137 3 0 | ay 
3138 4 0 : e 

| 3139 3 0 | y | a i) 40. 1 
| Potal 2: 39 0) 34 23 | 

Result: Covered, 0 per cent; uncovered, 9 per cent. 

The following tables, Nos. 7 and 8, give details of a Bartlett tree on — 
which both the ordinary bagging Po acees and hand- pollinations 

were tried. Table 7 shows the number of clusters covered with paper 

bags and the resulting fruits, and for comparison the fruits from a 
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number of clusters outside the bags. Table 8 shows the results of an 

experiment in hand-pollinating with Angouléme pollen emasculated 

flowers on the same tree. 
It will be noticed that the number of flowers pollinated, as well as 

the number of clusters, is here recorded. The per cent of fruit is com- 

puted directly from the number of flowers. The uncovered clusters in 

the following table will also serve for comparison-with the pollinated 
flowers in table 8. 

TABLE 7.—bartlett tree No. 47, with paper bags. 

Covered. | Uncovered. 
tecord Pree AEP pbs ns) Eek Sto a 

No. Clusters. | Fruits. | Clusters. | Fruits. | 

3350 2 1 4 16 

3351 2 1 1 A: 

3352 2 I 1 4 
3353 4 0 1 Ini 
3354 4 ) | 
3355 4 () 1 6 
3356 g 0 } 6 
3357 4 0 3 | 5 
3358 if Q) ] 3 

3359 3 0 3 6 
3360 i 0 2 6 

3361 1 0 faa ae 
3362 1 0 5 | 3 
3363 4 ie 9 ber rad 
3364 2 0 pein 

o Total .- aM 8 30 Wd 

Result: Covered, 2.8 per cent; uncovered, 34.2 per cent. 

TABLE 8.—Bartlett tree No. 47 pollinated with Angouléme. 

Praaey fi | 

Record | 
No Clusters. 'Flowers.! Fruits. | 

| 

3987 2 6 2 | 

3988 1 3 are" 
3989 il | 6 3 | 
3990 1 | 4 4 
3991 2 4 5 

3992 Dt 1 2 
3993 1 6 3 
3994 ] | 4 2 

Aotalee Il 44 29 * 
| | | 

Result: 65.9 per cent. 

It may not be quite fair to compare these pollinated flowers with the 

uncovered ones on the same tree, as shown in table 7, and attribute all 

the difference to the change in pollen, since removing some of the tlow- 

ers in these clusters may have been of advantage to those remaining. 

The general truth will, however, be brought out. It will also be seen 

in the tables that the larger the number of clusters involved in an 

experiment the greater its importance. The statements of per cents 

secured should not all be considered of equal importance. Repetition 
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of experiments on different trees and at different times and places adds 

greatly to the certainty and reliability of results. The results of these 

experiments, when reduced to percentages, must be regarded as only 

approximately correct, and only the large differences need be taken 

into account. 

~ The numerical details of the Rochester experiments will be found 

distributed through the synopsis. A greater number were made here 

than at all the other places together, the general results being in 

accordance with those secured before. The Bartlett pollen was found to 

be almost but not absolutely sterile in producing fruits on stigmas of 

its own variety, and very much inferior to other varieties, but was shown 
to be perfectly good pollen when applied to other varieties. Of the 

forty varieties worked on, about two-thirds were nearly or quite ster- 

ile to their own pollen. It was found that other varieties, such as Clair- 

geau and Lawrence, were even more completely sterile to their own 

pollen than was the Bartlett. 

There were two especially new features developed by the R ocheseee 

series aside from other points, (1) that the Bartlett and Anjou are not 

absolutely sterile to their own pollen, but under favorable conditions 

can set a few fruits under its influence; (2) that Angouléme, Seckel, 

and other varieties which seem self-fertile were not always as productive 

when limited to their own pollen as when cross-pollinated. 

SERIES IV.—EXPERIMENTS AT GENEVA, N. Y. 

T am indebted to Mr. D.G. Fairchild for this valuable addition to the 

experiments. The work was done in two separate orchards nearly 3 

miles apart, and these being quite different it is desirable to give a 
description of each. 

The Smith orchard.—This orchard, consisting of several thousand 

standard pear trees, is the property of E. Sinith & Sons, of Geneva, 

and we are greatly indebted to the owners for placing it at the dis- 

posal of the Department for the purposes of the investigation. The 

trees are all from 20 to 25 years old. In recent years the orchard has 

been kept in grass and the trees have made very little new growth, 

although the majority of them seem sound and healthy. There area 

large number of varieties and these are planted so that no block of any 
one variety of any considerable size occurs. 

Most of the trees bloomed very heavily, but as a vie they did not 

fruit in corresponding abundance. This was doubtless due to the 

rather low state of nutrition of the trees. Some sorts seemed to thrive 

well in the grass, however, and set a high per cent of fruit, but the 

resulting fruit was in most cases not more than half the size that well- 

cultivated and well-pruned trees would have borne. 

The pear scab fungus, Fusicladium pyrinum (Lib.) Pekl., did con- 
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siderable damage both to the fruits and flowers. On the Seckel. it 

interfered materially with the results. The general tendency of this 

orchard not to fruit made the effects of cross-pollination stand out prom- 

-inently in the self-sterile varieties. The results in this and the second 

orchard agreed more precisely with the first two series than did the 

Rochester work. 
The Slosson orchard.—This orchard is the property of Mrs. William 

Slosson, who kindly allowed the trees to be used for the experiments. 

The orchard consists of several hundred fine young Angouléme, Anjou, 

- and Clairgeau dwarfs, about 14 years old, well trimmed, and in good 
condition. The ground had not been fertilized for the past five years, so 

that some, if not all the trees, appeared in need of plant food. Probably 

the pruning had not been severe enough for the best results. The 

orchard bloomed very heavily and fruited moderately. 

The flowers began to open at Geneva on May 16, the vegetation 

being apparently a day or more later than at Rochester. Both pollina- 

tion and simple bagging experiments were carried on. On May 13-15 

paper bags were placed on a number of trees in the same manner as In 

the other experiments. The methods used by Mr. Fairchild in the 

pollination experiments were somewhat different from mine and pos- 

sessed some points of advantage. Instead of using pollen from open 

blossoms in the orchard, he took 1t from flowers which had been allowed 
to open in @ warm room. | 

Branches supporting numerous nearly mature flower clusters were 

eut and placed in water, each variety by itself, in a room free from 

flies. The purity of the pollen was in this manner insured and probably 

the quality was in no appreciable degree injured. The emasculating 

was at first performed with a sharp knife or scalpel, but later a pair of 

strong pinchers was employed, and the calyx tips and a part of the disk, 

with petals and stamens adhering, were removed. Instead of emascu- 

lating the flowers and pollinating at once, rather young buds were 

emasculated from one to three days before the tree came into flower, 
and when the other flowers opened pollen was applied. The bags were 

removed and the count taken by myself on June 16 and 17. I there- 

fore had the advantage of seeing how everything looked and of noting 

the condition of the trees and comparing them with those of the other 

experiments. : 

Weather record.—The weather conditions at Geneva were, I think, 

favorable for the healthy growth of the flowers. A predominance of 

sunshine during the critical time gave abundance of opportunities for 

insects to effect cross-pollination. The following table shows the 

temperature and rainfall during the blooming period: 

Lisi6--No, 0-3 : 
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Taste 9.— Weather record at Geneva, N. Y., May, 1892. a 

Temperature. 
Davn | Rainfall, 

hes ; * | Maximum.| Minimum.} Mean. 

Degrees F. | Degrees F. | Degrees F|, Inches. / 4 
1 52 39 46 0. 65 bay? 
2 63 48 56 0.45 : toe 

2 3 76 48 62 0.79 Be PDs \ 
4 \ 73 50 62 0. 09 Si “i 
5 54 42 48 0.17 F 
6 50 40 45 0. 20 
7 55 40 48 ¢ 
8 56 35 46 ‘ 
9 62 36 49 3 

10 - 69 36 52 0.13 g ee 
11 66 50 58 0. 01 2 
12 54 49 52 0.01 ; | 
13 70 42 56 Mt. 
14 62 52 diy aa ate: 
15 70 48 59 0. 67 
16 69 . Bd 62 « 
17 72 43 58 ee 
18 80 43 62 
19 65 50 58 0. 25 ra. 
20 62 45 54 1.00 
21 51 45 48 0.75 cs. 
22 48 42 45 0. 04 
23 47 42 44 0.05 ? 
24 70 45 — e 
25 68 50 59 0.37 er. 
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Results of the experiments.—The instructive results of this series will 

be found scattered through the synopsis. Its main object was, of course, 

to corroborate the other work, and the success met with was even 
better than was expected. The effect of cross-pollinating was even more 

striking than at Rochester. Although a considerable number of 

blossoms on the Bartlett, Anjou, and Clairgeau were self-pollinated, not 

a single fruit came from them. On the other. hand, cross-pollination 

gave a fair per cent of fruit. The remarkably clear-cut results on these- : 

trees, aS compared with those at Rochester, where an occasional fruit | 
resulted from self-pollination, was no doubt due to their rather low 

state of nutrition. The Buffuin, Doyenne d’Alengon, Heathcote, and | 

Mannings Elizabeth, however, gave very high per cents under self- 

pollination, showing that with certain varieties the need for cross-— 
pollination is not so pronounced. Brie ae. 



CHAPTER III. 

SYNOPSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 

In this synopsis it is the purpose to give the results of all the work 
in a compact and accessible form. Every experiment recorded in my 

notebooks has been included in order that the reader may have all the 

data now in possession of the writer and may draw his own conclu- 

sions. In some cases the work on a particular tree seemed to have no 

value on account of some disturbing factor, but to enable the reader 

to judge for himself all has been given. The number of trees experi- 

mented on was 144, belonging to thirty-eight varieties. The nomencla- 

ture adopted is that of the Catalogue of Fruits of the American Pomo- 

logical Society, and the names which do not occur in the catalogue are 

according to Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. The data 

given under each tree relate to the clusters, flowers, and fruits, as 

explained on pp. 29 and 30. As before mentioned, the per cents are com- 

puted throughout on the basis of the number of flowers. This is obtained 

by multiplying the number of clusters by 7.5, the average number of flow- 

ers per cluster. Thereforeif twenty clusters set twenty fruits the per cent 

will not be given as 100, but as 13.3, since the twenty clusters contain 

about one hundred and fifty flowers. Of course these per cents are 

only approximately correct, but this method of computation was neces- 

sary in order to bring the bagging experiments into comparison with 

the hand-pollinations, in which latter case the flowers were necessarily 
counted. One fruit to acluster, or 13.3 per cent, is ordinarily a very 

satisfactory yield, and on trees which bloom heavily one-half this per 

cent is often more than enough and necessitates thinning the fruit for 

the best results, except in cases of small-fruited varieties. 

VARIETIES OF PEARS STUDIED. 

- The tables which follow give the data of the work on each tree, with 
explanatory notes. The varieties follow each other in alphabetical 

order. All the numbers which refer to crossed fruits, or those which 
may have been crossed, whether hand-pollinated or exposed to insect 

visits, are put in bold-face type, so that the results of cross and self: 

pollination may be readily contrasted, 

30 



36 

ANGOULRME (Duchesse @ Angouteme). 

TILE MBs LU sh OF PEAR. FLOWERS. 

Record of 3 trees at Brockport (Series I). 

ae Method of treatment. Number of clusters.| Fruits set. Remarks. | 

No. | Pert. : She 
In| Covered with \paper. bags | 23.52322--2....-2 32 18.5 | A very good dwarf in a gar- — 

(1413-3417). | den with other varieties; % 
Covered with ‘cheese-cloth |"5!_..2_......2--2 64 16.7 bloomed moderately =— aS a 
bags (1390-1397). truited heavily. i. eee) 

Covered with mosquito-net | 25..........---.... 30 16 oy Ne 
bags (1378-1381). ; w 

Exposed wOwmSeCt VISItS): 21.) AON assassins 107 36.3 | a4 
7, 

2°; Covered with mosquito-net | 71....5-2.2.2...... 36 6.9 | A medium. sizedhealthydwarf,  - 
bags (1441-1448). in grass, growing slowly and a 

XPOSed GOANSECE VASITS 9.212 ete s cet = ee ee eee os with little vegetative Vigor: 92. os 
bloomed heavily, but fruited . . 
lightly. The only othex va- Ss a 
riety in the orchard <Was:* Soo Sas 
Seckel. a 

3 | Covered with mosquito-net | 97...:-......--.-..| EB 3.8 | Like No.2 and nearit. ara 
bags (1449-1454). | ee ag, 

| Exposed GO ANSECtEVISIESs: 224 sep cae eee eee 0 aye ‘ 

* Estimated. =" 

Record of 6 trees at Rochester (Series IIT). Seen: 

A | Covered. with. -papeér) ‘bags || 93... 7-2-2 4-- ees 5S + 7.8 | A fine large dwarf; bloomed : ob 
(3076-3097). a. | welland truited moderately. , t, 

Exposed to insectivisits =A .|| 74-2" See ee 50 9 It was surrounded on three 
| sides with the same variety 3 

for 3 to 5 or more trees deep, wana 
and was next to a plum cod 
orchard on the fourth side. ant 

5 | Covered with paper bags | 33..............--- 8 3.2 | Like No. 4, but within the i 
(3528-3539). solid block of Angouléme 

Exposed’ to insect Visits: - = 2-4) (demee. ee eee Oo 14.9 trees. € ‘ 

6 | Covered with paper bags | 87:.....--.-.3..... 8; 2.8} Like No.4, but surrounded on B. 
(8540-3554). | all sides by Angouléme. pata ie 

| Exposed toinsect visits: -~.) .49:....--5-.-5.-4.. 46 | 12.4 be 

7 | Crossed with Anjou (4009- | 13 (31 flowers) 7 | 22.5 | Athrifty dwarf surrounded by 
| 4019). | other varieties; bloomed 5a 
ISL XOSEG tOMMSeCh VISTUS a. 5] Ore om oee ee ae 10 3.8 well and fruited moderately. e 

8 | Pollinated from an adjacent | 19 (39 flowers) 4 10.2 | A thrifty dwarf in the Angou- (ae 
Angouléme (4020- 4030). l*me block, near No. 4 and ae: 

Bxposed-tounsect visits sas: |. .-ce ke ee ae pee ee 10* like it, eae 

9 Pollinated with Angouléme, 6 (43 flowers) 0 0 i a 
' game tree (4031- 4044). aio: 
Pet a (hs > P 

Fe 

10 

11 

No other conclusion can be drawn from these hes than ee the 
An gouleme : pet pe able to set fa when insect visits ane all 

Record of 2 trees in Slosson orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

* Estimated. 

Covered with paper bags 
(361-372). 

Exposed to insect visits --.. 

Covered with paper bags 
(373-384). 

Exposed to insect visits .... 

Fine young dwarf; bloomed Pe Peas 
and fruited well. : aes : 

Young aware in 7 ala goodcon- 
dition, but with foliage light- tape 
yellow in color; bloomed 
well, but fruited lightly. 

= 



VARIETIES OF PEARS STUDIED. awe 

net bags. This was probably accidental, since it is hard to believe that 

-Seckel pollen was injurious. It should be noticed that in the Roches- 

ter series there is a uniform advantage shown for insect-pollinated 

flowers, Suggesting that even the Angouléme derived some advantage 

from cross-pollination. 

ANJOU. 

Record of 1 tree at Brockport (Series I). 

Aue Method of treatment. Number of clusters.| Fruits set. Remarks. 

No. | Per ct 
122 |-Conered. with -paper , bags | 23.-.--.-...-..0-=- 0 0 A thrifty dwarf tree in a gar- 

(1418-1422). | den with several other va- 
Covered with cheese cloth | 25.....-..........- 0 OSS rleties: 

bags (1898-14044). | 
| Covered with mosquito net | 17.-..........-...- 1 Oni 

bags (1382-1386). 
Hxposed fo msect Visits... 28 ..-)...2.--.----- 33 | 15.7 

Record of 1 tree at Chestnut Farm (Series 1). 

13 | Covered with paper bags ! DB aie Roe eels ress | 0 | 0 A good, healthy standard 
(2262-2283). | 7 | tree, planted eighteen years 

Exposed to insect visits....| 27 -....-........-- | 60 |~ 24.1 before and surrounded by 
: ; | Bartletts; bloomed lightly, 

but fruited heavily. 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Record of 7 trees at Rochester (Series III). 

Covered with paper bags , 74.-.-...2....--....- 3 0.4 | Fine, thrifty dwarf; bloomed 
(2870-2895). | ; and fruited well. 

Exposed-to insect visits...) 62..........7...-. G1 18.6 | 

Covered with paper bags | 73:.....-.......-%. 1 0.1 Do. 
(2896-2920). 

PapOSed FOuNSeCH WiISits . 2° 2) Oe f22.2. 2) 22 3: / oF 3.3 | 
Crossed with Bartlett (3906- | 8 (26 flowers) ----- 4 15.3 | 

3913). | 

@Coxyered swith; paper- bags | 65:22........-..-.: 1 0.2 | Do. 
(8102-3124). . 

Exposed to insect visits.-..) 62..-.-...-.....--. 69 | 18.1 
Crossed with Angouléme | 9.....--......-.-. S53 & 

(3825-3833). | 
Crossed with Bartlett (3900- | 6 (23 flowers)... -. 4) 17.8 

3905). 

Crossed wath . Angouléme |-16....2....--...:.- 4 8 Do. 
(3995-4008). | 

Exposed to imsect, visits. 3. .|, 20-0... see. 2.6 ta B35) 17.2 

Covered with paper bags...) 65.....-i.5.0.2-.! 6 1.2 Do. 
Exposed to insect visits ..-.| 627.-..-....--..--- 80; 17.2 

Record of 7 trees in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

Wovered with paper bags |.31.....-...5.-.---- 0 0 Healthy standard tree’ in 
(Gis=22))s grass; bloomed well and 

Exposed to insect visits ....\48.......-.....---- 52 9.9 fruited moderately. 

Covered with’ paper bags |'85...-............. 0 0 Standard, in grass; bloomed 
(23-30). well, but fruited lightly. 

Hxposed.to insect yisits....|55..2.-.........--- 29 7 

Coveredowith) paper Pages 18.22. 0.5.62. 6.2.2. 0 0 Standard with top two-thirds 
(216-223). dead; one sound limb, on 

exposed tovinsect visits....| 50.2--..2..002.\.2-- 0 0 whichthe bags were placed, 
| bloomed weli, but was sterile. 



Record of 7 trees in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series I V)—Continued. 

TIE POLLINATION OF PEAR FLOWERS. 

Ne Method of treatment. | Number of clusters.’ Fruits set. Remarks. 

= : . NOG) Per ete. 
zo | Covered’-with -paper. bags | 31.2. 22-224... 2... Uv 0 Standard, in grass. This tree 

(224-235). seemed to be in fairly good — Ny ie 
Exposed-to insect visits..2.)-- 25.28. aoe sey 0 0 health and sound, but put vist 
Pollinated with Anjou from || 5 (17 flowers) --...; 0 0 out rather small leaves and MS 

another tree (445-447). made little growth. It i, 7 
Crossed with Kieciter (448)..| 1 (8 flowers) ......! 0 0 bloomed well, ‘Dut refused | aa) 
Crossed with Angouléme | 1 (5 flowers) ...-.-. ) 1) to set fruit even under the ; 

(449). stimulus of cross -pollina- — , 
Crossed with Diel (450)..... 2 (10 flowers)..-.-. 0 Q tion. Pr ie a 
Crossed with Heathcote (451) 1 (9 flowers)...... iY) i) ay f ee 

23-| Covered ‘with paper bags | 34 7...-......--22. 0 0 Standard, in grass. Though. 4 "Ns 
(236-247). sound externally, the leaves z Meets 

HX POSECEuO ANISCCL VASIUSE ste eee eee ae 0 0 of this tree were yellowish, Sok 
Pollinated with Anjou (452- | 5 (19 flowers). .-.-... 0 0 as if something were wrong =. - 

455). with the roots. It bloomec “Fae 
Crossed with Kieffer (456, | 2 (7 flowers) ...... 0 0 well, but set no fruit. yse oe: 

457). reo 
Crossed with Heathcote | 2 (9 flowers) ...-... 0 0 Z =: 

(458). = 
Crossed with Angouléme | 1 (4 flowers) ...--- 0 it) : 

(459). a 
Crossed with Diel (460)... -. 1 (8 flowers) ...--- 0 © 
Crossed: “with” Lawrence |.1.2 22-2 ee 0 0 ‘. 

(461). | “te 
24" Covered with paper: bags: |b.) 2-26-25: se. - 0 0 Standard, in grass. Sound. ad 

(301-808). apparently healthy, with 
. | Exposed to insect visits ..-.| 200 -.-......-....- 3 0.4 fairly good foliage; bloomed aye 

Crossed with Kieffer (462)...| 1 (6 Howers) ...--- 0 1) scantily and set only 6 pears ; i 
Crossed with Heathcote | 1 (4 flowers) -.-.-.-. | i 20 on the whole tree outside ~ 

(463). the bags. 
Pollinated with Anjou (464— | 5 (25 flowers) -.... 0 0 

468). s 
Crossed with Angouléme | 2 (9 flowers)...--. 0 0 : 

(469, 470). . 

25 | Pollinated with Anjoufrom | 6 (17 flowers) ..... 0 0 Standard, in ‘good healt; ). | 
another tree (472-475). bloomed moderately, but — 

was sterile. ; 
Exposed to insect visits: --<)-e2: ote sae ae if) 0 

Record of 3 trees in Slosson orchard, Geneva (Series IV). . 

| | | : | 
26.) Covered with, paper bags \.25> e501, ese 0 0 Dwarf, in good condition; i 

| (385-396). | ‘ bloomed and fruited well. 
Exposed to jnsect visits’< os) ote ane. eee 26 | 10 ft ; is : 

27 | Covered with paper bags | Loe See eS 0 | 0 Do. y 
(397-403). | i Fe 

Exposed to insect visits- Leos ah arse Toe te keel be igi ica ae 

28 | Crossed with eo atte a 2 (8 flowers).----. 4 59 A fine young dwarf. — * 
(429). ¢ - a | 

The above work seemingly demonstrates that this variety requires — 

cross-pollination by insects in order to fruit successfully. Aside from A 

a single fruit in the Brockport series (tree No. 12), no self-pollinated 
fruits were obtained except in the Rochester series. 

fine condition of the speciinen trees in EKllwanger & Barry’s orchard — fh ae 

probably enabled them to set the few self-pollinated fruits found in the ane 
These fruits were slightly different in shape from the crosses, hyp 

were of excellent quality, and would searcely attract attention oxy 

to notice the difference in — 

and the trees in the Smith 

eluost cer tainly due to the difference 

bags. 

that they were seedless. 

orehard at Geneva. Thi 

See —  ————————————— 

It is interesting 

fruitfulness between the trees at Rovhester 

S sees 

Thre remarkably 



in the vigor of the trees as influenced by culture. 

VARIETIES. OF PEARS STUDIED. ay 

The erosses with 

‘Bartlett and Angouléme show that these sorts are excellent for ferti- 

lizing the Anjou. For studies of Anjou fruits see pp. 53-60, 

Record of 1 tree at Brockport (Series Ij. 

BARTLETT. 

' Method of treatment. Number of clusters. Fruits set. 

Covered with paper bags 
(1407-1412). 

Covered with cheese-cloth 
bags (1405, 1406). 

Exposed to insect visits... -- | 

No. | 
0 | 

Per ct. 
0 

Remarks. 

—s 

| Fairly good healthy dwarf, 
in a garden with several 
other varieties. 

\ 

* Wstimated. 

Record of 13 trees at Chestnut Farm (Series IT), 

31 

32 

37 

38 

39 

30 

| Covered with paper bags 

Covered with paper bags 
(2402-24388). 

Exposed to insect visits - - - 
Crossed with Sheldon (2439- 

2441). 

Covered with paper bags 
(2442-2498) . 

Exposed to insect visits .... 

Covered with paper bags 
(2502-2520). 

Exposed to insect visits .--. 

(2521-2540). 
Exposed to insect visits .-.. 

Covered with paper bags 
(2541-2560). 

Exposed to insect visits - .-- 

Covered with paper bags 
~ (2561-2600). 
Exposed to insect visits - .-.- 

Covered with paper bags 
(2695-2714). 

Exposed to insect visits .... 

Covered with paper bags 
(2715-2733). 

Exposed to insect visits .... 

Crossed with Clapps Favor- 
ite (2602-2608). 

Ixposed to insect visits .. .. 
Crossed with Clapps Favor- 

ite after fully open (260$). 

Crossed with White Doy- 
enne (2610-2614) 

Exposed to insect visits .... 
Crossed with Clapps Favor- 

ite (2615-2627). 
Pollinated with _ Bartlett 

same flower (2628-2635), 

Pollinated with Bartlett 
from another cluster on 
same branch (26353-2638). 

Crossed with Clapps Favor- 
ite (2650-2657). 

Emasculated and no pollen 
applied (2658-2667), covered. 

Pollinated with Bartlett 
from another tree (2668). 

Whole tree 
4 (20 flowers). -- 

Whole tree 

@ (7 flowers)....-. 

5 (8 flowers) ...... 

15 (380 flowers) .--. 

8 (9 flowers) 

8 (25 flowers) 

10 (27 flowers) .... 

6 (45 flowers) 

‘cS 

So .©@ 

© | 

0.12 

0.02 
70 

0.08 

0.04 

Co OomOor o1ereS iS S ae co 

oo 

| This and the following trees 
were medium-sized stand- 
ards, 18 years old,in fairly 
ood condition, but owing to 
eaf blight the previous sea- 
son were somewhat reduced 
in vegetative vigor. For 
further description of these 
trees see pp. 20, 21. 
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BAR FLO WOR ee THE POLLINATION. OF P 

besa of 8 trees at Recweeer (Series Wie 
/ 

t - 

elie fi 

peek ee Method of treatment. Number of clusters.| Fruits set. Rem arks, 

By No: | Per ct. 
Masi 43) Covered. with paper: bags >| 178:.5.2-25 5. 5.-6. 5 0.3 | These trees (Nos. 43-— 

: (2989-8026). all in about the sam 
Exposed to insectwisits’....(97.-..4020.0- 4.4 109 | 18.8) ‘tion. They stood in a 
Crossed with White Doy- 32 ( 73 flowers). 28a) 34! 56. 1 near “toget: er and has 

| enne (4065-4070). ceived com ere 
2 were rather o war 

44 ee Nn paper-bags. 264.2 os oe ees 21 4,4. which. “had shesnea one 

mi Exposed to insect visits ....| 27 .-.....4-...... lin a 62 80.6 |_. ve eats Derr Gem 
ea with Kaster (3968— 17 (65 flowers)..-.| 80 | 46.1 entire tops were af Vigorous ant 

i Ve : young growt oome 
ee Ee Fav- | 14 (39 flowers)....) 1% 3.9 moderately, but fruited well. | 

45)| Covered with: paper bags nelle ie le say 19 3.0 4 a vie ate 
(3289-3310). : - | eee 

Exposed toinsect visits 2.22/66... .222..2. 22222 169 | 33.1 Se peat a 
; Crossed with Le Conte | 6 (21 flowers)..--. 0 0 OR aE. 

(3914-3918). cata 
Pollinated with Bartlett | 16 (64 flowers) .--. OF e470 

(3919-8926). : 
; Crossed with Angouléme | 5 (20 flowers) ...-. 11 | 35 

(3983-3986. ) Fen | 

46-4 Covered with paper bags | 72......<.:-..- a ee 3 
(3311-3341). 

BaMosed) toimsechactsits =|) Gorse. coe ee 78 i6 
1 

raca - 

Pollinated with Bartlett | 3 (7 flowers)..--..- 14,2 ; ‘ 
(3342, 3343). . Sena iS ee 

Crossed with Anjou (3344- | 7 (18 tlowers)..... is ChClge rh Sains 
3349), | Mego. 

47> Convered with paper pags "| 87)..22-seeceeee. 8B; . 2258 
(3350-3364). 

Hxposed to anseeh Visits... 4) SON ees eee ae eae 77 34. 2 
Crossed with Angouléme | 11 (44 flowers). ..-| 29.) 65.9 

(3987-3994). 3 oe 
48) Covered with “paper” bags. |'383-.rs- eens 10 4 . 

(3365-3379). i 
° Exposed to INseetavisitss =. |NOple ns. =- ee ee eee 79 30 ‘ fh 

Crossed with Seckel (4125- | 14 (37 flowers).... 6 0 : be 
4136). 

49 | Crossed with Anjou (3871- | 11 (24 flowers)....| 17 | 70.8 Rak Poon | 
3881). eae es 

Pollinated with Bartlett | 8 (17 flowers) ..... 5 29.3 
pollen from same_ tree ’ PY OS 
(8882-8888). ' in a a 

Depetalized, butstamens left | 15 (51 flowers)....; 29 56 8 
on (3889-3899), uncovered. | ; 

Exposed’ to insect visits: WS7 2eee: . 22 - - ee 9S | 38.8 a‘ 

50 | Crossed with Scckel (4137- | 11 (18 flowers)....| 6 | 33.8 ; Sa 
4147). ‘ thio 

Exposed! to museet wisits =.) Simo seocsee = sk ee 21 7.9 re 

Record of 4 trecs in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

51 | Covered with paper bass tilt ae eee eee 0 0 Standard, in grass; bloomed _ 
(7-13). and fruited well. ae 

Hxposed-tolinseet visits...) 84-5 ease. 2 Ss 15.3 

ss pevinCovered-awath Spaner-baes 7. 2. sep el. 4 0 0 Standard; in grass; pigomens 
(31-34). wel but fruited lightly. | 

Exposed to insect visits..-.| 20 ...... a SS 6 4 

53,| Covered -with paper, bags | 25..-.52.-2.5)-52.5 0 0 Ktandande in grass; bloome 
(39-46). and fruited well. hia 

Exposed to insect visits... .|.43..:..2.-...-222...- 3 

od | Covered with paper bags | 26. 2.52 922222522 0 
(351-360). 

Exposed toansect. visits...) 68-22-22 -s22cee 

rs 

: \ 

ae - me 



VARIETIES OF PEARS STUDIED. Al 

The work on the Bartlett demonstrated that in the majority of cases 

it is nearly or quite self-sterile. In Series I, II, and IV no self- pollinated 

fruits whatever were secured, while in Series III only a few were 

obtained. The study of the cross and self-pollinated fruits, given on 

pp. 60-65, develops the fact that the self-pollinated pears are quite 

different in shape from the crossed, so much so that they can be readily 

distinguished, and that the fruits from the trees at large are almost 

invariably crosses. The trials made at Chestnut Farm with different 

kinds of Bartlett pollen and the general experience in that orchard have 

shown that it is a cross from a different variety that is needed, and that 
individual crossing, even of two different trees of the same variety, is 

no better than self-pollination from the same flower. It is desirable to 

test this latter point still further and under conditions more favorable 

to self-fertilization than they were at Chestnut Farm, the conditions 

there being such that no fruits whatever were secured without true 

crossing. Judging from the results obtained, self-fertilization or indi- 

vidual crossing, that is, Bartlett pollen for Bartlett fruits, must be 

regarded as very unsatisfactory and uncertain. Possibly when the 

most favorable conditions of soil, climate, cultural methods, and weather 

dwing the flowering time prevail, the Bartlett might be able to fruit 

satisfactorily as a self-fertilizer, but this is very doubtful. There could 

hardly be expected more favorable conditions than those under which 

the experiment was tried at Rochester in 1892, so that self-fertilization 

is probably there shown at its best. It has been proved that cold 

weather during the flowering period renders some plants incapable of 

self-fecundation, although they still retain the ability to be cross- 
fecundated. Very likely the cool weather during the flowering period. 

at Brockport in 1891 and at Chestnut I’arm in 1892 helped to make the 

flowers completely self-sterile. 

Of the various kinds of pollen applied, Angouléme, Anjou, Clapps 

Favorite, Easter, Sheldon, and White Doyenne gave excellent results, 
and although these varied considerably, still the differences were not 

greater than when the pollen of one variety was applied to different trees, 

so that the variations are within the range of accident. Seckel and 

Le Conte pollen gave poor results, but should be investigated further 

before being rejected. None of the six fruits recorded as set on tree 

No. 50 (Seckel pollen) reached maturity. Accidents may, however, have 

eaused this. Probably most of the common varieties of pears will prove 

good fertilizers for the Bartlett. It should be noted that Bartlett pollen 

is capable of fecundating other varieties, for example, the Anjou (see 

trees Nos. 15 and 16). The Anjou and Bartlett are both more or less 

self-sterile, but the pollen of each is fertile on the other. Doubtless this 
is the general rule among all the varieties. Itis the cross that is needed. 

The pollen may come from a self-sterile or a self-fertile sort and still be 

equally effective. 
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Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series LEB: 

ae Method of treatment. [Number of clusters. Fruits set. Remarks. Mae : is 

No. | Per et. |_ ae e.* 2 
55_| Covered with paper bags | 42./..--...-.2..-.. 2 0.6 | A fine tree, with heavy, ¢ Lawl: ee ( ce 

(3727-3750). green foliage. — re a 
Exposed to insect visits ....| 62.....-...-.....-. 96 20.6 Ca ae 

Record of 2 trees in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). ate PACER tines 

56.) Covered with paper bags | 25.......+.......-- 0 0 9: renee 
(317-827). = ae, 

Exposed.@p IMSeCh Wisitsic6 o\on seni. teeter Oe) - ; io ees 

S7al-Covered) with “paperspabs: 12.725 ¥- 5a 2 2.4 ' pias 
~ (103-110). : le 
Exposed to insect visits ....| $8 ........--s-.-.- 11 3 : iy SS ieee 

The results obtained with this variety are contradictory, leaving the — 

question still in doubt. The result of the work on tree No. 57 shows — 
that the Bose can set fruits under cover, so that this variety may be’ oe 

provisionally classed with the self- pecalicene| 

BOUSSOCK. i: : 

Bra 
Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series IIT), \ . a 

\ Zn 

ee Method of treatment. Number of clusters.| Fruits set. Nemarks. Bare, 

No. | Per ct. “Sere ; 
58.) Covered with ‘paper “bage |Mile oe sce ao 5 fee 6 1.1 | Larg healthy standard; a 

(3380-3408). poseted and fruited very 
Exposed to insect visits --..| 91 ----..---2.-2--- 130 | 19 heavily. 

Record of 1 tree in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

SOW Covered wath papers baeseiel9ees a serene eee | ) 0 = “3 : 
(156-164). ni 

| Exposed to insect visits... | SD iaecatd ee Peg ea ide) eee | 

The work on the Boussock indicates that its capability for self- ferti- 

lization is slight. Further experiments may show a greater ability 

to self-fertilize than the above figures indicate. Its great productive- tee 
ness leads to this opinion. re 

BROCKWORTH. _ | oo 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series IIT). 

60 | Covered with paper bags | 41......-.......--- 3 0.9 | Medium-sized dwarf, — 
(2845-2854). healthy; bloomed well, at 

Exposed to insect visits ....| 40 -.........--22.. 8 2.6 fruited has : i 

——— 



VARIETIES OF PEARS STUDIED. _ 43 

BUFFUM. 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester ( Series IIT). 

ia Method of treatment. Nunberofclusters.| Fruits set. Remarks. 

Wo. | Penet: 
61 | Covered with paper bags | 78..... a ee a ee 39 6.7 | Medium-sized, healthy stand- 

(3198-3217 ). ard; bloomed welland fruited 
Exposed to insect visits ....| 87 .........-...-- -| 195 29.8 heavily. 

Record of 3 trees in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series LV ). 
f 

62 | Covered with paper bags PATE ee Sto et oe 27 18 Good-sized standard, in grass; 
‘ (328-834 ). healthy, but very deficient 

Hxposed to'msect visits ....| 50 ....-...-....... 95 25.3 in vegetative vigor from lack 
Crossed with Bartlett (547— | 8 (28 flowers)..... 15 53.8 of culture and pruning; 

552). bloomed and fruited very 
heavily, but the fruits were 
small. 

63 | Covered with paper bags | 24..............--- 37 20.5 | Like 62 and adjacent to it. 
(335-342). 

HMxposed to insect visits -..-| 45_..--......--....- 104 18.4 

64_| Covered with paper bags | 18.......... Paes 3 25 18.5 Do. 
(343-350). 

Bxposed.to insect visits ....2| SS ..05.. 22. ...2 Le. 50 17.5 

The Buffum gave excellent results as a self-fertilizer. The trees at 

Geneva yielded about as heavily under paper bags as when exposed to 

insect visits. The hand-pollinations with Bartlett pollen on tree No. 

62 gave, as usual, a higher per cent than insect-crossing or self polli- 

nation, and demonstrates the value of cross-pollen, even in the self- 

fertile Buffum. Tree No. 61 at Rochester set fruits under the bags on 

one limb, this comprising about one third of the tree. The clusters on 
the remainder of the tree were sterile under cover. The foliage seemed . 

Slightly inferior on the self-sterile bianches, but otherwise there was 

very little difference noticeable. The possibilities of bud or branch 

variation influencing the ability to self-fertilize is here suggested. 
The self-fertilized Buffum pears were different in shape, narrower, 

tapered more toward the stem, and entirely lacked sound seeds. The 

difference was very pronounced between them and the crosses with 

Bartiett and the normal fruits on the tree (see pp. 65-68). 

CLAIRGEAU. — 

Record of 2 trees at Rochester (Series ITT). 

quee Method of treatment. Number of clusters.) Fruits set. Remarks. 

NOs eRe ract. 
65 | Covered with paper bags | 5G6......--.-....-.- 0 0 Seen young dwarf; bloomed 

(29438-2964). - and fruited well. 
Exposed to insect visits....| 82 ...-.-....-.-... o4 22.8 

66-| Covered: with= paper bags | 39.....-........... 0 0 A fine young dwarf, like No. 
(3128-3139). x 65 and near it, but for some 

Exposed to imsect wisits....| S42... .0052..2..4 23 9 yee did not set fruit as 
| well, 



Payer “uses 

SE ph ag VR ae — af SM 

Fruits set. 

‘No. | Per et. Bares yt 
67 | Covered with paper “bags {.25,--..--2------.-. 0 0 «| Fine siutdene ee. ploome 

(205-215). moderately and fruited well, 
Exposed to, insect visits, 4... 27 Ine 2. Soe v3 | 16 i ahah * 

‘ * A : 

Record of 5 trees in Slosson orchard, Geneva (Serics IV). ae 
; ry ore 

687|/Covered pwith paper baes "| 20e5s 2 aeo escent 0 0 A fine young dwarf; bloomed ¥ 
(404-410). and fruited well. Sot te 

Exposed-to, insect visits: <2. (60). 22-2 ee 68 | 15.1 Ra he ne 

69 | Pollinated trom the same’ |_2/- 22. -:.4-2-2- 0 0 Do. oN acl areee 
tree (411). sted Bs 

Exposed tounsectwisits 2.) MLE Slee ee 16) 19.3 20 eawie 

70 | Pollinated ‘from the same | 10.......--.......- 0 0 Do. rh oan 
tree (412-415). 

Exposed to imsecti viSitsie~.. |: niente one eee a 15* ; Rags 

71 | Pollinated from the same | 8 (8 flowers)....... FP eA0) 0 Do. ot ee 
flower (416-423). E so ae 

Haposedstonmsectavusitse te: eset see See see ; 15* = =e ate 

f25\ Crossed swith. Angoulémie? ||) 4i:2. 2-2 see otc ce 5 25* BoD Ogu 2. 2 eee 
(424-428), Pie 

HX POSCd.bOMNseCt VISIts| S21). he ieee ees ane 15* a 

* Estimated. 

We have in the Clairgeau another completely self-sterile variety, so 

far aS present knowledge goes. When the possibilities of access of a3 

foreign pollen were guarded against not one fruit set. Hand-crossing 

with Angouléme (see tree No. 72) gave the usual satisfactory results. 
/ 

CLAPPS FAVORITE. | 

Record of 1 tree at Brockport (Series I). 

iF ees 

ae > 

ee Method of treatment. latamber of clusters.) Iruits set. Remarks. 

No. | Per ct. 
73 | Covered, with paper bags | 21.-.----.-..255.-* 0 0 Healthy young dwarf, in a 

(1406-1407). | garden with several other am 
Covered with mosquito-net | 16...........-..... 0 0 varieties. Ne i 
bags (1374-1377). 3 Mica ate 

Exposed tosinsect visitss 4/8 cee ec eee eo 26 19.2 ion Segoe 

Record of 1 tree at Chestnut Farm (Series IT). 

#4 | ‘Covered with paper bags | 33.-.....2-...-..-4 Standard, 18 years old 
(2669-2689). : not in very vigorous 

Hxposeditoimsech wists) ses-| ee eee eee eae ee 6.6*| dition; bloomed anal lt 
Emasculated, but not polli- | 5 (10 flowers) ...-. lightly. 
nated (2690-2694). 

/ 

oo o 

* Estimated. 



VARIEVIES OF PEARS STUDIED. Ad5 

Record of 2 trees at Rochester (Series IIL). 

ae Method of treatment. ‘Number of clusters., Fruits set. Remarks. 

No. | Per ct. 
75-\ Covered’ with -paper bags | 87..............--. 0 0 This tree consisted of a good, 

(3439-3468). | | healthy top grafted on to 
Hxaposed to insect visits .-..| 70 ..22-2.2-..2.-.: 75 14.2 an old dwarf; bloomed and 
Crossed with Bartlett (4148- | 19 (68 flowers) .-.; 18 | 31 fruited well. 

4159). | 

76 Covered with paper bags'| 42...2...---------- 0 | 0 Fine young dwarf; bloomed 
(3609-3636) . and fruited well. 

Meosed tOmunSeeh VISIUS:: «4: 00 -0- - oot de oe | 129 | 17.7 

This variety proved completely sterile under either paper or mosquito- 

net bags. Ordinarily it fruits excellently, but seems to be entirely 

dependent ‘on cross-pollination. On tree No. 75 Bartlett pollen is 

shown to be excellent for inducing fruits to set. The resulting fruits 

from Bartlett crosses were fine typical specimens. Clapps Favorite 

pollen has been shown to be excellent for causing the Bartlett to truit, 

‘and evidence in the orchard at Chestnut Farm (see p. 21) supports 

this. Were it not for the fact that Clapps Favorite blights badly, at 

least toward the South, it would be an excellent variety to plant with 
the Bartlett, since it blooms at the same time and would be in turn 
benefited. Itis very prebable that further experiments will prove that 

in its behavior towards foreign pollen the Clapps Favorite acts like 

the Bartlett and that it can be pollinated by the same varieties. 

COLUMBIA. 

Record of 2 trees at Rochester (Series EEY: 

ane Method of treatment. Number of clusters., Fruits set. Remarks. 

No. | Per ct: 
fm |-Covered with. paper bags |.112...............- 0 | 0 Very fine large standard, but 

(3508-3524) . | without sufficient vegeta- 
Heposed to insect visits ....| 58 ..--....-..5..28 50 | 12.6 tive shoots; bloomed  re- 

markably heavily and 
fruited well. 

fo.) Covered with paper bags | 145>............... 0 0 Just like No. 77, near which 
(3834-3850). Je: | it stood, but did not fruit as 

Exposed to insect visits ....| 164..............- | 93 @.9 | well. 

DE LA CHENE (Pyrus sinensis). 

Record of 1 tree at Liochester (Series IIT). 

- rg) Covered. with paper bags | 108-............... 0 0 Sound, healthy tree, bloomed 
(2795-2824). - heavily, but set only two 

Exposed to insect visits ....; Whole tree ....... 2 0.01 fruits. ; 

I am inclined to think that the failure of this tree to fruit comes 

from its early blooming. It blooms and is out of flower before the other 

varieties are open, and being self-sterile it can not set fruit. 



Method of treatment. Fruits set. 

No. | Per ct. 
80 | Covered with paper bags) 15.....-.-.....-... 5 4.4| A very good stogdarn, a 

(47-54). bloomed well and fruited | mi 
Exposed to insect visits....) $6 ......-..2...--. 14 B. 3 moderately. — " 

DOYENNE D’ALENCON. 

Record of 1 tree in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). \ See 
3 . ; : 7 E / - ‘3 i 

El) | Covered “with paper bars {#192.-.0. 222.266. 2 19 13.3 | A fine standard tree; bloomed 
(95-102). | well and fruited heavily. — 

Exposed to insect-visits -.--| 26...-..-.-. =... | 58 | 27.2 | yd, See 

DOYENNE SIEULLE. ree vee 

Record of 1 tree in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

5 + So 
Nox ered with “paper bags) | 20222 3-5... 4-0 ese fl 0.4 | A fine standard; bloomed and ‘e 

(131-141). fruited well. es 
| Uxposed to insect visits’-]-..| 20s tee ee 23 | 10.5 
| 4 

EASTER. 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series IIT). a 

88 Covered with paper bags | VASES Scien iis 5 ere 2 0.2 | A fine young dwarf; bloomed x line 
(8927-3967). | well and fruited moderately. aS 

‘Exposed to insect visits ....! 64 ...-...-......-- ot 7 she 

FLEMISH BEAUTY. stab 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series ITI). ; | ee a 

84 | | Covered, with paper bags’ |) 82i2.2..-2--.-- i... 66 10.7} Fine thrifty standard; a 
| (3239-8257). : bloomed moderately, BEY 1D ene is 
| Exposed to insect visits .--.| 57 .--...---------- 91 20.7 fruited heavily. i a 
| 

——_—. 

GANSELS BERGAMOTTE. 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series Il). 

85 | Covered with paper bags BAG cor saute” he: 20 0 0 | Fine large dwarf; bloomed. 
al (3140-3152). ~well and fruited fairly well. — 
| ee to insect visits - AS AE ans Aon ee _ 28 8 | : 

GRAY DOYENNE. 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series Ill). t 
! on Pa - 

86 | Covered with paper bags | 40....-.-..----..-. i 0.3 | A very good fae 
(3582-3608). and fruited eee i 

Exposed to insect visits .-..| 81..-...- yest eeene Y 
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IIEATHCOTE. 

Record of 1 tree in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

mee Method of treatment. Number of clusters.}| Fruits set. Remarks. 

NOV rer ch 
Siu Covered with -paper.. bags | 16...2.7.....2...-% 18 15 Very thrifty looking stand- 

(173-180). ard, in grass; bloomed and 
Exposed to insect visits /...| 20-..........2.-.-. 23 | 15.8 | fruited well. 

This variety seems to be remarkably self-fertile, and what seems more 
curious after the experience with other sorts, the self-fertilized pears 

are very similar to the fruits on the tree at large. Tor a description of 

these fruits see pp. 70, 71. 

HOWELL. 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series IIT). 

a e Method of treatment. ~ |Numberof clusters.) Fruits set. Remarks. 

No Per ct 
§8 | Covered with paper bags | 100..............-. 1 0.1 | A very good, large dwarf, but 

(3259-3287). itsfoliage looked yellowish, 
Exposed to insect visits ....| 89 -...........---.- 49 16.2 as if unhealthy; bloomed 

- aud fruited well. 

= JONES. 

Ttecord of 2 trecs at Rochester (Series IIT). 

| 

63): Covered with paper: bags | 181...........1.-.. 1 0.6 | Large, thrifty standard; 
(3777-8804). bloomed and _ fruited re- 

Exposed to insect visits ./..| 199 .........--.... | 158 19.4 markably well. 

£0 | Covered with paper bees OF. oss Kine ett 2 0.3 
(3935-3932.) | 
Exposed to insect visits ....| 76 ..........------| 108 18 Do 

KIEFFER. 

Ttecord of 1 tree at Rochester (Series TED e 

91 | Covered with paper bags | 65..-.--........... 0 0 Consisted of several vigorous 
(2965-2988). top grafts on some kind of 

Hxposed to insect visits. ...|.90°..2- 5. -..-----2- 67 17.7 dwarf pear; bloomed scan- 
Crossed with Bartlett (4189-| 5 (6 flowers)-..... 6 | 100 tily, but fruited well. 

4193). 

Record of 2 trees in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

92.| Covered with paper bags | 18.....-........--. 2 7 1.4 | Consisted of several thrifty 
(71-78). top grafts on some kind of 

standard pear; bloomed and 
Exposed to insect visits. ~.:) 86 .........-...... 50 18.5 fruited well. 

Sem we overend | With paper Dags | LS. a2. c, cajetgs oe oe emcee [eles ew sla Made up of top grafts like 92. 
(165-172). 
Exposed to insect visits ..-.| 58 ...-.....---..-.| 65 44.9 
Pollinated with Jtieffer (483, | 5 (25 flowers) -.... 1 4 

484). 
Crossed with Angouléme | 3 (9 flowers) ...... 3 33.0 

(485). 



= oR ea 

“THE POLLINATION OF PEAR FLOWERS. 

S The above experiments seem to indieate that fné Kieffer is onl 
partially satisfactory as a self-fertilizer. In the South the larg 
Kieffer orchards, which bloom when no other variety of pear trees are 

around them, demonstrate beyond any question that self- fertilization 

or individual crossing is sufficient to set the most abundant crops. No 

pear is more regularly and wonderfully productive than the Kieffer. 

In the South the Kieffer is grown on its own or on Le Conte roots. It is 

said that as far north as Delaware this variety should not be gratted | 

or budded on common pear or dwarf roots. May it not be then that be 
we have in the above an example of the influence of stock on cion? ~ 

Cross-polination 1s able to overcome this effect, however, as is shown 

in the 100 per cent on tree 91 obtained by crossing with Bartlett. - ee. 

. LAWRENCE. Sas 2 

Record of 2 trees at Rochester (Series ITI). om," 

‘ 
- ‘ } 

Bee Method of treatment. Number of clusters.) Fruits set. Remarks. a 

Nos Berict: a ea 
94) | sComerecdawithespaper PaCS: les 2) oe ete 0 | 0 Medium-sized, thrifty stand- 

(2855-2869). ard; bloomed very heavily 
Exposed to insect visits .-..| 49 ...........----- 44) 11.9 and fruited well. : 

$5) Covered with “paper bags*), 103. .2-2-"---- 1-8: 0 0 Near No. 94 and similar to it. 
(3658-3680). 

_ Kxposed toinsect visits)... 188 _-.- 4.) se lee 204 14.5 

Record of 3 trees in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). ae 

: o 
96° | Covered ‘with paper Wbags.| 38te-<- 2-2. on. 0 0 Thrifty standard, in grass; ra 

(189-200). bloomed well and fr uited Or 
Eoposed to insect WisitS.- =| P4s2 27s seeee ee 33 8.1 moderately. 

| Pollinated with Lawrence ..| 9..>-..-.....--. =a 0 0 9 
Onossed watheisicenerm(4358)i22 elise cee eee oe 0 Y) 3 
Crossed with Anjou (489) ...| 1 ( 4 flowers) ..-. 1 25 

97, || Gomeredsawith’ paper, bags) 13 ese. ---a- ee- ON eee 0 Do. 
(201-204). 

Exposed toOAMSOCteVASIUS sn. Gs aera asec 26 7.38 
Pollimated ewithwmWawmrences| 7. seme 2 eae eyo 0 () 

(440. 441). . 
Crossed with Mount Vernon | 1.-.2.....--..-.--.) 1 18 ig = ar 

(442). - 
Crossed with Sheldon (444). | L...:..-2......<... 0 0 =) ; Bx,’ 

98") Covered with paper bags-|15..---2.-.-.--.... 0 0 - | Like No. 96, but less fruitful. a 
(309-316). e & ea 

Exposed 40 insect’ visits) 42.) 09 22. 735-2. ace 15 Be7 ae 
Pollinated with Lawrence | 6 (25 flowers) .-.. 0 0 Metts 

(476-478). : 
Crossed with Argouléme...| 2 (12 flowers) ..-. 0 0 . 
Crossed with Kietter (480) ..| 8 (12 flowers) .... 0 1) nian 

The work on the Lawrence indicates that it is one of the compa 

self-sterile sorts. The cross-pollinations inyered too few eshte es 

render the experiments conclusive. 



VARIETIES OF PEARS STUDIED. 

LE CONTE. 

49 

Record of 2 trecs at Rochester (Series IIT), 

Tree No: Method of treatment. 

99 | Covered with paper bags 
(2825-2844). 

Exposed to insect visits. ..- 
Pollinated with Le Conte, 

same tree (3850-3859). 
Crossed with Anjou (3860- 

3869). 
Crossed with Seckel (4045- 

4049). 
Crossed with Anjou (4050- 

4054). 
Emaseulated, but no pollen 

applied (4055-4064). 

100 | Covered with papcr bags 
(2921-2942). 

| Exposed to insect visits. - 

The remarks on the Kieffer apply equally well to the Le Conte. 

Number of clusters. Fruits set. Remarks. 

14 (29 flowers) ...-. 

9 (22 flowers) 

5 (12 flowers) 

5 (14 flowers) 

13 (42 flowers) ..-. 

27 

We CrEGl. 
5.6 A vigorous, healthy tree, ap- 

parently on quince roots; 
bloomed moderately, but 
fruited well, 

Top graftson some kind of 
dwarf pear; bloomed moder- 
ately but fruited well. 

Large 

orchards, consisting of solid blocks of this variety, demonstrate its 
ability to set fruit without the aid of foreign pollen. The inefficiency of 

Seckel pollen should be noted and also the remarkable fact that three 

fruits set without any pollen. 

seemed fully as good as that of any other variety. 

Its own pollen when applied by hand 

The work on tree 

No. 99 indicates that pollen from another flower on the same tree, 

that is, individual crossing, is preferable to pollen from the same flower. 

- LOUISE BONNE DE JERSEY. 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series ILI). 

Tree Remarks. 

| Fine dwarf: very young; 
bloomed lightly, but fruited 

A thrifty medium-sized stand- 
bloomed well and 

fruited heavily. 

Nip Method of treatment. Pimmbenot clusters Fruits set. 

| No. | Peret. 
101 | Covered with paper bags | DBM re ate Nero ae 0 0 

(3409-3414). | 
Beaxposed to-insect visits.....) 17 :-.-. 2.252.221. 31 24.3 welt. 

MANNINGS ELIZABETH. 

Record of 3 trees in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

102°} Covered. with paper bags | 19..-........--.--- 44 30.8 
(55-62). ard; 

Exposed to insect visits. 77 ele ln. a 45 27.2 

fOsr Covened = with. paper bags 16.222. 50.222- 3. - 51 42.5 
(63-67). 

Exposed to insect visits. 1 es Ae 43 44.1 |. 

1045) @overed with paper bags ; 14.:........-...... Z20RieL9 
(79-86). | 

Exposed to insect visits. DAES A eet Mee 30-20 

fertilization. 

11876—No, 5——4 

The results with this variety show it to be perfectly capable of self- 



Be 0 TIE POLLINATION | or PEAR FLOWERS, | 

ome | ous = - MOUNT VERNON. 

r : itgeara of 1 tree at Rochester (Series IID) 

ee Method of treatment. |Numberofclusters.; Fruits set. Remarks. 

~ | No. | Per ct. rs; 3 aa 
105°) Covered. with paper, bags, |,955.4, -22%- \o-.20-4 1 0.1 | Fine large dwart; bloomed — 

(3051-3075). , aud fruited well. ~ ~ 0 
: Exposed to insect visits -¢ ....° G3. 7.2.5. 4-22 222. 79 14.8 ; pa ae 

; POUND. 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series ITT). i 

106-| Covered with paper bags’| 49..-......-..<-::- | 0 0 Fine thrifty dwarf; bloomed i: 
(3218-3237). | well and truited heavily. j 

Exposed to insect visits..--. AS h Osean aaa re 169 | 31.1 | 4 ie 
33 \ 

SECKEL. 75 ae 
\ lateral Oe Saen 

© Bia 

Record of 6 trees at Brockport (Series IT). — 7 eee 

107 | Covered with cheese-cloth | 48............ Suey Ase, leet “ Midele- sized dwarf, in-grass ‘2 * 
bags (1455-1460). and growing slowly ; bloom-. My 24 

Exposed to insect visits .... 1* ed very heavily, but fruited eee 
lightly. The only other -~- © aes 

variety in this orchard is o 
Angouléme. i a 

108 | Covered with cheese-cloth | 26..... Se Pe tere se 7| 3 - | About like 107, near whichit = ‘ 
bags (1461-1463). is situated in the same Ole aes es 

Exposed. £0 INSSCti VISILS: ~~ -\cese-- see ere eee 3” chard. BE? 

109. |. Covered with echeese-eloth |*38_.. 2. .-.-. 55 6| 2.1 | Near 107 and similar to it. 
bags (1464-1468). | : 

Exposed to insect visits..-..! PAS one 3 ‘hae 

110 | Covered with paper bags | 44....-.. snaps aque 3 0.99 | Do; a ee 
(1469-1479). 

Exyposed to insect visits .-... i 

lll | Covered with»paper. bags |.3222-.--227 32. #.-= 8 Bas Do. 
(1475-1479). Nel: 

z Exposed to insect visits... -. 3% pia 

119° |"“Coxyered* with: paper sbags-|2385s0+.-ee--2- alemces Do. 4 Pa a 
(1480-1482). 2 ae ae 

Exposed to insect visits. .... Pies ort mia? 

* Estimated. 
: whG 

2 Record of 4 trees at Rochester (Series III). 

| | t 4 

113 Covered with paper bags | 19 ...... SSeenliie, Be |< 40 ff Fine young dwarf; bloomed | 
le (B590=2566)2— | well and ui very heav- _ 

r | exposed toinseetwisits:=-.°| 28:2 -22e-ce..- <2. $2 39 ily. ee ante 

114-| Covered. with paper bags | 23...........--.-.. 5 2.8 5 we he an 
| (3567-3581). i 52 

* |SIexposed'to msect visits...) 88 -).5.0- sso ala, 20.3 ae . 

ee 115 | Covered with paper bags | 88.....-.....--.-.. bas0: pO A Soe healthy” standae Pe hs. 
(3637-3657). - bloomed very well and : so tn 

~ ~ Exposed to insect visits ....| 60 ---...--.-. 72-2: 92 | 20.38 ed ee = 

116 | Covered with paper bags Se ee eerie 
(3751-8764). 

Exposed to insect visits ....| 47 ...-..-----.--:- : 



Tree 
No. 

VARIETIES OF PEARS STUDIED. 51 

Record of 9 trees in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

Method of treatment. * |Number of clusters. | Fruits set. Remarks. 

Csvered with paper bags 
(111-118). 

Exposed to insect visits ----. 

Covered with paper bags 
(258-279) . 

Exposed to insect visits .... 

Pollinated with Seckel (487- 
497). 

Exposed to insect visits - --. 

Covered with paper bags 
(280-300). 

Exposed to insect visits ....| 

Pollinated with Seckel (498- 
507). 

Exposed to insect visits -.-- 

Pollinated with Seckel (508- 
517). 

Exposed to insect visits ---. 

Pollinated with Seckel (518- 
524). 

Exposed to insect visits .. - - 

Pollinated with Seckel (525- 
532). 

Exposed to insect visits .... 

Pollinated with Seckel (533- 
043). 

Crossed with Bartlett weneeee 

( i ee er 

er a arr 

ee a 

ee ed 

ee cen mn sis ne cever 

ee ee ee 

100 

12 (45 flowers) ...- 

4 (8 flowers) 

No. | Per ct. 
0 0 

5 2.6 

7 ell 

47 6.6 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

54 8.2 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

6 1.4 

0 0 

SL 8 
0 0 

0; oO 

@. janet 

1] 12.5 

Large standard, situated in 
grass and not growing very 
fast; bloomed well, but 
fruited lightly. 

Like No. 117, but sterile. 

Like No. 117, but fruited 
better. 

Similar to No. 117; bloomed 
well, but sterile, 

Like No. 117. 

Do. 

Like No. 117, but of a sickly 
yellowish color; bloomed 
well, but sterile. 

Large standard tree in grass; 
bloomed well, but was nearly 
sterile. I think that Fust- 
cladium pyrinwm was largely 
responsible for its failure. 

The results with Seckel show that it is able to set fruits without for- 

een 

under bags was about as good as outside. 

ments there was a decided deficiency inside the bags. 

pollen. In the Brockport experiments the per cent of fruit set 

In the Rochester experi- 

The trees at 

Geneva show how a lack of vegetative vigor and a fungous disease 
combined can ruin the crop. 

SHELDON. 

Record of 2 ti'ecs at Rochester (Series IIT), 

Fruits set. 

No. | Per ct. 
0 0 

By 11.7 

2 le 2003 

49-10-68 

Remarks. 

A healthy top graft which 
constituted about one-third 
of a large standard tree. 

A good, thrifty standard; 
bloomed heavily, but fruited 
moderately. 

Record of 1 tree in Smith orchard, Geneva (Series IV). 

0 0 ee good standard; bloomed 

9 
| 

well, but fruited lightly. 

ae Method of treatment. Number of clusters.} 

326 | Covered with paper bags apa? aha twee es 
(3684-3693) - 

Bxposedto msect asits. ..7/-88).2.:- 2222... —. 

127.| Covered with paper-bags | 78...-..-..-.--.+-. 
(38053-824). ; 

Exposed to insect visits ....| 92 ...........-+..- 

128 | Covered with paper bags | 30-.-.\/...-..-..---: 
(1-6). 

Mxposedjtoinsect visits + .2\ 4b... 2a22. ec elk 

| 

/ 
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Record of 3 trees at Rochester (Series gD Yer te © 

aie Method of treatment. Number of clusters. Fruits set. Remarks. | ‘ 

No. | Per ct: pre 7 ae 
129°) Covered with ‘paper *baes | 202.2520 2.2. eee 4 2.1 | Very fine young dwarf; bloom-_ 

(3469-3484). ed well and fruited very 
Hxposedto insect visits...) 48 52-22-2222 s, 72 | 22.3 heavily. | a a 

130 7 Covered with paper “bags .|.35 27.222 s22s05 2 0.7 | Near No. 129, and just like it 
(34185-8495). ay 

Exposed to insect visits ...-| 40 .....-..:-...5.. | 60) 20.7 5 ee 

131 | Covered with. paper bags’ | 16. -=- 2-225 ie Te 165 ‘Do ee A 43 
(3496-3502). Beer 

Exposed to insect visits -...| 18 .......... Seneee 28 20.7 : ee ae, Mer af + 

This variety behaved about like the Bartlett and Anjou. Theself 
pollinated fruits were doubtless developed because of the fine vegetative 
vigor of the tree and probably would not have set under less favorable = 

conditions, © ; Bota 
- SUPERFIN. Se oh A 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series LIT). 

puee Method of treatment. Number of clusters.) Fruits set. Remarks. 

; No. | Per ct. 
132.) Covered avith paper bags: - --,|'655. 2. tse se @ be O Very finelarge dwarf; bloomed 

(8155-3171). : well and fruited heavily. 
Exposed to insect visits ....| 74 .-.---.-.+---.-. 106 19 Se 

133: |-Covered with paper bags. --./ 93-222 ascsn.- 5.58 | 0 0 Near to 132 and about like it. 
(3173-3196). | “ 

Exposed to insect visits -...| 52 -......-- en ae 60 15.4 

TYSON. : pi” 

Record of 1 tree at Rochester (Series ITI). 2 a ee 

134 | Covered with paper bags | 5 (ie eS ae ese 26 12.8 | A fine large dwarf; bloomed | + =f 
(3765-3776). : well and fruited: wer\ ies 

Exposed toansect wisits)-2- | UG 22 see 56) 30 heavily. ; het 

WHITE DOYENNE. : 

Record of 1 tree at Chestnut Farm (Series IT). 

135 | Covered with paper bags | EG eee eis sale re 8 6.6 | A very good young standard; 
(2639-2649). ; bloomed and fruited well, | 

Hx posed todnsect, Visiter] sores se eee cee | 24 0.9 a? 
| 

Record of 2 trees at Rochester (Series IIT). 

136 | Covered with paper bags | 102..-..-.......- Se 1} 0.1 | A thrifty standard; bloo 
(3415-3438). i and fruited well. 

Exposed to insect visits=-..| 66 .-...-....2..-2- 64 | 12.9 Ret or 

137.) Covered with paper bags |) 27. ev ie. eee e 0 | 0 $ 
(3694-3706). | 

Exposed toinsect visits. 22).Ba 2. 2-4 Soe 40 | 15.2 
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The results here are contradictory. The tree at Chestnut arm proved 

self-fertile, while at Rochester only one fruit was set under bags. 

Cross-pollination is undoubtedly desirable, but not always necessary. 

WILDER (Colonel). 

Record of 7 tree at Rochester (Series IIT). 

nue Method of treatment. ‘Number of clusters.| Fruits set. Remarks. 

No. | Per ct. : ; 
18 -sCovered with paper bags.- 2) 123. ....5.2.-.5..-- 1 | 0.1; a large, thrifty dwarf; 

Ex posedstoimsect visits © 222 /UNS2. 22.2.5. 2. ---| 132 | 15.5 bloomed and fruited well. 

WINTER NELLIS. 

Record of 1 tree at Brockport (Series I). 

ik Pte ar 
139s Conered with paper bags...) 16....-.--2....--1- 0,: 0 | A.thrifty dwarf, in a garden 

Keeposed t0- Insect visits’ *.2.) 83). .:.-5-.4 2-26. 61 | 35.8 | with othervarieties; bloomed 
| | lightly, but fruited heavily. 

“Record of 4 trees at Rochester (Series III). 

140"\"Covered with paper. bags | 168:...:.-.-... mates 1 0.07 | A medium-sized standard; 
(3707-8726). | bloomed very heavily and 

Bxposed to msect visits.-.-| 17O..2+.--..----54 1718.8 fruited well. 

Tape overed wath paper: bags |-219-.-.....0....--- OF 0 About like No. 138; bloomed 
; (4088-4112). very heavily and fruited 
Mupased toanseet Visits... 4)... a. sce sae. 10* well. 

~. | 
d 142 | Crossed with Angouléme | 10 (60flowers)....| 26 48.3 | A fine medium-sized standard; 

(4170-4177). | bloomed very heavily and 
Exposed to insect visits....| 88_.-..-.-..- .----- 49 7.5 fruited well. 

Crossed with Bartlett (4178- | 18 (52 flowers).-.-.| 29 55.7 
4184). 

Emascoulated but not polli- | 6 (80flowers)...... 0 0 
nated (4185-4187). | | 

* Estimated. 

The experiments with Winter Nelis resulted in placing it in the self- 

Sterile class. Only one fruit was set inside the bags, and this did not 
reach maturity. The flowers responded excellently to cross-pollination. 

Thirty flowers emasculated, but not pollinated, set no fruit. 

: VARIETY UNDETERMINED.* 

Record of 2 trees at Brockport (Series I). 

pete Method of treatment. Number of clusters.| Fruits set. Remarks. 

No. | Per ct. 
143. Covered with mosquito-net | 29....-. fgear iene ane ‘ae a 9.6 | Fine thrifty tree; bloomed 

| bags (1387-1390). and fruited very well. 
| Exposed to insect visits....| 25 ................ 46 24.5 

144 Covered with cheese-cloth | 24................. 45 25 A medium-sized standard; 
| . bags (1431-1435). bloomed and fruited well. 
Covered with mosquito-net’| 25...-..:........-. 20 16 
bags (1416-14380). 

Hx POSed tOAMSect VISITS... [2.2.0 f<ees oe ee len Lom 

* Estimated. 

*'Tree No. 143 was thought to be Flemish Beauty, but I did not see the fruit. If 
my supposition be correct this tree belongs with No. 84. 
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SUMMARY. 
/ 

The foregoing series of experiments furnishes repeated evidence of — 

the value of cross-pollination in pears for fruit production. It was i 

found in case of more than half the varieties worked upon that they 

were either entirely incapable of setting fruit when limited to their © 

own pollen, or so nearly so as to show them to be unsatisfactory — 
as self-fertilizers. Careful hand-pollinations, in which different kinds « 

of pollen have been applied to the same kinds of pistils under the 

protection of paper bags, have shown the decided advantage of cross- — 

pollination, and have given results substantially agreeing with the 
simple bagging experiments. Not all the varieties showed this defi- 

ciency in producing fruit with their own pollen; some were quite pro- 

ductive under its influence. Even with these varieties self-pollination 

seemed to be less certain than cross-pollination and was less sat-— 

isfactory some seasons than others. The results have shown that 

the varieties belong more or less distinctly to. two classes, set sterile © 

and self-fertile. 

Absolute reliance should not be placed in any particular one ot the 

statements in the synopsis, but where work was duplicated several 

times and repeated in four different places and the general result con- 

tinues the same the conclusion finally becomes assured. We give below 

a list of the two classes of pears, (1) those which are more or less 

completely incapable of self-fertilization, and (2) those which have 

shown a more or less pronounced ability to self-fertilize: 

Self-sterile varieties. Self-fertile varicties. 

Anjou. 
Bartlett. 
Boussock. 
Clairgeau. 
Clapps Favorite. 
Columbia. 
De la Chéne. 
Doyenne Sieulle. 
Easter. 
Gansels Bergamotte. 
Gray Doyenne. 
Howell. 
Jones. 
Lawrence. 
Louise Bonne de Jersey. 
Mount Vernon. 
Pound. 
Sheldon. 
Souvenir du Congres. 
Superfin. 
Wilder (Colonel). 
Winter Nelis. 

Angouléme. 
Bose. 
Brockworth. 
Buffum. 
Diel. 
Doyenne d’Alencon. 
Flemish Beauty. 
Heathcote. 
Kietter. 
Le Conte. 
Mannings Elizabeth. 
Seckel. 
Tyson. 
White Doyenne. 



CHAPTER IV. 

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF POLLEN ON THE CHARACTER 
OF THE FRUIT. 

It has long been a matter of discussion among botanists and horticul- 

turists as to whether different kinds of pollen could produce immediate 

differences in the characteristics of the resulting fruits. Most of the 

fruits from the Rochester and Geneva series were studied in this con- 

nection. Through the kindness of Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry the fruits 

from the former place were sent to the laboratory, where they were photo- 

graphed, weighed, and outlined, and the seeds examined, counted, and 

weighed. Mr. Fairchild secured most of the fruits from the Geneva 

experiments, and also sent them tothe Department for study. He was 

the first to observe the decided differences between the cross and 

self-pollinated Buffum pears, and communicated the interesting dis- 

covery to me by letter early in the summer. On August 20 the Ell- 

wanger & Barry orchard was visited by the writer and notable differ- 

ences were observed between the cross and _ self-pollinated fruits, 

Therefore it was planned to study these fruits carefully as they 

matured. The reader will see later on that the results of this study 

strengthen and confirm. some of the points made in the preceding 

pages. It was not the original purpose of these investigations to 

study the immediate effect of different kinds of pollen on the fruit, and 

no special attention has been given to this general subject by the 

writer. An extended discussion of the question, therefore, will not be 

attempted. Instead of this a minute description of the differences 

observed in my experiments will be given. An excellent summary of 

the whole subject has recently been published by W. W. Munson.* and 

to this the reader who wishes to proceed further on the subject is 

referred. 

For more than one hundred years the question of the immediate - 

influence of pollen has been discussed by botanists and horticulturists 

without reaching very satisfactory conclusions. In recent years it 

has been demonstrated that pollen causes changes the first year in cer- 

tain plants. Indian corn, the pea, and the kidney bean are among 

those which show the most striking differences. It should be noted 

that in these cases the principal part of the fruit is the seed, and it is 

in this that the striking differences are developed. In tomatoes and 

English cucumbers, and also among citrous fruits, differences have been 

shown to occur that involve the whole fruit. The fleshy ovary in these 

plants forms the conspicuous part of the fruit. In the pome truits and 

* Secondary effects of pollination, Annual Report of Maine State. College, 1892, 

pp. 29-58. ) 
a) 
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in fact in all the Rosacew, which family includes the majority of orchard 
and small fruits, the question is still in dispute. Attention has — a 
already been called to the fact that the principal part of a pear or apple — | 

is a development of organs outside and surrounding the ovary. Soit 
might be more difficult for the effect of pollen to reach and infiuence a 

such organs than it would the seed or ovary walls. 

Nearly one hundred years ago Knight decided, after applying pollen _ 

of widely different varieties, that in the pear and apple no change — 
whatever was effected. Long before Kni eht’s time observers had noted 

differences supposed to be caused by poilen. In recent years this sub- 

ject has been investigated in our own country. At the Michigan A gri- 

cultural College, Charles W. Garfield found in case of apples differ- 

ences in flavor, color, and shape, which he attributed to the difference | 

in pollen, but recently he is said to have expressed doubt as to whether 

the pollen brought about the difference. At the same place Prof. L. 

H. Bailey, after making a large number of crosses, decided that no — 
effect was produced by the difference in pollen. In 1888 A. A. Crozier* 

experimented in the same line and a large number of crossed apples 
were studied by him. He says: “The examination failed to show any 3 

differences which could be attributed to the influence of the cross. In a 

several instances different varieties were crossed on the same tree, but 

the resulting fruits did not differ materially from each other or from 

the remainder of the crop on the tree.” It will be evident from the 

study of cross and self-pollinated fruits which follows that the whole 
matter must be viewed in a new light. 

ERE RR che CTR ey eS Sen oe ee da aie se Raed Deo iad) ls a ee eae i | 

eS ee ee 

ee ee Nee 

VXPLANATION OF TABLES. 

The results of the examination of the fruits are printed in the tables 

which follow. The first column contains the record number, which oo 
refers back to the bag in the experiments on the flowers, and as the | 

same numbers occur in the synopsis the reader can there find further 

facts about the tree. These numbers also occur in the plates. The 

second column gives the weight in grams. This was considered the 

most convenient way of determ'ning the size of the fruit. Quality is 

supposed to include flavor and texture. The other headings will . 

explain themselves. The differences in the fruits were often too < 
slight to describe in the tables, so a few remarks underneath were 

necessary to point them out. The seeds are of course botanicallya  — 
part of the fruit, but for our purpose they are considered as distinct | 

from the fleshy part. A pear has normally ten ovules and usually ten ee). 

seeds. If five are developed into perfect seeds then five remain abor- Des 

tive. The abortive seeds are of little consequence. The main atten. = 

tion- should be devoted to the sound seeds. It is even a question — ; 

whether these abortive seeds have been fecundated atall. Inthepear = 

*Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. No. 3, 1892. 
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they seem to reach a definite size and then stop growing (see Pl. xr1). 

A sort of abortive seed occasionally occurs, however, which approaches 

more nearly the perfect seeds in size. They are of the usual length, 

width, and color of perfect seeds, and have their coats well developed, 

. but have no embryo or kernel. On the other hand, in the Buffum fruits 

in some cases the seeds stop developing at an earlier stage, result- 

ing in a Smaller size of abortive seeds. Just what these three stages 

of abortive seeds represent is a question. The weight of seeds is rep- 

resented by fractions of a gram. In a few cases fruit with only four 

earpels were found. These could contain only eight seeds. In some 

of the other cases the full complement was not found. Where a num- 

ber of similar fruits are tabulated an average is given on the lower 

line. 
ANGOULEME. 

Angouléme self-pollinated. 

Fruits. 
Record a 
No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. 
3088 154 Not.typical ---.-. Very go0odr---= = Normals 2-2-2... Perfect (P). 1X). 
3537 171 BENE CLO 20 AVE awe EOI Oeste ee SCL Ons Se tae, flea Do. 

Average... 162 

Seeds. 

Record Sound. | Abortive. 
No. . 2 nes 

No. | Weight. ; Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. : | grams. 
3088 0 aes Bic cr eeeaterar als eer eee acre I 20) 0.04 | Large, dark. 
3587 0 AD es al ae Ie ee ep a a oe Pa 10 0, 05 Do. 

Average...| 0 ) Be RE OS riers | 10 0. 05 

Angouléme crossed with Anjou, hand-pollinated. 

Fruits. 
Record ¥ 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. 
4009 305 Ay lCallereats= eects Very good ...-.. sNformin eye stem ae Perfect (Pl. LX). 
4010 DM erie eras Osa shaves ores me SOG ice un toreeic See Oa gi ae Do. 
Bee Yow Ode) set O wack. sls SEL (ee a ee Ges UO Et ntate cic Do. 

Average. -- 216 

Seeds. 

peters Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. 
4009 5 0, 50 PRONE 21 foes! eee eee os 5 0. 03 Large, dark. 
4010 7 Sis Oe eee: oma een oe ees aa 0. 02 Do. 
4012 8 OS ieee les can (LO tax. trate he oie Sn ip Talc | 3 0. 03 Do. 

Mreearies GG Wisse ee e239) 12-0, 08 
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Angouléme crossed with Seckel. Se 

Fruits. 
Record ee ee 

% Mo: Weight. Shape. Quality. | Season 

= Grams. | ‘ 
4145 141 Not typical..... Very good ....-- : Normal 25-22 Perfect (Pl. IX) 

= Secds 

Record Sound. “<< Abortivess-see 
No. 2 etegth 

No. | Weight. temarks. No. | Weight. | Remarks. 2 

Grams. Grams. isd * 
4145 6 0. 30 TAGS pnp eee st tase 3 0. 02 Large, dark. 

The self-pollinated Angouléme fruits produced no perfect seeds. They - 
were inclined to be square in outline, with a very broad cavity (see 
P]. 1x). The crossed fruits seemed normal, except the one produced = 
with Seckel pollen. This was shaped much like an Anjou, tapering es. 

toward the stem, and was smoother and finer-grained than the others. 

ANJOU. . ee 

Anjou self-pollinaied. <a 
’ ~ ? 4 Bs > i 

Fruits. bale 
Record ee 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. ‘Season. Remarks. ES tt 7 

Grams. a 
2871 192 Rather broad at | Very good ...-.-- Normali=.ss-22e8 Perfect.(Pl. X)}. ° - Po, 

stem end. Beat 
2882 120 Ayala seer. i tis SOO wesc iste sre ers agen Ore sept Do-(P1.23)=: ~ Sas 

155 Broad at stem ..|.-..do -.....-:.-- ee Sa OMe ps oe ~ Do. an anes Ss 

Average...| 155.7 aaa 

Seeds. * 3 ee ‘ 

Becord Sound. Abortive. “ie pee oO. ; 5 a 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. fa hi « r | 
Sa ME oe a ee a raepie : pag t > 

Grams. Groms. ai een 
2871 0 Qin Sales ee are as eA EUG 3 eniper eee nee 10 0. 05 Slender, darker, excepttips. 
2882 0 Oates too eae ice eee tS eels Senet eee 10 0. 04 Slender, half colored. ae 

/ x0 OPaigit scone eaten! oo Melee ate a 10 | 0.05 Do. ‘ Ae nia 

Average...| 0 Ob tel 34a eee = eeeanaee 10| 0.05 - 

These fruits all developed from flowers inclosed in paper bags on 

trees Nos. 14 and 18 at Rochester. Of the 15 self a fruits” 

reached me. They were . rather finer- flavored, juicier, aa better ‘than 

crosses from the same trees, though not so large. 
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Anjou crossed with Bartlett. 

Or © 

Fruits. 
Record = = 
- Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. IRemarl.s. 

Grams. 
39000 157 AUC Be «a2 «aiet='s Very good ....-- Mormal.22 4. 22 Perfect 
39006 LS ip eapen ee AK C0 ney > pa RPI, NEO iments 7 oEAE a> Pe Mae Ne) Garces et Dire. 
3901 230 MLO seated sa, mee lite WO sessions ae Vets Oy. sate Slate Perfect (Pl. X). 
3903 180 TORN Bis Ty CN Ee ge HOE a ale ate aca Sia fn once GO ress cees he Perfect. 
3906 140 ESN 5-2. ots tat ieee J EEE a eae ee (GARE Ser oe so Do. 
3910 197 Broad. typacals. .!..9-d0..-s...--5- SOND aotaiatas «sree Do. 

Average... 173.5 

Seeds. 

oor Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grains. Grams. 
3900a 6 0. 42 PASMED ITD Rete ee os a wines) 4 0. 04 1 broad, 2 slender. 
390CD 7 0. 42 SI PIG Peseta ome one 3 0. 02 Slender, dark. 
3901 9 0, 55 SACS G eee Cenc co ate, tomes 1 0. OL - Do. 
3903 7 0. 43 PNAC MN Ns apes some dee se 3 0. 02 Do. 
3906 ia ORAD tee (Opp eo Bee 3 0.03 Do. 
3910 8 Orage licsn By Oe: Presp gee et cine 2 0. 01 Do. 

Averags...| 7.3 OFA Gs Mes aeit sarod sos. cee eo 207 0. 02 

Anjou crossed with Angouléme. 

Fruits. 
Record pal 

us 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remar::s. 

Grams. 
3825 10 aynieal: ize Wetyeroodta..-~ = Normal eyes =< Perfect. 
3826 WO Guapo re lO) efoecen Nee. Soya OMA Stunts Ss SO dean eee Do. 
3827 185 BEML Ovi to aera (rani Miele CORN eae ere eiesiee |e Be 0 ea ee ea Do. 
3829 240 1 8 ig irene CO sees oe a ee MOR Sacer os Perfect (Pl. *). 
3832 180 SL Ea ee ans cA Na ee dO) sera eee Gor ee. Perfect. 

Average -.. 142, 2 

Seeds. 

Record Ae Ko. Sound. abortive. : 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. 
3825 7 0. 44 AN Mahone ve senna nae se sieere 3 0.01 Slender, dark. 
3826 4 0). 20M ke ate OO saicig aie une aor vense 6 0. 04 Do. 
8827 7 0.40 JE ORONO NU arts hee man eee 3 0. 02 Do. 
3829 - ip 0. 46 CCH OMIM 6) 35 cniowe ste's 20 2 3 0. 03 Do. 
3832 8 Qu Adin ees Wace s eee ee 2 0. 02 Do. * 

Ee cece 22 a RCT te koe em ge 3.4 | 0.02 

The Anjou fruits produced by Angouléme pollen were just like those 

produced by Bartlett pollen. 

Anjou (Pl. x, figs. 3 and 4). 

They were typical specimens of the 

No constant difference in flavor was - 

noted, but the seeds resulting from Bartlett pollen were slightly infe- 
rior. 

sented noticeable differences, the latter being very much alike. 

1 and 2, Pl. x, show very well their shape. 

Contrasted with the crossed fruits, the self-pollinated fruits pre- 

Tigs. 

The crossed fruits were all 
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ovine to those figured except two, ‘Nos. 3826 ah 3906, these t 

more nearly like the self. pollinated type. As a class the crosses 

bro er bees the oe end and bapeeet, more toward on 

seeds developed in He self: patentee fruits, vie very fine ices! eed 

were found in the crosses. There seemed to bea very slight superiority — ss 
in quality of the self-pollinated pears. They werea little juicierand had | why. 

a more delicate flavor. This was constant in the self-pollinated fruits, = 

but variable in the crosses, none of which quite equaled the former, Se 
though some were in appar ent! y the same state of maturity. 

BARTLETT. 

Bartleti setf-pollinated. 

Fruits. 3 
Reeord J ‘ 

T 

No. Weight. | Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grains. 
3059 Qa a | ee cep oes Soe oe Good 4-2 as: INornval 22-2: | elle 
3342 (PN ital etree sickens Ba Sei OW mers eeeeree = tol Oto kes Pl. VI. 
3882 ONS yee So ace cease || eee eet taee epee (0 (opm, al, Preserved in aleohol, Pl. 

lt = 

B8R4 OT nite oa te coteer. Os oer BAO aoe ee Watielne. <r see Pye x 
3885 Th Pa ae erst tars Sete Ro MOONE ee oe INiommilalles seer jeahed bg 
39256 10 ye escent cee Oe ars Bi ( batcieipictrct DOF Wh fee tee see cnc Poorer in flavor (P1. Th. 
39256 US ROW aoe in Roose se oO crise eee ee wee Oneness Do. 

AMCLAee 2 100. 4 | 

Seeds. 

Record S d Nhenti 
No. sound. 3 ortive. = 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. ; 

Grams. Grams. 
3039 0 Oe Oe tees oer SP is Soe aes SI ie Agee 8 0. 03 PP exde 
3342 if ale Faspe aoe Not yery, plump :-- 5.22. 9 0, 04 Not examined. 
Bsr llbaaoes 0. 04 Notiexamilted 2 --. - ert 0 0 : 
3884 0 fe GON 5) elt LR Arak ae ee ee ee oe 10 0. 03 Small, half dark (Pi. XI). 
3889 1 0. 05 Plump ae SE Am EIR OES IS 9 0.03 Do. : 
39254 3 OS A ea ae (OME Eas ek et pee 7 0. 05 Rather dark (Pl. XT). 
3925b 4 (Pal 9, ee Fee ere (0 (6) SS ings Ae Pa em 6 0. 04 Do. 

Average..-| 1.5 ON OTe) aie ore crete res oe nee 8 0. 04 

amet 
Bartlett crossed with Anjou. | es oe 

\ Ms st SS. 

Record e Fruits. 7 ho tes 

No. (= 
Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grans eet = 
3345 138 apical #7 ia Goodiene fee Warly =o. onc ant yertecy overripe (Pl ). Se ate 

3346 100 Broad; typical --!._ :do 7. 22=.----- Normals <2 22 3: Perfect. ; 
3347 114 Ty pical tes et ee TiS ley Aadays oe Aap ee Perfect, overripe. . 
3348 FQ rll tee Sy ae Se ee | Good .....- ae Normal: ..2. 222! Perfect. $: 
3349 103 Broad, typical ..-} Very good ...... ein Over Seles See Do. os 
3872 109 Short, broad... {221 Goods x .<2-2 tre Ore os eee Do. 2 ae 
3873 141 Broadmby pitas adloeeesereacee siee S Ona eS. nee Do. aah 
3875 TAS As). OVS 228s eee, Bae 2c ees Se OO Reto eee Perfect (Pl. TEs So 
3878 102 Typical Es per We We Ga SS B58 MAT ees fo soe oe Do. wey 
3881 ADS fo \'-2 ode a aeteee bee a eens oO Taare He ieee es igs 
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Bartlett crossed with Anjou—Conutinued. 

Seeds. 

cent Sound. A)bortive. 

No. | Weight. temarks. No. | Weight. femar's, 

Granvs. Grams, | 
3345 9 (Sel Gah ee te A ag Ae a 0 0) 
3346 10 ATs ie i St reaps a enol heratas acrasatalescraiin: ake 0 0 
347 8 Aan |e craters = Yee SNe are eee ACME Taynlelers says 0) 0 

3348 10 0. 26 AN cood:.Wwtethim, <2 2-.,.- 0) () 
3349 10 CVRD) pemeates eeceas eS okgs tala Sesieg wioke | 0 0) 
3872 10 0.42 CANS Linn HAMA eee ais cre coe =. 2s ° 0) 0 
8873 ia) ORO Sie wiaraaea Ua Peters adele = ace 1 0. 01 
3875 s) OGD) all, aesige ole Bin ts dno ere UOC HAS eta 1 0. 01 
3878 GPCR Re sie Te, 2 Sa siaveicidie om cls pe 228 1 0.01 
0881 10 0. 41 All plump, 3 injured ....-. 0 0 

Average...| 9.4 Until IE pet 0 cr0k a acee teenporn, dace 0.3 0 

Bartlett crossed with Angouléme. 

Fruits. 
Record ed 

Ao: Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. 
3984 105 RMON Geb WoC atl ee | ee arent esetetri eps am te ete JOR RA peer rion cole Overripe, wormy. 
3987 167 Avan call eee: a2 <.- Very ceod. .2. 2. Mediumi,-~ 22. .2 Perfect (Pl. VI). 
3990 Hel tes Weave CO 3 yict.ciera are die ee LON Tape ia eta 3 Ete LOW ech eye: ase Do. 
3991 115 one iwpleali: SS) Sse 225 = sto aa: MANY. St. Save eo. aie Decayed, wormy. 
39920 138 mw iCale.< =... Very goo -.:;.- Wed ats. Perfect. 
3992b HANTS ee CLOT R ae tee sae ALOPS 5 Seeks SO tier totes 'sisiet.s Do. 
3998a 130 BOLO Rape Sek SEN cleat toe nr orerstche HAT iy eee ye ote ates Overripe. 
3993b 132 SO ESE Ce SA A Ne AE 2 Ore Sec maes Overripe (Pl. V1). 

Average .<. 133. 6 

Seeds. 

prcord Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. | Remarks. No. | Weight. | Remarks. 

Grams Grams 
3984 | 6% 0. 20 Injured by a larva .....-.-. 2 0. 02 
3987 7 0. 84 Very large and plump ....| 1 0. 01 Large, dark 
8990 ah 0. 30 Slump 2 thane eae 3 0. 02 Do. 
3991 o* 0. 23 Injured by a larva ..-...--. 1 OOK | Do. 
3992a 8 0. 35 Large aud plump. ......--- a 2002 Do. 
39926 7 0. 43 Very fine and plump.-.----- 3 0. 02 , Do. 
3993a i 0. 32 Soplimapyeseb MMe eae reer 3 0. 04 Very large, dark. 
3998D 6 0. 24 Aylumyp: 3 thine). 2.5 + 0 0 Do. 

Average...| 6.6 Oe ee eee SS Seem cone Reompmocor 2.1 0. 02 

* Reduced in number, probably by being eaten by a larva. 

ae Bartlett crossed with Clapps Favorite. 

Fruits. 
Record Mba 

> Weight. Shape. Quality. Season Remarks. 

Grams. ; 
4078 181 Short, ty pical Goodie a. nic aak Normal. 2i-.4-6- Perfect. 
4083 VOSS ay ee Cc ae ee ae a GO. 52zee eerie SOLO Mterate nate ele o Injured — slightly by 

Psylla. 
4081 aU ihe bP aCLO\ eaten’ <2. | . ees Wve Re pee Aoote PAULO) alse ai ok etre Perfect. 
4086 144 DR a ce oe SChiorete See ccd bs SL pare ve Og = he Do. 
4087 121 STON UY WLC ALD). |2iaceicte ors seve bio wee re ste a) yl a Overripe. 

Average... 134. 2 | 



‘Bartlett crossed with ees Dee 3 

- 

She ‘. Seeds. z 

pee Sound. | “Abortive, — 

No. | Wei ght. | Remarks. No. | Weight. - Remarks, 
eae | le IE eae OF 

7 Res Q ; fe FE Lat : i=, = 

; | Grams. Grams. Ke # 
4078 10 0. 50 All fine and plump....- Vaart N) Pixie 
4083 6 0.19 VAN ein ss B's ota eee 3 0. O4 Small, brown (PL. eae ; 
4081 tf 0.31 All plump tmiachodltos pebeeee 3 0. 04 Large, dark (PI. Xf). 
4086 6 ORB Oy ego dose ee. exe ee ep eee 4 0. 05 Small, brown (Pl. Xn. 
4087 6 Onc tes ee see On. Pe ees eet 3 0. 04 Large, dark (Pl. XT). 

IS GOTAOO EP Fk FoendO SOD | | cL see reel eae 2.6 [70.03 ay 
| | 3 | 

Bartlett crossed with- Easter. = sees 
eis: =e 

ae Fruits. Us 
Record : : rete 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. a 

. Grams 24 ee 
3968 159 Short; typical _5-|.Goo0d 4-23.-=---+ Normialiss = on. Perfect (Pl. Lv). 
3969 152 : Ped Of ein. teal POO tee eee nae =O ne oe eee Do. 4 
3970 79 RO Ses anise te eee oe ee Marly oe.2 ee ce Wormy, decay ed. oateg 
3971 162 3 dog nee Goody, hoses Normalt= 2a Perfect. - 
2975 178 (Kereta) ees GO sae. vets Fl OU roa ae ees Do. 5 aes 
3976 AGS ale Oe ee te yee oe dor Aes soe ee dopa Saat Do. 2 a oe sae 
3977 293 Long, typical ...| Very onde Boa C(O Cen aS 3 Perfect (Pl. IV). s A el a 
3981 139 Short, typical...| Good ..-..---.-- [rosie Ore ee ham are Do. 2 4 8 oar Pea 
Lost. 181 Dy pieale =o.0.- 4) cr COs een es ee O nee Do. “Saag 

Average... 167.7 2 = 

Seeds. ee 

Beeerd Sound. A bortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks, No. | Weight. Remarks. : - 

Grams Grams. ' sieea. £67.) 
3968 8 0. 25 Moderately plump .....--- 2 0.01 | Small brown (Ph xn. ee 
3969 10 0.41 |' Fine and plump: 2: ---=3--% 0 0 | RIsesce gia 
3970 6 0.15 | 2 perfect, 4 eaten by larva.| 0 (1) 8 ah 
3971 10 0. 47 ‘All fine and plump seescee 0 0 Do Be Ee 
3975 10 O553s" Alea GOR. tie tere 0 0 Do. ia ee 
3976 10 0. 54 9 fine ana plump ......---- 0 0 - Do. ie 
3977 9 | 0.44 | Ail fine and plump........ (ee 0. Do. Betis 
3981 10 0. 33 All sound, but light....... 0 0 Do. = 
Lost. 7 0.35 All plump Sotto tees as oe 2 0.02 | Small, brown, : 

Average...) 8. i 0.38 |- ed ey tea A eke a =| ord 0 ee 
| | | 

= = é 

Bartlett crossed with White Doyenne. are 

Record Fruits. = ious 

zg: Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks ae 3 

Grams. ~ moe 
4070 96 Typical =. .2- Good 22ers. Norm~l® 5.252 Pertect. aris 
4072 VG i) 2 Aad Oysters es or = fx OW saree oe pg Res) eyes rotors areas Do. Ba 
4073 81 SE EUS Sees ooe Se sO seer. ee ele GOP eee ae DOt se 
4076 82 Se ole eae eS se Cd OBS ea 2 Ota 4-2 Pee Do. F 
4077 72 Oy 226 es Sole 2 MO! Se kee ele (MO Fei = eyeere Do. z 

Average... 
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Bartlett crossed with White Doyenne—Continued. 

Seeds. 

Record Sound. | Abortive. 
No. s—~— ——: ~ —— ee ——————————E——E ~ = ~ — 

No. | Weight. | Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 
= ile mee Wa ON ad ts [ees ee paws: 

i Grams. | Grams. | 
4070 9 0. 36 Myo Uhh jay mes oe seco 1 |) 0/01 °F) Small, dari: (Pl. x1), 

;. 4072 8 O30) as ss Mia ySoee etal: MRP See Be a ORS Do. 
4073 9 0.19 All:rather thin. -220 2-5-2. i 4.01 1 Long, dark (Pl._X1). 
4076 NCE Oma sel eras CO se en Se 0 0 
4077 10 OR G2 sinatra Oe ee Eee i) 0 

re 19.2 | 0.27 |e eee pee a wee es 0.8 | 0 
; | 

In regard to flavor, there were no decided differences between the six 

kinds of Bartlett pears included in the above tables, nor between these 

and the fruits pollinated by insects. The self-pollinated fruits could 

not be distinguished from the others either by taste or texture. They 

were all picked together and ripened together. Possibly had they 

remained on the tree until fully ripe some slight difference would have 

been found, but as Bartlett pears are usually ripened off the tree the 

practical results would be the same as those here given. Self-pollinated 

Bartletts would not be objectionable so far as quality is concerned if 

they could be obtained in sufficient quantities. 

The Barilett fruits pollinated by White Doyenne seemed slightly infe- 

rior in flavor when compared with the other kinds. There was a slight 

lack of richness in them that seemed to be constant. This, however, 
may have been accidental. As to outline and general appearance, the 

crossed pears were typical Bartletts, the variations being just such as 

one finds among a lot of Bartlett fruits. All were closely examinel 

while hanging on the trees and compared with the fruits from flowers 
outside the bags. No constant differences were found. TI*or every 

crossed fruit a perfect match in general appearance was found outside; 

and why should this not be so, since they were doubtless produced from 

cross-pollination by insects? Both were crosses, one by insects in the 

natural way and the other by hand. Among the crosses there was a 

ereater tendency toward broadness than with the fruits outside the bags. 
The White Doyenne crosses were on an average smaller than the others, 

had a neater appearance, and tapered more toward the stem end. On 

the other hand Haster crosses were larger than the rest. Stillit is possi- 

ble that the differences between the crosses were accidental or caused by 

variations in the trees or branches. The fruits were different, as the 

tables and figures will show, and if these differences can be maintained 
in future experiments we shall be obliged to accept the evidence as con- 

elusive that the crosses with pollen of different varieties vary. 

The following figure shows graphically the differences in fruits and 

seeds between the different crosses, The comparative average weights 
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of the six different kinds of Bartlett fruits are represented by ‘the 

shaded blocks on a scale of one-fiftieth of an inch per gram. The 

open squares underneath represent the average weights of sound 33 

seeds from the same fruits on a scale of one thirty-second of an inch Sy 

per one-hundredth gram. | 
BARTLETT. - cS J 

Average weight. . 
Yams, X SEE 2 oY 

FRUITS “nai VMZC©C@-_" CWHWWWT@WWJést!=#-, 4 

SEEDS. (0:07) Ee ag 
: X ANJOU. : 

FRUITS 116.1 [{'*uWM"“aq] ull 

SEEDS 0.38] | ay 

ee X EASTER. Be. 
FRUITS 167.7 | LLL ld 

SEEDS 0.38} | ] 
X ANGOULEME 

FRUITS 133.6 | WMMHCZ7Z77T7WWV]V@7@VTZCT€@T¥7VZZ7ZZ?ZMtt, 

SEEDS 0.30 eal 
X WHITE DOYENNE. 

FRUITS 89.4 | Y/7yYy7y7 

SEEDS =), 70:274) (eae ee 
X CLAPPS FAVORITE 

FRUITS 114.2 | YYMN;trgzy 

SEEDS 01321 | | 
Fic. 5.—Diagram showing the differences in fruits and seeds of the various kinds of Bartlett pears. 

The above figure shows the difference in average weights of the 

different kinds of fruits and of the seeds from those fruits, the latter 

on a much larger scale. Anjou and White Doyenne seem to be better 

seed producers proportionally than they are fruit producers. HEaster 

and Clapps Favorite, on the other hand, excel in development of fruit. 

For further study of the individual differences the reader is referred to 

the tables and to Plates I-v1I and Xt. : . 

We will now compare the self-pollinated Bartletts with the crosses. 

We find theself-pollinated fruits remarkably uniform among themselves, 

yet differing decidedly from the crosses. Plates I-v1 will show this 
difference in shape much better than any description. The self-polli- 

nated fruits are narrower, with less taper toward the stem, and with 

the swelling toward the blossom end less pronounced. The surface is — ei 

smooth and regular, more like an Anjou or Boussock, and without the _ - 

characteristic bumpy appearance of the Bartlett. Mr. Taylor, of the 
Division of Pomology, states that these would not be regarded as typical 
Bartletts. ‘The color, characteristic texture, and appearance of theskin _ 
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were normal, but the shape was not that generally recognized as 

typical. These fruits could be readily distinguished when hanging on 

the tree or mixed with crosses on the table. 
In looking over all the fruits on these trees an occasional one was 

found which resembled the self-pollinated fruits more closely than the 

crosses, but only two or three occurred on each tree. With very few 

exceptions, then, the fruits on the tree at large could be recognized as 

crosses. The self-pollinated Bartletts produced a few seeds, but decid- 
edly fewer in number than the crosses, as the preceding tables show. 

No exact record was kept of seeds from outside fruits, but a number 

were examined and the average was about five to seven in each fruit. 

Thus the seeds will aid still further in distinguishing crossed fruits 

(see Pl. x1). 
Of a dozen or so outside fruits examined, none were so deficient in 

seeds as those self-pollinated. In the character of both seeds and fruits 

the pears on the trees at large could be recognized as the products of 

cross-pollination. 

BUFFUM. 

Buffum self-pollinated (Rochester), inclosed in paper bags. 

Fruits. 
Record 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. 
3198 44 POMP otesie =< e's GOOW soccer es =: Waphy 3. igen - 
3206 Zee Bee (LOE gases aat SBeA 0 pease hee 
3210 OR en Ores ee. t Sate tOlis, tet cree bares COM a Pete aoe 
3211 pomemae MO.2 Ties. Oo Be AMO 2 ia mies peiee Be AOL O ages Spe epny 
3212a (C2) sea G ea seer eae GPE CY eer set (a Oar eet 
3212b ARMs LO? sks oii. as Be Ashen eres Pall sess CLO meer tet saya 
3213 Bile SOO. Be 2 saat ass oa (Oa en ee See ce a eerae 
8215 TNE TG CN ey eee Cree MOG eee Ge tdoun Vereen. 
3217 AO RANG ON Se ae sca emery Veco a, QUOe srs cietvay wine Overripe. 

Avera ee... 41.7 

Seeds. 

mort Sound. | Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. 
3198 0 2 ce Sesame apes Sia Oa atece aia ara) 10 0. 03 Very small. 
3206 0 | Oras secre siete Mtr Bee Noemie Ce 9 0. O4 Do. 
3210 0 (0) PAIRS Sess eae Prep epee 2 ies eae 10 0. 08 Small, dark. 
3211 0 Os tats eteavecetatere etcetera int creas aioe 10 0. 03 (6) 
3212a 0 OIE S6 oo So sanboasuSdopUseaGE sae 10 0. 05 Do 
3212b 0 CO) Pa Se es Ae ie ar a 10 0. O4 Do 
3213 0 ORE ren Sty pene crete tel ite erat cele cia ss 10 0. 04 Do 
8215 0 Oar te eetes Niet ote Sievala ann erate eieie ise 10 0. 04 Do. 
3217 0 Ee amon asea a eOe amie qe SeOee 10 0. 04 Small, light. 

Average...| 0 Diet| createria sao Ae 2 sel Soe ael ole daca oe ora! |2- On04 

11876—No, 5——5 
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Buffum self-pollinated (Geneva), inclosed in paper bags. 

Fruits. 
Record | has sa 

0. |; Weight. | Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. + ae ‘ 

Grams 
331 33 IDO GBA BAS ou Gesbuasoac5occAsoe Marly¢ 3/52 Overripe (Pl. VII). 
334 1D) SoG Sane ocr Good = 7--7--oee Eater 02 eee Perfect (Pl. VII). 
335a QON ea Sie ULOn nema near O: a (everest st 2dOe2 see Do. (Pl. VIII). 
33. 0 7A be SW ee RO KO ee ee eee On cis Se wears PPA! COR hae tees Do. (Pl. VIII). 
339 37 Ee OOM « atieieteanet BETAS 0 RES a hags ey Le Ot ees eae Do. 
342 19 MORE Sate rte e ee Warty Gace eee dO”. aon ee Do 
343 Bi) mS Rat peo aae 3 Good =. 22 - ener Se AO neon cere Do. 
344 6 hia Ware Opa aire csr ke Very good -.-.-.- Be LONe sexes oe Do. (Pl. VITL). 
3474 Al PEvapical sectors ROOT. fe. seeecee Barly 2 cn aoe Overripe. 
347b 15 Ong, eescee seer (O00 fase ne ser Wate) sss... ere Perfect (Pl. VITI). 
348 PBI Oe eiel ly sesoses gad Bp oO nase seas o5% Sr onl) evan oem ear c Perfect (Pl. VIID). 
349 AB Ni edOy seine eieimcier Je Pesadsaconssa Be Ooi eee Perfect, taste flat (Pl. 

VIII). 
350 SDA ec OO wa cesccs GosnOh opesandacse Malye en aie ane Perfect, overripe. 

Average... 31 

Seeds. 

Hecoud Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. A 
331 0 DRA ae Seek pore oscoo ute sans 9 0. 02 Very small, light. 
334 0 Oc eee s ical taten ae ce eer ee 10 0. 04 Do. 
33540 0 ae eR aeiiiat tas ais SR ASB os ror3 10 0. 02 Very small (Pl. XII). 
335d 0 OTe a8 Ae eee ee oe ee 10 0.08 | Small, light (Pl. XII). 
339 0 0) Wl ties aa eens ee eee 10; |, 0. 10 Do. 
342 0 Ue seeoncodasaadachonrmedmconont 10 0. 08 Do. 
343 0 Os ealntere So ciate ee eter ee eae 10. 0. 09 Do. 
344 0 ten ARO ace oceceoSdenocaraac 10 0.07 Do. 
347a 0 AT | Rieu eran ones APE re mt erica fe a ie 10 0.07 Do. 
347b 0 tn | Pe SR ere ces 10 0. 01 Very small, light. 
348 0 0) | Ssvo.0d Serie meee ween 10 0.08 Small, light (Pl. XII). 
349 0 Ut ae aoe NR Seen. OF Mabaoamta 10 0. 08 Do. 
350 0 | Ui eerie Scere hs eee Ate iS, 10 0. 08 Small, light. 

Average...| 0 | 0) Wij 5.08 alge ee aoe eae 9.9 | 0.06 | 
| 

Buffum crossed with Bartlett (G eneva). 

Fruits. 
Record neh 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. 
549 39 evpicaleeee sere Good. oti aeeee INO ale sees ne Perfect (Pl. VII). 
550 41 ae MOI ov. omece Se AU Oua wists elo nf LONSe setars sae Do. . 
551 34 25 UO eticrstoctiaiss N 2st MO we oa ce Nae 2 patlO!< Biro semeee Do. 

Average... 38 

Seeds. 

Record Sound. Abortive. 
No. 3 RE SMR ae ae 8! a 5 8 

No, | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. 4 
549 7 0. 44 All fine and plump.....-... 3 0. O4 Large and dark (Pl. XIT). _ 4 
550 2 OMS elas Use oS S85 555-5556 55: 8 0. 07 Do. pt 
551 10 Osi |ssaccc OO... ciwins jeecieeiemsietee 0 0 Do. 

Average..-| 6.3 0. 36 Salt te hick tee 3.6 OOS 
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Buffum crossed by insects (Geneva). 

| Fruits. 
Record 

No.* | Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams 
(a) 47 Typical... cea C(0,(0) 1 eee Pee Normpal...--..--- Perfect. (For figs. see 

Pls. VIL and VIII. 
(b) 26 (lO) fares crete Bas CR Se me E One ea anes Do. 
(c) 34. KOO. 25 sae Sees dO eee ate: dO ck eecans Do 
(d) 42 Oss ss cert get Se Ob eres nysanerer Qe anes eee Do 
(e) 34 50 (0) Seamer epee 2 OM or cata sat shalahia cose ORBEA Sys Do 
(Sf) 44 ROO eeicekins sec AE GLO ES eto se asa Vere: OO: axasayeteluicea ister Do 
(9) 33 Be OO A wen ste atave oe REGIOES 3 a teeta ati Pee: a ees eerie Do 
(h) 35 done -easeso Ba Oe ett a 85 6 eer CLO} ae ae eee ees Do 
(i) 51 GO ee ue i ee Bees Seti dge. eee Do 
(j) 36 i: So eR eee tien ae Vee or Ga. cee Do 
(k) 39 MOP Sos ee oleae LOY ta jchidig omen, Oe. Sere tees Do 
(Ll) 40 CO see ae wa Ep pele me hei te AO ee ees Do 
(m) 22 CO a slate BCL On ails ope se etter do i2eedees si Do 
(n) 38 CO stE meee SC" (0) eh eae ape yi GOP ass eis ties Do 
(0) 47 (GUE as ae EEO ele wrapslere ie oat CO) ec oae Do 

Average... 39.2 

Seeds. 

Record Sound. Abortive. 
No. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. | Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. | 
(a) 5 0.31 All fine and plump .....-- 5 0.07 | Large and dark. 
(b) if 0. 07 Fine and plump ........-- 9 0. 07 Do 
(c) 2 0.12 All fine and plump ....--. 8 0. 06 Do. 
(d) 4 0.17 8 plump, 1 thin ..-........ 6 0. 05 Do. 
(e) 4 0. 25 All fine and plump ..-.... 6 0. 05 Do. 
(Ff) 7 0. 32 6 fine and plump, 1 thin .. 3 0. 03 Do. 
(9) 8 0. 40 All fine and plump ....... 2 0. 02 Do. 
(A) 4 Gu, ee a (a ia ea 5 0. 05 Do. 
(t) 6 OREM. - Terenas COt Aseria te eet es 4 0. 04 Do. 
(j) 8 (UE Sei Ieee eee GOs eNotes alse ides oie 2 0. 02 Do. 
(k) 5 UE a ere COR ea cicc kee dee 5 0. 07 Do. 
(l) 5 Ae ed POP eee cick Sia ay 5 0. 06 Do. 
(m) 5 Wis 22 | ee le LC pe ei Se Daa a 5 0. 05 Do. 
(n) 7 W440 Voces ee GO? soe ie chi oe ee 3 0. 04 Do. 
(0) Be alee, 47 =>), = = 3 dave a as a 0.03 Do. 

Average...| 5.2 URE ea BSR Ss Smear a ete is 4.6 0. 05 

Pei there is no record number for these fruits letters are inserted to identify the seeds with their 

The above four tables represent a study of three classes of Buffum 

pears, (1) self-pollinated, (2) crossed with Bartlett, and (3) from flowers 
exposed to insect visits. The fruits in the last three tables came from 

three very similar trees at Geneva. All ate below the average size for 

this variety. The fruits in the first table came from a more vigorous tree 

at Rochester and so are not directly comparable. The Bartlett crosses 

were exactly similar to the fruits from:the ordinary exposed flowers. 

The seeds were slightly superior, doubtless from the more thorough 
pollination. The self-pollinated Buffum fruits were decidedly different 

from the crosses. They were longer and slimmer and tapered more 

toward the stem; they were also smaller, and most of them were later 

inmaturing. There was a tendency to wither rather than to ripen 

properly, as often occurs with late varieties which do not properly ma- 

ture before picking. The three fruits which did ripen properly were 

slightly lacking in flavor, while those which shriveled were quite defi- 
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cient in this respect. Altogether the self-poilinated fruits, which re- 

ceived the same care in handling as the crosses, were decidedly inferior 

to them. 

a warm room. 

THE POLLINATION OF PEAR FLOWERS. 

Both kinds were wrapped in paper and ripened in a box in 

Not one sound seed was found in the self-pollinated Buf- 

fums. The difference in seeds between these and the crosses or insect- 

pollinated fruits was therefore very striking (see Pl. x11). Plates vir and 

vill will give a better idea of the shapes of these pears than could be 

got from any description. 

We have in the Buffum an excellent type of a self-fertile variety of 

pear, as it produces fruit abundantly where insects are excluded. From 

the character of the fruits on the trees at Geneva, however, it is plain | 
that they bear the marks of cross-pollination. 

the Buffum just as they do the Bartlett or Clairgeau. 

Insects cross-pollinate 

The cross- 

pollen was undoubtedly mixed on the stigma with greater quantities 

of Buffum pollen, but even the Buffum prefers cross-pollen when it can 

get it. 
Mr. Fairchild examined the fruits outside the bags on these Buffum 

trees and thought he could detect a few pears of the self-pollinated 

type. These were cut open and were always found to be deficient in 

seeds, while on the other hand, the typical Buffum fruits were well sup- 
plied with seeds. 

BOUSSOCK, 

Boussock self-pollinated, inclosed in paper bags. 

Fruits. 
Record 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. 
3381 94 Ey iCal sac cees Good G20 oai6n 22 Normal 2222 sac: Perfect. 
3384 115 PO er cere celees DO mo seeeee nn eeee re Ome eas Do. 

Average ... 104 

Seeds. 

g d Bi 
: No. i Sound. A bortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. 
3381 0 DO Sle Soa Re boos socn Soa mne 04555 10 0. 02 Large, dark. 
3384 Hi 0:05 | Nairly plump’ -.2---.-.2.52 9 0. 04 Do, 

Avera rest), O65 \60 0108 Iso. weeny eee case ee 9.5) 0.03 

COLUMBIA. 

Columbia crossed with Bartlett. 

peer Fruits. 

No. Weight. Shape Quality. Season. | Remarks. 

Grams. 
4161 177 Typical. 2s... Good. .2:.cithe ss Normal’......:-. | Perfect. 
4162 P98 ides adic es do <1, Le eee (pea 3) Do. 

Average... 144 eae | 
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. Columbia crossed with Bartlett—Continued. 

Seeds. 

he Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams Grams 
4161 RE ee a Fine, long and plump ..... rea eee ee Long, dark. 
4162 (2 Ye (anata age Wee QUE sane seme nae de ee re Do. 

% Average ...|° 8.5 |...-------|- 202 eee eee eens cee ee eee 1.5 0 

DOYENNE D’ALENGON. 

Doyenne ad’ Alencon self-pollinated, inclosed in paper bags. 

Fruits. 
Record 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. . 
95 52 Typieal......... Good! <2 5-2-2. -- Nenmal - 2.2.22... Perfect 
99 45 PEO e 2 ants aiden SRR Sr SReesosine MLO sae eee Wormy 

101 72 SO sien oag2 2 oa) in = day Fan seine Se Oe aerate Perfect. 

Seeds. 

R d 
Nae Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight Remarks. 

| Grams. Grams 
95 2 0. 09 Large and plump ......... 6 0. 06 Large and dark, 
99 0 0 Destroyed by a larva...-.- 0 0 

101 6 0 GiGgossGdob odo Sue MeASIEGEee 10 0.08 Do. 

Average...| 0.7 | 0.08 |.--eeceseeeeer eeeeeceeeees 5 | 0.05 

Doyenne @ Alengon exposed to insect visits. 

Bécord. Fruits. 

No. 
. Weight. Shape. Quaiity. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. 
39 ypical.. 2.2.22 GeGt.. co 3- 55-65 Normat:..-..-.... Perfect. 
61 brie eis. So tate sole AON. elt vee Lables cp Ops sae ook aie Four carpels. 
66 Set Ores eee scant asc CC gaa oe Dept C2 a a Perfect. 

Average -.. 55 

Seeds. 

Record 
No. Sound Abortive. 

: No. | Weight Remarks No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams Grams 
2 0.13 Large and plump ......-... 8 0.10 | Large, partly dark. 
3 Ou S ese scrsra Mole ia et a 5 0. 04 Do. 
2; 0.13 |....-- UI a eps ales MII ct 8 0.07 Do. 

og 5c EEA ig aad A eae aa aR 

The three Doyenne d’Alengon pears produced from flowers exposed 

to insect visits resembled very closely the three self-pollinated fruits. 

This resemblance was also apparent in the seeds. The small number of 

seeds in the exposed fruits suggests that these either did not receive 

cross-pollen or that they made little use of it. There was, however, a ~ 

slightly better average of seeds in the outside fruits. Doubtless a 

larger series would show greater differences in the seeds. 
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HEATHCOTE. 

Heathcote self-pollinated, inclosed in paper bags. 

Record Bruits 
No. Soe py ee TR a 7 

z Weight. Shape. ; Quality. Season. Remarks. 4 

' ‘ : f 

Grams i 
(*) 31 Lone, typical::.' Good -2272. 22. : Normal >: n.s2e5 Perfect. | 
174 47 Pe (eee acess ieee QO) et as ee eae tO eer ate eee Do. 
176 41 PAO OMe See yaaa O's edeeeec ce hee en OO SOAR eee Do. * 
eff 30 SECO! one eee ee COs eck eens dOses esse Do. 
179 49 SCO Katee ete srseie Hess coe (0.325) eee eee dom Shee Do. 
179a 45 UWL OMe cane oops ee ae CO cet: a8 eae GOW eae eee Do. 
179b . 55 AGO see eye teers ae eaten hoe a ee = erm ere a Ogre eteertere Do. 
179¢ 50 SORE ear ere lee Ones cece eee i AO ea caer Do. 
179d 56 Ei Veep aa [epee lOlsnc na sae Bees Cee ae Pet a ee Four carpels. 
179e 46 S2dous eee eee le SLO! SS ety, Sars eros OOM eleeeee neers Perfect. 
180a 67 OOM eae ces eed Os faut ane ee OM Oreo ec Do. 
180b 56 = 0's nee le OM oben ce oe ke ee LO eee eee ee Do. 

Average... 47.7 

Seeds. 

sHecord Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. : 
(*) 0 Ol Assos See teen, sacri eerenar 10 0. 08 Small, light. 
174 0 OM) F esecicemeoe eee eee eee ere 10 0. 07 Do. 
176 0 Qe oy) es te eae eet ee eee | 10 0. 08 Do. 
177 0 0 Rema ANAS SAC SCDeBOO OS 10 0. 05 Do. 
179 0 0} 4) Aine oes eee as eee | 10 0.10 Do. 
179a 0 QO. Hosea Seen eee es eee 10 0. 01 Do. 
179b 0 Oh Hoe Sat te ee eee | 10 0. 02 Do. 
179¢ 0 0 Berita, COP hak perkins Bre Fa 10 0. 09 Do. 
179d 0 OU Bice Sea, oe ee 8 0. 06 Do. 
W79e. 1. 0 0 RR Be ee eel a eI Se elG ela 10 0. 01 Do. 
180a_ | 0 0 [oa cI Sie ne ee ee er tes | 10 0. 10 Do. 
1806 | 0 OY Rie) ee ee sees 103 67008 an Do. 

Average...| 0 UP eS asancn te Seen Set saa 9.9 | 0.06 

* Emasculated but not pollinated. 

Heathcote exposed to insect visits. 

Record Fruits. 3 

we, Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams. 
(a) 42 Bia CCRT AE Sen ee 0) | eames is Se Normal. oo. 22: Perfect. 
(b) 52 BSAC [cheer meee rs EE GUC a Nee aka oe Sian Sepa GG leo Soe seer Do. 
(c) 52 Iont. typical: “22. -do ses ees Pa ements Do. 
(d) 60 Seon Oger rte iors (Co ees ca at LOVE oar ae Four carpels. 
(e) 38 AO Wey A aroha ee eee SI iep ea aoes HHaloeee LO -.). Sealine Perfect. 
(f) 42 Owe etn sae ete. een e Ser llb me 3 MO ae hssieictc sets Four carpels. 
(9) 47 EMO Nye oop ates: SOOM cep taetele 2 LO: Sate eee Injured by a larva. 
(h) Sigele sd One fo oeetse mel ees BEA 6 end a ey OS Hoe a2 MOgwekeass eee One-sided. 

Average... 50 | 4 

Seeds 

Eeoart Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. ; No. | Weight Remarks. 

Grams. Grams. | _ y. 
(a) 5 0.21 All pluinp-eeacee<t See 3 0. 02 Large, dark. 
(b) 4 OL TO Tal os MOx 85 25 ERA ae eee 6 0. 04 Do. — 
(c) 2 OL1Oi. Tae ere (Oise nhs aoe eae 8 0. 08 Dao: 
(d) 2 BAe os. 60:3:s. sess ae eee eer 6 0. 08 Four dark, two light. 
(e) 2 0:09) Ph Sasehe don. 2 eae 8 0. 07 S a 
(f) 3 OMG iy Gai oe WOSs 2.5 Gee ek eae 5 0. 07 Large, dark. 
(9) Wee Hts en Maren, by larvae: eee 0 0 iB = 
(h) 2.5) | 0009: 1 3)- Ad) golamap 1s .2) ot Pees 6 0.02 _| One large, five small, 

Average...| 2.5 FE CS es a ES ge | Fa 5 0.05 ey in 
= = pee. . = - - * — c « 
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No crosses were made by hand on the Heathcote. The fine series of 

self-pollinated fruits led to the study of some of the fruits from flowers 

exposed to insect visits. The differences between the crossed and the 

self-pollinated fruits are similar to those in the Buffum, only not so pro- 

nounced. The self-pollinated fruits were long and slender, much like 

the self-pollinated Buffums, and had no sound seeds; the exposed 
fruits showed the effect of insect visits in their seeds, which varied from 

two to five in number, and presented a rounder, fuller development. 

WINTER NELIS. 

Winter Nelis crossed with Angouléme. 

Record ae et ‘ie 

No, Weight. | Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams 
4170 67 Eypical! 2... Gidod ss 255. .k i, Nonmal. (e225. Perfect 
417la Riess 2st ee f 0" keke s a bs SaO! Jomo sea Do. 
4171b 33 CE 3 0 ee ae LP ALO: ots Se bps aeGL Ones are een a Do 
4AIT3.a 36 Gone a Lgn(i 0 Lea oes pe CO eee ae Do 
4173b 32 QO atten REC Onsen aaa QO eee Do 
4175 52 QO sere See SING yee eed ORG conse Do 
4176 54. WOR eee leer OWS «Mee ewatecete ae a ro Do 

Average .. | 43.4 

| Seeds. 

oe | Sound. Abortive. 
No. | 

| No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

| Grams. Grams: 
4170 | 9 0. 36 ‘AN vather thin <2 224-\s522- 1 0.01 Small, dark. 
417la 10 ONS Tele soeee BUCO oe a et ea ge Re 0 0 
41716 | 10 eas Doe RR LS 0 0 
41730 | 8 (., DUTP ASG | Ae enn Ra eS 9 0. 01 
4173b 9 0. 29 | All rather thin........-.-- ] 0.01 Do. 
4175 9 0. 37 process OSs Be ee eee il 0. 01 Do. 
4176. 8 0. 37 pees CO ee oe eee i 2 0. 02 Do. 

Average ...| 9 | Ween OE ot aoe 35 AeA eee ene E 6. 01 

Winter Nelis crossed with Bartlett. 

Fruits. 
Record ee 

No. Weight. Shape. Quality. Season. Remarks. 

Grams 
4179 69 (EY PICA 325%. 5.2 (00dn 2.6.2, Normal; -=-.2-.- | Perfect 
4180a Spey ae O Lear tees, os NRO \s ara, ae (0 Oye eats sect Do 
4180b 40 Bes UO Masta Sestsnioy He UO ee oe tte 2 WOFa oe samo Do 
4180e 41 DE OMe See 3 Opes esters ea (0K oes ee ‘ Do 
4181 57 Bate eps ice Moa eee Ops teen oss Do 
4182 43 2 CLOR Ss artictereskvaisie COA neers: (IG ies eteuee ee es | Do 
4183 64 BE KO) ee ea COWS es Sere Ones. sets } Do 
4183b 57 ENCORM ee bce MOT 2 Be repel es GOw as gee | Do 
41830 81 PS 6 Ure dene al a ORs es ae ee Corea a aes aso. Do 
4183d 63 BECO. wei s S S GON ee ek en GO eek ge ee Do 

Average .. 7 57 | 
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Winter Nelis crossed with Bartlett—Continued. 

Seeds. 

incone Sound. Abortive. 

No. | Weight. Remarks. No. | Weight. Remarks. 

Grams. | Grams. 
4179 10 020g a SAU rather vin 2 ee ere 0 0 
41800 9 Ongd-  Ratherthimes a0 be eee 1 0. 02 Large, dark. 
4180b 8 ONS) Pelee a 2 (LOVE eat Sa eet 2 0. 01 Small, dark. 
4180e Oo (DOA a ear CON Ose: Share sees y 0.01 Do. 
4181 jal ON88 Ts Aiea Oot. west eraree 3 0. 03 Large, dark. 
4182 8 OSS ORTU eee CAO etna eer as 2 0. 02 Do. 
4183 8 0. 52 Harge; plump oases 2 0. 02 Do. 
41830 10 Orsi ON ag eres oe ORS einer ee ae oe 0 0 
41838a 10 0.72 |--.8. OO ae ries See t sc 0 0 Do. 
4183d 8 ORO Sieg eee GO. S25. eos Hone eee 2 0.02 Do. 

everagessc ier! Wrd6: «hoc. ole ete ee eee 1:5.) O00 

z 

Two kinds of Winter Nelis pears, crosses with Angouléme and Bart- 

lett, were examined in the laboratory. These agreed fairly well, although 

the Bartlett crosses were superior in size and in weight of seeds. All 

were typical Winter Nelis. While still on the tree, these fruits were 

examined and compared with those outside of the bags. No difference 

was found. The crosses agreed perfectly with the fruits exposed to 

insect visits. No self-pollinated pears of this variety have yet been 

obtained, since the flowers protected from insects failed to fruit. 
Although a number of other self and cross-pollinated fruits occurred 

in the experiments at Rochester and Geneva they were not studied 

critically, but were examined as they hung on the trees. The 
Clapps Favorite pears crossed with other varieties agreed perfectly. 

with the other fruits on the tree. The self-pollinated fruits on the Flem- 

ish Beauty were narrower than normal fruits and differed from them 

much in the same way as was the case with the Bartlett and Buffum, but 
the difference was not so pronounced. Mr. Fairchild informed me that 

very fine bunches of self-pollinated fruits matured on the Mannings 

Elizabeth trees at Geneva. They did not seem very different from the 

cross-pollinated fruits, or at least the contrast was not sufficient to 

attract attention, as in case of the Buffum. 

SUMMARY. 

It is evident from the above statements that in the study of the 

effect of pollen on the fruit there are two distinct questions to be consid- 

ered, viz, (1) the difference between self and cross-pollinated fruits; 
and (2) the difference between different kinds of crosses, that is, 
between crosses from pollen of different varieties. It has been shown 

that no practical differences exist between individual crosses and 

crosses between trees of the same horticultural variety, and both are 
here included as self-pollinated fruits. 

These investigations have shown that the great contrast is between 

he self and cross-pollinated fruits. Very decided differences have been 

SS eS eee ee 
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brought out between these two classes in the Bartlett and Buffum, 

and quite pronounced differences in the Anjou, Angouléme, and Heath- 

cote. The tendency of the self-pollinated fruits is to be narrower and 

not well filled out toward the blossom end. This suggests that the 

stimulus to growth comes from the ovules, and when these are properly 

fecundated they cause the development of the surrounding fruit. In some 

varieties it is evidently not necessary that the ovules be fecundated 

so as to grow into perfect seeds in order that the fruit may develop. 
Most of the self-pollinated fruits were entirely seedless. It may be 

questioned whether these fruits had their ovules perfectly fecundated. 

Possibly the action of the pollen on the pistils stimulated the fruits to 

develop without properly fecundating the ovules. Focke* states that 

there are two actions of the pollen, the one stimulating the ovary to 

develop and the other fecundating the ovules, and that pollen which is 

too foreign to the pistil may often induce the fruit to grow without 

making good seeds. May not pollen which is too closely related to the 

pistil behave in the same way? Still another question comes up: 

May not pears be produced in some cases without any pollen? Atten- 

tion has previously been called to the fact that the pear is a false fruit 

(p. 13), or rather that it consists of a true fruit with a thickened mass 
of stem or leaves surrounding it. In the caseof some plants, the Eng- . 

lish cucumber for instance,t it is thought to be true that the fruit with- 

out seeds develops when no pollen is applied. Several times in my own 

work flowers were emasculated and not pollinated, and with two excep- 

tions uniformly failed to set fruit. Further, the large number of cases 

in which the flowers not only required pollen, buteven cross-pollen, show 

with these varieties the necessity for fecundation. The two exceptions 

occurred with the Le Conte and Heathcote. A few fruits set and were 

counted on the Le Conte (p. 49) at Rochester, but none reached matur- 

ity. Three fruits set on a Heathcote tree at Geneva and one of 

these developed. It was just like the self-pollinated fruits (p. 70). 

This of course may have been accidentally self-pollinated before the 

flower opened. The possibilities of development without pollen need 

to be further studied in the self-fertile varieties. It may be that these 

varieties have the tendency to fruit so strongly inherent in them that 

they do not always need the stimulus of pollen to make them grow, 

but such cases are probably rare if they occur at all. It would be re- 

markable if we should find that while some varieties of pears require 
cross-pollination the other extreme is reached by certain varieties in 

that they do not require pollination at all, especially when we con- 

sider that these so-called varieties are mere individual variations of an 

exceedingly variable species. 

But to return to the comparison of the self-pollinated and crossed 

fruit, the tendency of the former fruits was to be slightly later in 

* Die Pflanzen Mischlinge, D- 447. 

t Munson, Secondary Effects of Pollination, p. 44. 
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ripening than the crosses. In the early varieties this difference was 

slight, but in the late varieties, which seem to need every encouragement 
for proper maturity, it made all the difference in some cases between a 

good pear and a poor one. With the Anjou, however, whichis a rather 

late variety, the crosses were scarcely equal to the self-pollinated fruits 

in flavor. In the self-pollinated there was a tendency to be smaller. 

Their average size was less, although many individuals compared favor- 

ably withthecrosses. The largest fruits, however, were always crosses. 

The vegetative condition of the tree, the vigor of the particular 

branch, and the number of fruits it bears decides largely the size of the 

fruit. A self-pollinated fruit favorably situated may grow to be larger 

than a cross on the same tree less favored, while on the other hand a 

cross under the same conditions would exceed the self-pollinated pear. 

To obtain the maximum fruits in both cases the conditions should be 

favorable. Ifa fruit develops at all on a good limb with an abundance 

of fine foliage and few competitors it is forced to grow of fair size 

whether crossed or not. Cross-pollination may be regarded, with 

vegetative vigor of the tree, as one of the factors in the production of 
fine fruits. 

In the number of sound seeds the difference between the cross and 

self-pollinated fruits was most remarkable. Many of the varieties were 

entirely seedless when self-pollinated and the rest were nearlyso. Fruits 

from the same tree cross-pollinated or exposed to insect visits were 

well supplied with sound seeds. The external characters of cross- 

pollinated and self-pollinated fruits, along with the seed charac- 

ters, enable one to judge fairly well as to which class a given fruit 

belongs. In variety orchards examination of fruits produced from flow- 

ers exposed to insect visits, led to the conclusion that the ordinary 

typical fruits were crosses. The figures and descriptions of Downing,* 

Thomas,t and others agree with the crosses and not with self-pollinated 
fruits. Apparently here is the point where investigators of this subject, 

from the time of Knight down to the present day, have gone astray. 

They have compared fruits cross-pollinated by hand with those on the 

same tree cross-pollinated by insects, and of course found no difference. 

The insects may have carried pollen from the very same tree that the 

experimenter did. The ordinary fruits seem to have been looked on as 

pollinated with their own pollen, or at least insect crosses were regarded 

as accidental and of infrequent occurrence. So the real point in the 

matter, the difference between self-pollinated and crossed fruits, was not 
hit upon. 

In comparing one cross with another it may still be regarded as doubt- 

ful whether any important differences occur. There seemed to be, however, 

constant differences between the Bartlett fruits crossed with different 

kinds of pollen. If these distinctions can be confirmed by future experi- 

ments, a question of considerable practical importance will be settled. 

* Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. 

t American Fruit Culturist. 



CHAPTER V. 

OTHER FACTORS IN FRUIT PRODUCTION. 

The fruiting of a pear tree is controlled by a number of different influ- 

ences. The question of the fruitfulness or unfruitfuluess of a given tree 

or orchard is a complicated problem and should not be looked upon 

from a single point of view. While the principle of cross-pollination 

is important, it is only one of a number of factors which determine the 
fruitfulness of a tree. Before drawing any general conclusions in 

regard to the pollination of the blossoms it will be desirable to discuss 
some of the other factors. , 

THE EFFECT OF VEGETATIVE VIGOR. 

By vegetative vigor is meant the vigor of the tree in relation to 

growth. A tree with large dark-green leaves and strong thrifty an- 

~ nual growth has this quality well developed. Itis a common experi- 

ence among fruit growers that a tree must be in good vegetative con- 

dition to bear a full crop of fine fruit. The vegetative vigor affects not 

only the size of the fruit, but the per cent of fruit which sets. It is 
true that an excess of vegetative vigor prevents the tree from forming 

fruit spurs and fruit buds, and in case of a very young tree seems to 

prevent the fruit from setting on the blossoms which are formed. <A 
young tree, or an old tree severely pruned back, must get over its 

period of exuberant growth before it is in condition to bear. Some- 
times, with certain varieties, in an orchard of bearing age the trees 

will “go all to wood” and not bear. This is much less liable to occur 

with dwarfs than with standards, unless the dwarfs get rooted above 

the quince stocks. 

With the exceptions above noted, the general statement may be made 

that with trees of bearing age the more vigorous the tree the more fruit 

it will yield. Lack of vigor of growth is much more apt to be the fault, 

in case of trees which do not bear well, than an excess of it. After 

trees come into full bearing, the usual tendency is to cover them- 

selves with fruit spurs, bloom, and bear very heavily for a year or two, 

and then become so checked in growth as not to do well. afterwards 

unless attended to. Such trees often bloom heavily and yet set a very 

small per cent of fruit because the blossoms are not well nourished. A 

tree in good condition should have a reasonable number of vegetative 

shoots and fruit spurs and a proper proportion of the latter. 

15 
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The eondition of the tree is largely influenced by the soil and climate > 

of the locality, or in other words the location of the orchard, and also 
by cultivation, pruning, and fertilizing. By properly cultivating and 
pruning, and if necessary fertilizing the soil, the orchardist can bring 

the trees into good condition and keep them so. The methods pf doing 
this are understood by the more experienced fruit growers, and as they 
are given at length in the manuals on fruit culture will not be dis- 

cussed here. 
In regard to trees of different vegetative vigor, my experience in the 

pollination experiments agreed perfectly with the general experience 
of orchardists. The trees in good condition gave the highest per 

cent of fruit. Further than this, varieties which ordinarily were self- 
sterile, when in a very fine condition became to some extent capable of 
self-fecundation. For example, compare the Bartlett trees of the Brock- 

port and Geneva experiments with those at Rochester, and also the 

Anjou trees of the same orchards. Again, some of the Anjou trees at 

Geneva were in such a poor state of nutrition that they would not 

fruit even under the stimulus of cross-pollination. | 

An abundance of vegetative vigor seems to hélp a tree set and 

develop its fruits, yielding better results even when the poorest kind of 

pollen is used. Deficiency of vigor at first renders the tree completely 

self-sterile, and then, if carried too far, sterile to cross-pollination. 

INFLUENCE OF WEATHER DURING FLOWERING TIME. 

The temperature, moisture, and other climatic conditions have two 

classes of influences: (1) their effect upon the growth of the tree during 
the previous year or years, (2) their immediate effect during flowering 
time. Inregard to the first, it may be stated that the pear tree, as is the 

case with all other plants, has a certain range of temperature in which it 

thrives best and a certain poiut beyond which it can not live. This 
decides the general regions in which the pear can be grown. For 

example, the ordinary varieties can not be grown in the Dakotas nor in 
Minnesota because of the extremely cold winters, and, on the other 

hand, the long, hot summers of Florida, with the very short, mild 
ae prove too warm for the European “ele nee alihensal the 

oriental varieties and their hybrids do well. 

Within the general area of pear growth there are certain special 

areas where the fine desert sorts, such as the Bartlett, Anjou, Seckel, 

etc., can be grown with profit, leaving out of account the fungous dis- 

eases. The spring weather is in the main responsible for success in 
these areas. In these regions, such as Delaware and the eastern shore 

of Maryland, the strip along the south shore of Lake Ontario in western 

New York, and along the Pacific coast, water protection is the principal | 
element. But even in these favored regions all seasons are not equally 
favorable. Cold weather is liable to occur after the flowers are out, 

and spring frosts sometimes destroy the flowers or chill them, so that 
pes 
1 

b ‘ 
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they are less fruitful. It is a common and no doubt well-founded 
opinion among fruit growers that rains during the flowering period 

wash off the pollen and prevent the flowers from setting fruits. The 

observant fruit grower watches the weather closely while the fruit 

trees are in bloom, for that is the critical time so far as the crop is 

concerned. Warm, sunny weather is of course the best, and the 
greater the number of such days during flowering time the better. 

Rains not only knock off the pollen, but prevent the visits of insects 

and perhaps also injure the stigmas by washing off its secretions. A 

very light shower of a few minutes’ duration, when the flowers are full 

of pollen, will knock it all off, so that upon examination none can be 
found. This has been observed several times by the writer. One or 

tivo rainy days could probably be spared from the season of flowering 

without seriously affecting the crop, but each rain and each rainy day 

has its injurious effect. Prolonged rains during the time of flowering 

of several days’ duration affect the set of fruit very seriously and may 

even cause a complete failure. To test this point and to imitate and 

intensify certain conditions which occurred in the orchard at Chestnut 

Farm, Mr. D. G. Fairchild tried an interesting experiment at Geneva, 
in May, 1892. A Mount Vernon pear tree, in good condition and full of 

buds, was sprayed continuously with water during the entire time of 

blooming—eight days. This was accomplished by suspending a hose 

‘from the city water mains supplied with a Vermorel nozzle. The tree 

was not completely covered with spray during all this time. Never- 

theless, the result was that no fruit set, the foliage assumed a sickly 

appearance, and the tree did not fully recover that season. Two un- 

sprayed trees, of the same variety, and but a few feet distant, fruited 
well. ) 

It is now considered by some naturalists that a certain range of tem- 

perature (below a certain maximum and above a certain minimum) is 
necessary for the proper fecundation of each species of plant. In the 

case of wheat it has been found that when the temperature is high 
self-fecundation is possible; when a certain degree lower it loses this 

power, but still retains the power of cross-fecundation. A still lower 
drop in temperature, and the wheat plant is not able to fruit at all. 
The temperature at which pear flowers will fecundate has not been 

carefully studied, so that the exact maximum and minimum can not be 
given. There is little doubt, however, that the warmest and sunniest 
weather which occurs in spring is the best. 

TIME OF BLOOMING OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES. 

It is evident that if cross-fertilization is important among pears the — 
difference in time of blooming is of much greater importance than has 

heretofore been suspected. We have not sufficient data to say at 

present which varieties of pears work best together, for example, 

which varieties of pears are preferable to pollinate the Bartlett; but 
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there are indications of some differences and there are certain evidences 
against certain varieties. It is evident that unless trees bloom 

together, at least during the greater part of the flowering season, they 

can not cross-pollinate each other, no matter how well adapted they 
may be otherwisefor crossing. The fact is that thereis considerable dif- 

ference in the time of blooming of different varieties. This difference 

is greatest in the South and least in the North. In the North when 

spring begins it advances sorapidly and the change from cold to warm 

is so sudden that all the varieties are crowded together. Towards the 

south the varieties become further separated in time of blooming. 

Doubtless this varies considerably in different seasons. The more 

slowly spring advances the more the time of blooming of the different 

varieties will become separated. 

The temperature necessary to bring out the flowers and start the tree 

into growth seems to vary with the variety. It is therefore very 

desirable for persons who are planting in any part of the country to 

know how the different varieties are going to bloom. However, aside 

from this, there are many different questions to take into account in 

selecting varieties, such as the quality of the fruit, vigor and produc- 

tiveness, earliness of coming into bearing, shipping qualities, mar- 

ket value, and appearance of the fruit. In some cases it might be quite 

a difficult question to decide whether to plant one variety on account 

of its time of blooming and reject another with more desirable 

fruit because its flowers did not open at just the right time. I firmly 

believe, however, that the greatest success will come from mixtures of 
several varieties together, so that if one be too early, another one later 

may serve; or if one does not bloom at all in a particular season, another 

may. This point may also be worth considering in judging new vari- 

eties which seek attention. I am able to present only a few notes upon 

this subject. The importance of the matter was not realized by me 

until the spring of 1892, so that previous to this time only a few inci- 

dental observations are recorded. It will suffice to call attention to 

the fact that when two varieties bloom together in the North they can 

by no means be safely assumed to bloom together in a more southern 

locality. However, when two varieties bloom well together in the 

South, it may safely be supposed that they will bloom together farther 

north. Altitude, of course, accomplishes the same thing as latitude, 

It is well known that the time of blooming in high altitudes is later 

than near the sea level. Northern localities have an advantage on 

this account over Southern, since all the varieties come out together 

and one is free to choose. There is also an advantage in @ spring 

which comes on rapidly and brings all the kinds out together over a 

cooler spring. which prolongs the blooming time and allows the varieties 

to separate. It is evident, therefore, that if pears are to pollinate each 

other they must bloom approximately at the same time, and must at 

least overlap in blooming time to be of any benefit whatever, In the 
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latitude of Rochester the common varieties bloom very nearly together. 

Anjou, Angouléme, Kieffer, and some others bloom about one day ahead 
of Bartlett, Seckel, White Doyenne, and others. Winter Nelis, Colonel 

Wilder, P. Barry, and a few others bloom fully three days after the 

Bartlett. On proceeding southward the varieties become separated in 

blooming time. In New Jersey the Le Conte and Kieffer bloom three 

or four days ahead of the Bartlett, while the Angouléme is only about 

one day ahead. On the James River the Le Conte and Kieffer bloom 
a week ahead of the Angouléme, while the Bartlett is two or three days 

later still. Again in southern Georgia the Le Conte blooms from three 

to five weeks earlier than the Kieffer. | 

INSECT VISITORS. 

Incidental mention has been made of insect visitors. We should not 

proceed without laying some stress on the importance of these visits as a 

means of conveying the pollen and on some of the influences which 

affect them. The writer has collected large numbers of insects during 

the flowering season, and has in preparation a list of the species which 

visit the pear. About fifty species are already named in the list and as 

many more areunnamed. ‘This list will net be given here, as it will ap- 

pearinafuture publication. Miiller* gives a list of thirty species which 

visited pear flowers in Europe. My observations have convinced me 

that under favorable conditions the flowers are abundantly visited by 

a great variety of insects. The open character of the nectary makes 
the nectar very accessible to all small or short-lipped insects, while the 

large quantity of nectar and pollen makes it worth while for larger 
insects to come. The list of insects, therefore, includes a great variety: 
Bees, bumble bees, wasps, many species of sweat bees, and ants; a large 

variety of beetles, including the ladybird, carpet beetle, lightning bugs, 
and many others; and a variety of flies, from the large bluebottle down 

to tiny gnats, an occasional butterfly, and even a dragon fly. The 

larger number of species are only occasionally found, and many kinds, 

such as beetles and ants, probably do little good in carrying pollen, as 

their smooth bodies do not readily retain it. The common honey bee is 

the most regular and important abundant visitor, and probably does 

more good than any other species. The sweat bees of the genus 

Halictus and Andrena are very abundant and useful. At Washington, 
in the season of 1891, they far outnumbered all other insects. The 

same thing occurred at Rochester in 1892. The hairycoats of the bees 

and their brushes for carrying pollen render their visits more efficient 

than those of other insects in crossing the flowers. Flies are quite 

hairy, and doubtless carry pollen grains adhering to them. I have often 

noticed that on cool and cloudy days, too cold for bees to work, many of 

the larger flies could still be found on the flowers. The fishy odor of 

* The Fertilization of Flowers, p. 239, 
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pear flowers may possibly have been developed for the purpose of a 

attracting flies. 
The effect of climatic conditions on the abundance of insect visitors 

is an exceedingly striking and important matter. Warm, sunny weather 
favors insect visits, while cool or rainy weather interferes seriously with 

them. Very often when the sun is shining the air is too cool for bees 

to work. Kain, of course, drives all insects away. Even signs of rain 

alarm the bees. I have frequently seen a whole day of cool, sunny 
weather when only a few flies and beetles could be found on the flowers. 

While cool weather probably retards the flowers somewhat, yet the 

number of days of open flowers is probably limited, and this time is lost 

by the flowers as far as cross-pollination is concerned. The amount of - 
nectar secreted by the flowers is also greatly affected by the weather 

and varies enormously, from almost nothing to very large drops, which 

sometimes overflow the nectar cup and fall to the ground at the 

slightest jar. This influences very strongly the insect visits. 

DISEASES. 

Diseases affect the setting of fruit, (1) by injuring the general 
health and vigor of the tree, and (2) by directly attacking the 

tlowers and young fruits. Leaf-blight (Hntomosporium maculatum) 

often does considerable injury by checking the growth and prematurely 

defoliating the trees. The obscure root rot enfeébles the growth of 
the tree, turns its foliage yellow, and stunts its growth. A healthy tree 

when first affected usually bears a heavy crop of under-sized fruit, and 

if it survives another season it refuses to bear. 

In New York the scab fungus (fusicladium pyrinum) often causes an 

almost complete destruction of the young fruits of the Seckel and some 

other susceptible varieties. It attacks the young fruits even before the 

petals have fallen, and often completely covers them with its growth, 

so that the fruit dries up and turns black. 

Pear blight not unfrequently plays sad havoc with the blossoms, 

especially in the South. This disease, which is caused by an exceed- 

ingly minute microbe, spreads from flower to flower by means of 
insects. It multiplies in the nectar, and the insect visitors that dip 

their mouth parts in the infected flowers carry the infection to those 

which they afterwards visit. In this way whole orchards of Le Conte 

and Kieffer pears, especially the latter, have their flowers destroyed. 
In addition to fungous diseases the insect enemies do their share of 

injury. In most cases, however, insect injuries are recognized as such 

by the grower and frequently the insect can be found. 

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 

In the pollination work on the pear two distinct kinds of experiments — . 

have been tried, (1) simple bagging experiments, in which bags of 
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paper, cheese cloth, or netting with meshes (ten to the inch) were 

placed over the unopened buds and outside pollen thus excluded; and 

(2) careful hand-pollinations of flowers which were emasculated while 

yet in bud and protected from all other pollen by paper bags. These 

experiments were carried on in large numbers and at four different places 
viz, at Brockport, in 1891; and at Scotland, Rochester, and Geneva, 
in 1892. The conditions of the trees were widely different, as was also 

the weather at flowering time. The work was done on a large number 

of varieties of pears, several of which occurred in all four of the series 
of experiments. The results under these varying conditions have sub- 

stantially agreed, in most cases being remarkably uniform. The fruits 
resulting from the different kinds of pollen showed interesting differ- 
ences, which tend to corroborate the conclusions. 

It should also be noted that similar experiments were tried on the 

apple and the quince along with the pear work. The varieties of apples 
are more inclined to be sterile to their own pollen than the pears. With 

the former in the great majority of cases no fruit resulted from self-pol- 

lination. The results as a rule, however, were less clear-cut than in the 

pear, because with most of the self-sterile varieties an occasional fruit 
will set under self-pollination, and none of the varieties were very com- 
pletely self-fertile. The quince, on the other hand, seems to fruit 
nearly as well with its own pollen as with that of another variety. 

The following conclusions are, it is thought, fully warranted from 

the evidence which has been given, and doubtless many who read this 

will recall observations in practical orcharding which give further 

support: | 
(1) Many of the common varieties of pears require cross- pollination, 

being partially or wholly incapable of setting fruit when limited to 

their own pollen. 

(2) Some varieties are capable of self-fertilization. 
(3) Cross-pollination is not accomplished by applying pollen from 

another tree of the same grafted variety, but is secured by using 
pollen from a tree of a distinct horticultural variety, 7. e., which has 

grown from a distinct seed. Pollen from another tree of the same 
variety is no better than from the same tree. This failure to fruit is 
due to the sterility of the pollen and not to mechanical causes. 

(4) The impotency of the pollen is not due to any deficiency of its 

own, but to the lack of affinity between the pollen and the ovules of 
the same variety. 

(5) The pollen of two varieties may be absolutely self-sterile and at 

the same time perfectly cross-fertile. 

(6) The state of nutrition of the tree and its general environment 
affects its ability to set fruit either with its own pollen or that of another 

tree. 

(7) Bees and other insects are the agents for the transportation of 

pollen. 

11876—No. 5——6 
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(8) Bad weather during flowering time has a decidedly injurious 
influence on fruitage by keeping away insect visitors and also by affect- 

ing the fecundation of the flowers; conversely, fine weather favors 
cross-pollination and the setting of fruit. 

(9) Pears produced by self-fertilization are very uniform in shape. 
They differ from crosses not only in size and shape, but also in some 

cases in time of maturity and in flavor. 

(10) Among the crosses the differences were slight or variable, so 

that their variations are not to be ascribed with certainty to differences 

in pollen. 

(11) Self-fecundated pears are deficient in seeds, usually having only 

abortive seeds, while the crosses are well supplied with sound seeds. 

(12) Even with those varieties which are capable of self-fecundation 
the pollen of another variety is prepotent, and unless the entrance of 

foreign pollen be prevented the greater nuinber of fruits will be affected 
by it, as shown by the study of Buffum pears. . 

(13) The normal typical fruits and in most cases the largest and finest - 

specimens either of the self-sterile or self-fertile sorts are crosses. 

PRACTICAL CONCLUSIONS. 

(1) Plant mixed orchards, or at least avoid planting solid blocks of 
one variety. It is not desirable to have more than three or four rows 

of one variety together, unless experience has shown it to be perfectly 

self-fertile. ! 

(2) Where large blocks of trees of one variety which blossomed 

well have failed to fruit for a series of years without any apparent 

reason, it is exceedingly probable that the failure is due to lack of 
cross-pollination. The remedy is to graft in other varieties and sup- 

ply foreign pollen. 

(3) Be sure that there are sufficient bees in the neighborhood or 

within two or three miles to properly visit the blossoms. When feasi- 

ble endeavor to favor insect visits to the blossoms by selecting 

sheltered situations or by planting windbreaks. 
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PLATE IV. 

Bartlett pears, from flowers pollinated with Easter pollen. Photographs of the 

seeds from these fruits may be found in Pl. x1, bearing the same record numbers. 
Descriptions will be found on p. 62. . . 
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PLATE V. — 

Two typical specimens of Bartlett pears, gathered from the tree at large. 
general fori, as well as their seeds, gave every evidence that they we 
pollinated by insects. 
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pollen from the same tree. These and the following half-tone tigures are n 

size from photographs. The numbers are the original record numbers, r eft 

back to the pollination experiment. For photograph of seeds of No. 3885 see | 
xI. Descriptions of both fruits and seeds will be found on p. 60. i 
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Bull. 5, Div. Veg. Path., U. S. Dept. Agriculture. PLATE I. 







PLATE II. 

Bartlett pears self-pollinated. No. 3039 is from a flower inclosed in a pa 
without emasculation. No. 3884 is from an emasculated flower hand-pollinate: 

Bartlett pollen. For photographs of the seeds of these fruits see Pl. x1 
descriptions see pp. 60 and 63-65. eae ee. 
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Bull. 5, Div. Veg. Path,, U. S. Dept. Agriculture PLATE Il. 







PLATE III. 

Bartlett pears, from emasculated flowers, hand-pollinated with Anjou pc 

Descriptions of these may be found on p. 61. i a 
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PLATE VI. 

Outlines of Bartlett pears. These figures and the following outlines were made 
by cutting the pear through the middle and laying one-half on the paper and tracing 
the outline with a pencil. Figs. 1-3.are from flowers pollinated with Bartlett pol- 

len. These three fruits, with the four on Plates I and Ul, were all the self-pollinated 
Bartletts that reached maturity in my experiments. It is interesting to note the 
remarkable uniformity of the series. Photographs of the seeds of Nos. 3342 and 

3925a may be found in Pl, x1. Descriptions in the text occur on p. 60-65. 
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PiaTe VII. a 

Self and cross-pollinated Buffum pears from the same tree. Nos. 548, 549, 550, 
and 551 are from flowers pollinated with Bartlett; Nos. 334 and 331 are from flowers. 

inclosed in paper bags, hence self-pollinated. The two unnumbered fruits are fr 

the tree at large. They show very plainly by their form and also by their see 

| i 

Photographs of the seeds of 549 to 551 may be found in Pl. x11. The description « 

these fruits occurs on p. 66. a 
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PLATE VIII. : 

Outlines of Buffum pears. Figs. 1-6 are from flowers inclosed in paper bags, 

therefore self-pollinated. Figs. 7-12 are from flowers outside the bags, on the 
same trees, evidently cross-pvollinated by insects. Pl. xm contains photographs of 
the seeds of all the self-pollinated fruits with the same record numbers. On the same 4 

plate seeds without record numbers may be found which are from insect-crossed i 4 

fruits, but there is no means of associating any particular group of seeds with its 

fruit. The descriptions are on pp. 65-68. | 
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PUATE Vx. 

Angouléme pears. Figs. 1 and 2 are from flowers covered with paper bags, there- 
fore self-pollinated. Fig. 3 is from a flower pollinated with Anjou. The drawing 
is from the largest of these specimens. Fig. 4 is from a flower pollinated with 

Seckel, the only fruit from that kind of pollen studied. A: large series of specimens — 

would be necesssary to determine whether there is any constant. difference between 

Anjou and Seckel pollen. The study of these fruits is on pp. 57, 58. 
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PLATE pe 

Anjou pears. Figs. 1 and 2 are from flowers covered with paper bags, t 
self-pollinated. Fig. 5 is from a flower pollinated with Angouléme, Ee figs 

Bartlett pollen. The descriptions will be found on p. 58. 
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PLATE XL 

Seeds from Bartlett pears. Each group represents the seeds Bich one fruit. 

number underneath is the record number of the fruit, and Tevere) back to the 

upper row of groups are an aoe collated flowers, and the ane ee 

from crosses. Nos. 4078, 4083, 4084, 4086, and 4087 are with Clapps Favo 

3968, 3969, 3971, 3975, 3976, 3977, and 3981 are with RESINS Nos. 4070, a 

are ann White Doyenne pollen. 
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PLATE XII. 

Seeds from Buffum pears. The two lower rows are self-pollinated. Nos. 549, 
and 551 are from flowers pollinated with Bartlett. Those without numbers are 
pears taken from the tree at large for comparison, They are very plainly to 

classed among the crosses, thus corroborating the evidence of the external ap 
ance of the fruits as shown on Pls. vir and vil. The descriptions of these seed 

will be found on pp. 65-67. . ey 
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